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Abstract

Rapid advances in sequencing technology have allowed researchers to study many fun-
damental questions about Evolution and Life through the analysis of molecular sequence
data. The computational analysis of sequence data can reveal the patterns and processes of
speciation, domestication, epidemiology, evolution of traits, biogeography, and host/parasite
co-evolution. Such analyses are also central to the systematic classification of life. All of
these applications require a mathematical model that characterizes the random processes
governing the evolution of DNA sequences over time, subject to the specific conditions of
interest. It turns out that evolutionary models also share another common basis: the need
to account for the ancestral relationships and sizes of the populations within which the
genetic material is being propagated. Historically, those aspects were part of both the area
of populations genetics and systematics – the study of biological diversity and its origins.
Those two disciplines are experiencing a synthesis in the last few decades under the branch
of “Molecular Phylogenetics”. In this thesis we develop two methods; one for estimating
the effective size of a single population, the second for estimating the family (species) tree
of several populations and their sizes. Both methods utilize multi-gene data from multiple
individuals, a key ingredient for reducing the uncertainty of estimates. The methods are
Bayesian, utilizing the generic Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to compute posterior
probabilities for high-dimensional and extremely complex models. Posterior probabilities are
direct probabilities of the model under suitable prior assumptions, and uncertainty bounds
are an integral part of the Bayesian approach. Uncertainty bounds are especially valuable
in analysis of genetic data, which may contain an extremely weak signal. In this thesis we
also explore some theoretical issues relating to the tree prior and model violations. Due to
the complexity of the models, computer simulations play a major role in investigating model
properties and performance as a function of the amount and quality of data. The methods
are implemented as part of the software package BEAST and have already been used in
several studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Every boat is copied from another boat...it is the
sea herself who fashions the boats, choosing those
which function and destroying the rest.

Alain (Émile-Auguste Chartier)

Random stuff happens; the useful bits stick
around.

Anonymous

2009 was a very good year for Charles Darwin. His 200th birthday was celebrated
throughout the year by the scientific community, the media and on the World Wide

Web. Towards the end of the year, celebrations intensified with the 150th anniversary of
On the Origin of Species, Darwin’s seminal publication (Darwin, 1859). The celebrations
were not just a tribute to the man himself but to the change in worldview his ideas brought.
After Galileo, this was possibly the greatest contribution to the understanding of our place
in the universe; first, the earth is not the centre of the universe, only a small part of it, and
now humanity is not the centre of creation, just a small part in a large and complex web of
life. It is hardly surprising that the impact of Darwin’s ideas have not yet reached their full
potential.

1.1 The 20th century

Systematics

The Origin set out to explain both commonality and apparent design as seen in nature.
Individuals (and species) are similar because all life is related via a history of common
descent. The appearance of design is the result of natural selection – the process in which
individuals with beneficial mutations leave more descendants than other members of their
variety. Darwin’s figures illustrating the treelike nature of those processes have become well
known (Figure 1.1).

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

(a) The single illustration of the Origin. (b) Darwin’s notebook with the fa-
mous ’I think’ on the top left.

Figure 1.1:

Understanding that species share a common origin required great insight. But noticing
that patterns exist proved an easy exercise for the human brain – that extraordinary pattern-
matching engine honed by millions of years of evolution. And once those patterns were found
they could be classified. Perhaps the earliest such effort in a scientific context was Linnaeus’s
1735 Systema Naturae, which introduced a division into three primary kingdoms (Linnaeus,
1735). Figure 1.2 shows two colourful examples from the days (phylogenetic) trees had leaves,
were green, and oriented the right side up (Archibald, 2009).

(a) Arbre botanique. Augier, 1801 (b) “Paleontological Chart” from Elementary Geology,
Edward Hitchcock, 1840

Figure 1.2: Pre-Darwin phylogenetic trees

One can’t fail to be amazed by the many creative ways invented to visualize the rela-
tionships between species (Lam, 1936). Nevertheless, it is the simplest and most modest
diagram which merits our attention (Figure 1.3). This modern looking figure, similar to
Darwin’s, serves to remind us how unique this classification problem is. While there are
many equally valid ways to hierarchically organize a stamp collection: by country, year, size,
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Figure 1.3: Early phylogenetic diagram by H. J. Lam

shape, value etc.∗, there is one correct way to classify life – by descent. Human fascination
with the modern incarnation of the “Tree Of Life” – a term used as early as 1879 (Ryder) –
has developed into the field of “Biological Systematics”, or just “Systematics”, the study of
biological diversity and its origins.

Population Genetics

While the Origin presents a very strong case for evolution, Darwin was aware that the
argument was incomplete without a mechanism of inheritance. The ideas suggested at the
time involved some form of blending traits, a notion adopted by Darwin even though he
thought it was inconsistent with evolution. Today we know Darwin could have benefitted
from the insights of Gregor Mendel if he only knew about them – but the significance of the
monk’s work escaped even the few who encountered them at the time.

Today we keep wondering why Darwin, who carried out experiments with plants and
peas himself, failed to follow the obvious conclusions from his own theories (Howard, 2009).
Mendel was well aware of the importance of his results; he annotated a copy of the Origin
and sent 40 replicas of his paper to prominent scientists – including one to Darwin that was
never opened, according to a recent urban legend.

Mendel’s work was rediscovered at the turn of the 20th century and he became the
pioneer of a new branch of science – Population Genetics. Mendel hypothesised and partly
demonstrated that a population stored a pool of “constant characters” (later termed alleles),
which were transmitted entire from one generation to the next

The differentiating characters of two plants can finally, however, only depend upon dif-
ferences in the composition and grouping of the elements which exist in the foundation-
cells of the same in vital interaction (Mendel, 1865)

The field of Population Genetics developed around mathematical theories detailing how
percentages of alleles change over time, subject to evolutionary processes. Allele frequencies
are no longer the focus of population genetics since the discovery of DNA and the technology
for reading it, but the basic concepts are still part of the modern theory. Population Genetics

∗ Hierarchical classifications may fade away in the digital age, replaced by multiple tagging and search
capabilities. comes to mind.
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studies populations, not individuals, yet a population is not precisely defined. Just as the
gene is the smallest heredity unit, a population is an idealized concept – the basic unit of
population genetics. A population is a group of individuals/organisms that propagate genetic
information through time by mating or some form of direct exchange∗. This does not exclude
the ability of members to successfully mate outside their group, only they tend not to, due to
geographical constrains (“I never see you anymore”) or for other reasons (“you smell bad”).

One concept which is central to this thesis concerns the size of a population. The actual
number of individuals in a population is seldom known and is subject to fluctuations. This
led R.A. Fisher, one of the leading figures of the modern synthesis, to consider an idealized
reproductive cycle,

. . . individuals are only counted when they attain to the beginning of the reproductive
stage ... We shall count each generation near the maximum of its reproductive value,
and when its numbers are least. The magnitude . . . can then be conceived, not by
the analogy of a census enumeration, ... , but as the number of individuals of each
generation who attain to the reproductive stage. (Fisher, 1930)

Another leading figure, Sewall Wright, made the following comment while developing his
ideas,

The somewhat arbitrary case in which the gametes produced by N monoecious
individuals unite wholly at random is that which can be compared directly with Fisher’s
results. (Wright, 1931)

This idealized population become known as the Wright-Fisher population, and its size
is referred to as the “Effective Population Size”. It is easy to visualize by imagining Ne

territories occupied by one individual each. At fixed time intervals (generation time), every
territory is repopulated by a random descendant of an individual from the previous generation.
Note that the effective size of a real population is typically much smaller than its census size
– it is only assumed that the inheritance properties of the real population are similar to a
Wright-Fisher population of size Ne.

Molecular Phylogenetics and the Molecular Clock

The emergence of molecular biology had a great impact on systematics. The classification of
life based on groups descendant from a single common ancestor was advocated in Phylogenetic
Systematics (Hennig, 1966). Descent-based classification became known as “Cladistics”, and
the groupings as “Monophyletic Clades”. Building phylogenies based on characters – on the
sum total of countless genetic and developmental factors – is subjective and prone to human
bias. Building phylogenies from observed differences in the primary hereditary material is
undoubtedly a better option (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965).

Even before DNA, systematics built phylogenetic trees based on discrete morphological
characters and parsimony, but after DNA systematics became even more useful. We can
see a surprisingly detailed phylogeny based on a single protein as early as 1967 (Fitch and
Margoliash, 1967). The on-going development of phylogenetic methods is one of the main
themes of this thesis.

∗ And to keep things interesting, sometimes we treat the “gene pool” itself as the population.
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The Molecular Clock

In the early ’60s, Zuckerkandl and Pauling observed that the number of changes in haemoglobin
between different lineages was roughly proportional to their divergence time, as estimated
by the fossil record (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1962). They postulated this was not specific
to hemoglobin, but was true for all proteins. This became known as the “Molecular-Clock”
Hypothesis. A year later we find the following statements:

If elapsed time is the main variable determining the number of accumulated substi-
tutions, it should be possible to estimate roughly the period at which two lines of
evolution leading to any two species diverged. (Margoliash, 1963)

And

The assumptions underlying such calculations are that the rate of accumulation of
mutations has varied randomly during evolutionary history and has not been different
for homologous genetic loci in different species, even though these species exhibit a
wide range of generation times.

The high rate of amino-acid substitution, estimated at 1% per 1–10 million years, led
Kimura to hypothesise that most substitutions are evolutionary neutral (Kimura, 1968).

Neutrality and the Molecular Clock provide the justification for using mismatches in
sequence data to infer clades and estimate divergence times – represented as a single phyloge-
netic tree. Modern methods allow relaxing this assumption in several ways, accounting for
different evolutionary rates for different genes or lineages.

1.2 The Bayesian revolution

Science advances funeral by funeral.

Unknown; many attributions

It would be unusual for an empirical phylogenetic study published today to be based on
the principles of Minimum Evolution (ME) or Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) alone. Yet, only
a decade ago those were considered two of the four major optimality criteria in phylogenetics
(Lewis, 2001). The other two, Maximum Parsimony (MP) and Maximum Likelihood (ML),
have been part of phylogenetics for more than 40 years (Camin and Sokal, 1965; Cavalli-Sforza
and Edwards, 1967; Fitch, 1971; Felsenstein, 1978).

The rise and peak of ML

There are good reasons why Maximum Likelihood became the preferred phylogenetic inference
method. ME and OLS are optimization criteria, justified by generic arguments but are not,
strictly speaking, model based (Rzhetsky and Nei, 1993). Maximum Parsimony is not model
based either, but like ML and unlike ME and OLS it uses the data directly rather than
distance matrices calculated from sequences. We are generally more comfortable with results
based on models which directly incorporate our knowledge of real world processes. Naturally,
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such sentiments are obvious only in retrospect; the conflicts between the many factions
within the field of systematics in the ’70s and ’80s were so fierce they become known as the
‘systematics wars’ (Hull, 1990; Felsenstein, 2001).

As a weapon of war, the Felsenstein ‘pruning algorithm’ proved extremely successful.
The efficient and accessible likelihood calculations in PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 1989), the freely
available implementation by Felsenstein, opened a new era in molecular systematics and
molecular evolution.

Being model based gave ML the flexibility to accommodate refinements. The simple
model of Jukes and Cantor (1969) has been progressively generalized to handle different
transition-transversion rates, unequal nucleotide frequencies, all the way up to the Generalised
Time Reversible (GTR) model (Kimura, 1980; Felsenstein, 1981b; Kimura, 1981; Hasegawa
et al., 1985b; Tavaré, 1986). Analysing genetic sequences from coding regions brought further
refinements such as amino acid models, codon models (Yang et al., 1994) and the ability
to handle variation in substitution rates across sites (Yang, 1993; Tamura and Nei, 1993).
Utilizing the accumulated knowledge of protein families and 3D coordinates of each atom
in a protein enabled the construction of codon substitution models based on secondary
structure. In those models, the substitution probability was not only a function of the type
of amino acid but its position inside the protein. A 3-state model (α-helix, β-sheet and
loop) was later extended to 8 states and then 38 (Thorne et al., 1996; Lio et al., 1998).
The secondary structure was not assumed known but was inferred using a Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) whose parameters were empirically derived from known alignments and known
tertiary structure.

The long list of models is by no means comprehensive; many other variations and
enhancements exist. This diversity in the ecosystem of phylogenetic tools owes much to the
innovation in computing and electronics as well. Almost all of those methods are analytically
intractable and would be of limited use without modern hardware and algorithms.

History of the new kid in town

Maximum Likelihood became popular in the 20th century through the work of R. A. Fisher.
Fisher, a famous and influential statistician, found himself at odds with Harold Jeffreys, a
little known applied mathematician and physicist. Jeffreys’ goal was to formalize statistical
inference using the classical approach: defining axioms inspired by common sense. Just like
Mendel, his ideas and methods makes him in retrospect the founding father of the modern
Bayesian school.

Jeffreys believed that it is meaningless to talk about the ‘probability of proposition p’,
only about ‘the probability of p on data q’

It is no more valid to speak of the probability of a proposition without stating the
data than it would be to speak of the value of x+y for a given x, irrespective of
the value of y.∗ (Jeffreys, 1939)

Conditional probability was so central to Jeffreys he invented a new notation for it –
P (p | q). Fisher disapproved of the Bayesian viewpoint, claiming it is impossible to find a
suitable prior (Aldrich, 1997),

∗ Italics in original
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Bayes (1763) attempted to find, by observing a sample, the actual probability that
the population value [ ρ ] lay in any given range. . . . Such a problem is indeterminate
without knowing the statistical mechanism under which different values of ρ come into
existence; it cannot be solved from the data supplied by a sample, or any number of
samples, of the population.

Jeffreys, on the other hand, thought ML is fundamentally unsatisfactory,

Modern statisticians have developed extensive mathematical techniques, but for the
most part have rejected the notion of the probability of a hypothesis, and thereby
deprived themselves of any way of saying precisely what they mean when they decide
between hypotheses.

The Bayesian approach deals with the questions directly by specifying the posterior
probability∗, the probability distribution of a hypothesis given the data and a suitable prior.
The likelihood, on the other hand, is the probability of the data given the model, which is
not a proper distribution. Jeffreys paid special attention to priors which convey ignorance

Two rules appear to cover the commonest cases. If the parameter may have any value
in a finite range, or from −∞ to +∞, its prior probability should be taken as uniformly
distributed. If it arises in such a way that it may conceivably have any value from 0 to
∞, the prior probability of its logarithm should be taken as uniformly distributed.

The best non-informative prior for a positive scaling parameter v according to Jeffreys is
dv/v. A change of parameter to vn would result in a prior that is proportional to the original.
The fact That

∫∞
0

dv/v diverges at both ends is not a problem but a desired feature; this
matches our ignorance about the probability of a sample being greater than or less than v
for any value v - otherwise one of those options would have zero probability.

The new kid in town

Bayesian inference started playing a more prominent role in phylogenetics towards the end
of the ’90s. The innovation in those methods was at first mostly computational since the
models developed for ML could be reused, and the method for numerically approximating
those intractable integrals had been developed in the ’70s.

Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MH-MCMC) draws correlated samples
from a distribution using a specially crafted random walk (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings,
1970b). The equations for MCMC appeared numerous times, typically in some intimidating
form, but the basics are simply illustrated. Consider a robot mapping the terrain of Mars:
the robot wanders randomly, always taking a step uphill but moving downhill based on the
heights ratio. For example, it moves to a point 90% lower than its current height only 9
times out of 10. Assuming the probability of choosing point B from point A is the same as
choosing A from B, the number of times the robot would visit each point is proportional to
its height (Lewis, 2001). If the probabilities of moving between B and A are not equal, their
ratio is incorporated into the probability of taking the move in the same way.

∗ A modern term coined by Jeffreys replacing “probability a posteriori”.
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BAMBE: Bayesian Analysis in Molecular Biology and Evolution

The program BAMBE (Larget and Simon, 1999) contains many of the ingredients we see in
current Bayesian phylogenetic inference programs (Bpip):

Generic sampling: Generic MCMC is used to sample the posterior.

Combining moves: Finding a single good move in the highly multidimensional parameter
space is quite hard. Instead, moves are defined on subsets of parameter space while
keeping the other parameters fixed (e.g. move only North-South or East-West).

Specialist moves: Some subsets may have more than one move. The authors develop two
types of tree moves, LOCAL and GLOBAL. GLOBAL changes all branch lengths at
once while LOCAL changes only a few around one node. Different versions are provided
for rooted trees (with molecular clock) and unrooted trees (no molecular clock).

Mixing moves: The various moves are applied sequentially, but the order and number of
applications can be manipulated to tune the chain. For example, the authors make
several moves in tree space for every move in the substitution parameters space.

Tuning moves: Some moves have a tuning parameter which is set using trial and error.
The tuning parameter controls the size of the move, and its optimal value may depend
on the data.

The authors emphasize the flexibility of this approach and discuss some of the pitfalls.
Convergence is obviously first on the list (has our robot been wondering long enough? ). It is
also easy to miss high hills with a small base, and even harder to climb down from one. They
note that while there is no general satisfactory answer, all of those concerns apply to ML as
well.

MrBayes and the BEAST

The first Bpip to gain widespread use was MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001), with
more than 6300 citations so far. The second Bpip, BEAST (Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis
Sampling Trees), has been around since 2003 and is clocked at slightly less than 800 citations
since an official citation target became available (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). I shall
briefly compare the two programs as I find it more instructive than giving a separate overview.

Both programs use the general MCMC to sample a posterior. Both are complex pieces
of software that offer the user a vast number of ways to configure her analysis. They are
not designed around a single type of analysis but allow different kinds of analyses under a
more or less generic framework. Both nucleotide and amino acid data can be analysed using
one of the many substitution models; nucleotide data can be grouped into codons, and rate
variation across sites can be incorporated. Both can use binary or discrete states as data.

But it goes beyond just the wealth of models. Sequence data can be partitioned into as
many parts as desired and each partition may have its own model(s) or tree. It is up to the
user to assign which partition(s) are used to estimate which models or trees.

In addition, both programs provide a large number of MCMC moves, and again the user
can change the default move attached to any parameter or tree. Many moves can be tuned
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and there is an option for auto-tuning during the MCMC run. The user also chooses the
priors applied for each parameter or tree.

While the two programs share this substantial core, each has its own personality. MrBayes
primarily supports unrooted non-clocklike trees, and while there is support for a strict
clock, this option is not in wide use. In BEAST, trees are always rooted. This matches
true evolutionary processes better since any real life ancestral history is a time-tree, and
substitutions accumulate along that time tree with rates that may vary. This separation is
central to BEAST and permits models that can accurately infer both phylogeny and varying
rates – a model known as the relaxed clock (Drummond et al., 2006). This makes BEAST
particularly useful for analysing viruses and time-stamped data (Drummond et al., 2002) or,
in combination with the discrete state, for inferring the divergence times of languages. Both
programs have the ability to run multiple chains, some of which may be “heated” to help
explore a ragged terrain by switching between the chains, and use the multiple chains to
assess convergence. However, use of multiple chains is more common in MrBayes, probably
because this option is not supported by BEAUti, the BEAST graphical analysis builder.

Both programs are multi-platform but achieve it in different ways. MrBayes is written
in portable “C” while BEAST uses Java. MrBayes users can either use a command line
interface or a NEXUS file with a MrBayes block. BEAST users create an XML file using a
specialized GUI (BEAUti) or write one using a text editor; the XML is then used as input
to BEAST. The choice of XML by BEAST is not just an implementation detail. The XML
elements map onto basic internal units in such a way that sometimes a new functionality
can be created by crafting a new XML file without changing any code. This modular design
makes BEAST easier to extend, in my opinion.

Altogether, both programs are very powerful tools, and this power comes at a high price.
To create anything but a routine analysis a user needs to be quite knowledgeable to construct,
run and assess the analysis. With so many options it is easy to make sub-optimal choices or
even wrong ones. The learning curve for a developer wishing to participate is similarly steep.

The tree prior

Possibly the earliest formulations of the phylogenetic inference problem is given by Edwards
in 1970. Edwards considers an idealized process in space and time: a particle starting at
time 0, which is moving in space according to a diffusion process and is subject to random
splitting in two at some rate. Now, given the final position and time of n “particles”, we
wish to find the positions and time of all the intermediate points (internal nodes) and the
diffusion/splitting process parameters. Edwards develops various likelihood formulas, all of
them naturally intractable. But just like Fisher, he rejects a Bayesian solution,

It will be sufficient to state here my belief that, however much a Bayesian solution
would have simplified the approach to this problem (by calling everything a conditional
probability), it would be most improper for a scientist to compromise his convictions by
resorting to the most expedient approach to inference for the problem at hand; [...]

I am not prepared to give the true parameters prior probability distributions because I
can see no model which would justify them.

Another modern leading figure, Joseph Felsenstein, similarly declares himself “a curmud-
geon on this [Bayesian approaches]” (Harmon, 2009). Felsenstein and others are concerned
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that the choice of prior is too subjective. Two researchers may arrive at different conclusions
on the same data because of a difference in prior. Well, this can also happen when they just
use different models (Shoemaker et al., 1999).

And yet, curiously enough, the introduction of Bayesian analysis was not accompanied
by a significant ideological clash; it was simply accepted as a faster alternative to “ML with
bootstraps” (Larget and Simon, 1999; Huelsenbeck et al., 2001). The main specific objection
concerned the tree – that strange mixture of discrete structure (topology) and continuous
parameters (branch lengths). (Pickett and Randle, 2005) claim that a “uniform topological
prior on trees” does not lead to a uniform prior on clades, which may be a problem when
the inference is on the clades. They proceed to show a correlation between clade size and
clade support by analysing contrived data sets – specially crafted trees and short sequences.
(Brandley et al., 2006) reanalyse the same data and while they get the same result they
suggest the phylogenetic signal is too weak and is overpowered by the prior. They also
point out that Pickett and Randle got the same result using bootstrapping, and are not
convinced by the authors’ claim that the bias in the two cases has different causes. It is in fact
impossible to have a uniform prior on clades (Steel and Pickett, 2006), and the “Clade-based
Bayesian approach” is deemed responsible for “exaggerated clade support, inconsistently biased
priors, and the impossibility of hypothesis testing of cladograms” (Wheeler and Pickett, 2008).
But not everyone agrees that this is a problem: “Under extremely weak assumptions about
the relative frequency of bifurcations versus multifurcations, it is actually inconsistent to hold that
all clades are equally probable regardless of size.” (Velasco, 2007). I think this is a non issue
provided we keep in mind that the clade support value depends on the choice of taxa. In
addition, it is easy to calculate the Bayes factor for a particular clade of interest.

Tree priors in common use today are uniform with respect to topology, that is, the
probability of a tree depends only on its shape. Any ordering of the tree tips and any order
of the splitting events are equally likely. This ‘label invariant’ approach results in a uniform
distribution on all labelled topologies for unrooted trees and a uniform distribution on all
ranked labelled topologies for rooted trees. Uniform topologies are coupled with a prior
on branch lengths. For unrooted trees this is usually accomplished by assuming that all
branch lengths are drawn from some distribution. For example, an exponential distribution
is the default for MrBayes 3.

Two types of priors are typical for rooted trees. The first is the pure birth process,
originally due to Yule (Yule, 1925). This simple model of species splitting at some fixed rate,
used by Edwards, was suggested by Yule based on observed counts of the number of genera for
several groups (Aldous, 2001). The birth model was extended later to the birth-death model,
which allows lineages to die as well (Kendall, 1948), and was adapted to use as a tree prior by
Nee et al. (1994). It is wise to keep in mind how tricky the birth-death process is when used
as a prior. The correct formula for the birth death prior conditional on observing exactly
n taxa now, and without conditioning on root time, was derived only recently (Gernhard,
2008).

The other widely used prior is the coalescent, which we discuss at length in chapter 2.
Combining calibration information with the Yule prior is the topic of chapter 5.

The Tide is changing? The return of ML

Users of phylogenetic tools are primarily interested in analysing their data, and it was
MrBayes’s speed advantage over the slower PHYLIP and PAUP* which won them over.
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Today, we may be witnessing a reverse trend, fuelled by the availability of fast ML programs
that can efficiently handle large trees. Three new ML implementations are changing the
equation.

PHYML uses traditional hill climbing to find the maximum likelihood tree (Guindon
and Gascuel, 2003; Guindon et al., 2009). Unlike PAUP*, PHYML employs sophisticated
logic to avoid fully optimizing every tree topology. PHYML individually optimizes every
branch length and every tree swap, ranks all single changes and applies only a select subset.
The recent version of PHYML offers some innovative features such as a fast test for branch
support – a computationally cheap alternative to conventional bootstrapping.

RAxML is another hill climbing variant (Stamatakis et al., 2005; Stamatakis, 2006).
RAxML generates a list of candidates by pruning all possible sub-trees of the current maximal
tree – and re-grafting each at multiple locations up to some fixed distance from the cut. The
speed-up comes from avoiding a full optimization of each candidate and re-optimizing only
the 3 branches around the insertion point.

GARLI is another Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic program (Zwickl, 2006). GARLI
is a free substitute to PAUP*, implementing the exact same standard substitution models
and gamma/invariant site rates estimation. In a neat feat of role reversal, GARLI’s search
uses a genetic algorithm to optimize the tree topology, branch lengths and model parameters.
GARLI keeps a pool of candidates (individuals) which “mutate” and act as parents according
to their “fitness” (Likelihood score).

1.3 The power of the many: Multiple Loci

By 1979, the mitochondrial (mt) DNA was “becoming the best known piece of the eukaryotic
genome”, and was replacing the protein as the marker of choice for evolutionary genetics
studies (Wilson et al., 1985). It was easier to sequence than nuclear DNA, is universal in the
animal kingdom, exhibits almost no recombination, and the number of genes and their order
is mostly conserved in the same phyla.

mtDNA is primarily maternally inherited. The number of mtDNA in a mature egg
outnumbers the ones in a sperm by more than a thousandfold. In addition, while each cell
may contain thousands of mitochondria, all of them are essentially identical. In fact, the
variety inside one body is so small that the mtDNA is considered haploid – as if each organism
contains only a single copy.

While it was initially assumed that mtDNA evolves slower than nuclear DNA, the opposite
is true. The combination of a harsh environment and a high number of replication cycles
provides an ample source of mutations. The mitochondria are the metabolic engine room of
the cell and have ridiculous amounts of free radicals bumping around doing damage. But
what about the selective pressure against change? At first it was suggested that the high
mutation rate was due to inefficiency in repairing copying errors. Since the mtDNA lost many
of its genes during the long symbiotic existence inside the cell, it does not directly code any
of the proteins involved in its own replication. However, today we have plenty of evidence for
strong selection in the mtDNA (Baer et al., 2007; Stewart et al., 2008). While the debate is
not over, there is some evidence that the physical and genetic bottlenecks responsible for the
haploidy of the mtDNA “implicated genetic drift during the bottleneck as a causal factor in the
high mutation load in mtDNA” (Neiman and Taylor, 2009).

The fast rate, ubiquity, availability and clear mode of inheritance made mtDNA the focal
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point of a new branch of science – Phylogeography. Phylogeography deals with the spatial
relations of lineages, especially between closely related species or sub-species. And mtDNA
was more than just another marker – this was the “bridge Between Population Genetics and
Systematics” (Avise et al., 1987). There was no end to the number of possible investigations
into the relations between mtDNA phylogeny and the terrain.

As time went by and the ideas of the coalescent took hold, it was becoming clearer that
valuable as it is, mtDNA offers just one viewpoint. It does not necessarily tell the whole story
of a species, and its genetic history may not reflect the species history. Also, the practice
of choosing one individual to represent the whole species ignores the clearly visible variety
within a species. Moreover, using only mtDNA ignores paternal inheritance. For example,
the Y chromosomes in humans reveal systematic differences between the sexes with regard
to population structure (Wilder et al., 2004). There was a need to base Phylogeographical
studies on a firmer statistical footing, and using multiple loci was the way to go (Knowles LL,
2002).

The use of multi-locus was catching on in the realm of “traditional” population genetics
as well, but the improvement in results was not automatic. For some methods, the benefit
from plugging longer and longer sequences diminishes quickly and at some point is actually
detrimental. It was therefore necessary to develop new methods which benefit from the
growth in data.

In an article describing a method for estimating an exponentially growing (or declining)
effective population size (Kuhner et al., 1998), the authors make the following observation:

[. . . ] doubling the number of loci doubles the amount of information available about the
most rootward parts of the genealogy (which are the most informative for growth rate
[. . . ]). Adding additional sequences mainly adds information about the most tipward
parts of the genealogy, which contain relatively little information about growth.

Here, longer sequences are not effective in reducing the inherent bias of the estimator, but
several unlinked genes are. Linked genes – genes which are physically close on the genome
or are selected together – provide less information than genes which evolve independently.
Note that the term “gene” is used loosely to designate a segment of genetic characters. In
fact, a non-coding segment, unaffected by evolutionary pressures, may be more suited for
phylogenetic analysis since it is better modelled by the substitution model.

A study estimating effective population size and the phylogeny of humans and other
hominoids∗ provides a clear demonstration of the power of multi-locus (Chen and Li, 2001).
Using only neighbour-joining, the authors built phylogenies from 53 randomly chosen, non-
coding regions in human, gorilla and chimpanzee. Of these phylogenies, 31 supported
human–chimp as the most closely related pair, 10 supported human–gorilla, and 12 supported
chimp–gorilla. The likelihood ratio to the null hypothesis (trichotomy) gives overwhelming
support to the human-chimp pair. When estimating the divergence time of the gorilla from
the common ancestral species of human-chimp (7 Myr) and the human-chimp split (6 Myr),
they observe that some segments evolve faster in humans, while others in the gorilla. This
is in contrast to the “Hominoid Slowdown” hypothesis which postulates that the “rate of
molecular evolution has become slower in the hominoid (apes and humans) lineage since its
separation from the Old World monkey lineage”.

∗ Undoubtedly the “sexiest” research topic in phylogenetics
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Multi-locus can help estimate evolutionary rates (Thorne and Kishino, 2002). Thorne
and Kishino describe a method for inferring divergence times and evolutionary rates from
multiple genes. They assume that the differences in divergence times between genes are
“negligible” provided “the number of generations between speciation events on a tree is large
relative to effective population size”, and so all genes “share” the same tree but may evolve at
different rates. They stress the fact that sequence data by itself is not sufficient to untangle
time and rates. The rate of substitution depends on the product of time and rate, and some
form of prior knowledge about rates or time is required to separate them. As a result, any
uncertainty in the (say) fossil record used in the calibration is an integral part of the final
estimate, which no amount of genetic data can improve. Another multi-locus approach is
given by Yang and Yoder to estimate rates using multiple calibration points. However, the
method assumes a fixed known tree and fixed calibration points manually placed on the tree.

Sometimes, the estimates from multi-locus methods can be used directly to test theories.
One “widely accepted paradigm” states that non-migratory bird species give rise to species
migrating to warmer climates. Kondo et al. show that one migratory species has recently
given rise to a shorter migratory species through a “founder event” (Kondo et al., 2008).
This conclusion follows from estimating effective population sizes and migration rates of the
two species using the ML method IM (Hey and Nielsen, 2004). We will discuss migration in
detail in chapter 6.

Another very popular multi-locus method (with close to 6000 citations) is STRUCTURE
(Pritchard et al., 2000; Falush et al., 2003). STRUCTURE is a model-based Bayesian
clustering method which assigns individuals to a (possibly unknown) number of populations
K. The populations are assumed to be in a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium within populations,
with each loci at equilibrium as well. STRUCTURE co-infers assignments of individuals
and allele frequencies, and offers an admixture model as well where individuals may have
multiple ancestry, and in the later version accounts for the linkage between individuals in the
same population with shared multiple ancestry. While STRUCTURE can be used when K is
unknown, this requires running the program for each desired K and then using “ad-hoc” and
“admittedly dubious” (authors own words) criteria to select the best K.

STRUCTURAMA is a more recent program with a similar goal to STRUCTURE
(Huelsenbeck and Andolfatto, 2007). STRUCTURAMA analytically integrates over al-
lele frequencies and has a Gibbs sampler for correctly changing the number of populations
during the MCMC run.

Multiple loci are useful in other areas of molecular analysis such as detecting hybrids
(Anderson and Thompson, 2002), typing of virus or bacteria (MLST) (Maiden et al., 1998)
and even tackling the difficult question of inferring patterns of evolutionary descent in bacteria
(Feil et al., 2004).

Multilocus Phylogenies

While the benefit of multi-locus data was not in doubt, a lack of suitable phylogenetic
methods limited its usefulness. The assumption that all genes share the same divergence
times is hard to justify, and even if a large population size can be established a priory for
extant populations, it is harder to justify for ancestral ones. Even then, ancestral species
existing for only a short time can break this assumption. Yet, concatenating genes for the
purpose of building phylogenies was, and still is, one of the widely used methods to utilize
multi-locus data (Rokas et al., 2003; Wu and Eisen, 2008). This is in contrast with theoretical
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considerations and simulation studies showing that concatenation is the wrong kind of average
and that adding genes can lead to 100% confidence levels for the wrong tree (Gadagkar et al.,
2005; Degnan and Rosenberg, 2006).

However the challenges facing a researcher go beyond the multi-locus question. It is typical
to see publications where several methods are applied to the data and then considerable
effort is spent in reconciling the results. As an example, I shall describe briefly the main
steps taken in an article about Hawaii’s endemic damselfly (Jordan et al., 2003). Beforehand
I must stress that there is no special reason for choosing this article except for it being an
entirely typical case for its period.

First, the data set is “optimized” by removing “redundant” individuals due to analysis
speed concerns. This was done in several ways:

• By considering branch lengths from a ML tree under a GTR and site variation model.

• Only one individual was kept from groups with identical data.

• Only one individual was kept from species with more than 90% bootstrap support from
a Maximum Parsimony analysis.

• Individuals with incomplete data for one of the loci were removed.

• “After some phylogenetic searching” 2 individuals likely to be hybrids were removed as
well.

The authors then proceed to build ML trees from several combinations of partitions of
the mtDNA data, of the nuclear loci and the mtDNA and nuclear data combined. Each
ML tree is built using an iterated process where the model parameters and the tree are
alternately estimated until convergence. In addition, MrBayes was used for several Bayesian
runs on the same data. The figures show the concatenated ML tree, an mtDNA tree with
rates estimation, a side by side mtDNA vs. nuclear tree and a side by side Bayesian vs. “ML
with bootstraps” tree. As you probably guessed, all those trees are different. The authors
then go on to show additional traits such as island location, habitat usage and morphology
mapped onto the ML bootstrap tree.

What can we learn? First, one is struck by the number of seemingly arbitrary decisions,
and how unlikely this exact combination of criteria will ever be used again. As to the
pre-selection process, excluding data which does not fit the model assumption is well justified
– but it seems probable that the authors would have retained as much data as possible if
they could sensibly analyse it and easily interpret the results. No one suggests dropping
identical values to speed up the computation of the mean. Again, please remember that
those observations apply to many published articles in this field, and the authors should be
commended for documenting their selection process; I am guessing this type of pre-selection
often goes unreported.

Jordan et al. dealt with only two genes. The problem of separate phylogenetic analysis
of gene trees obviously gets worse as we add more genes (Poe and Chubb, 2004; DelPero
et al., 2000). What the authors clearly wanted was to be able to analyse all their data in
a single framework that will take account for the different genes, rates, species and traits.
Such a model (without the traits) is the topic of chapter 3, and work on handling the traits
is underway.



Chapter 2
The Extended Bayesian Skyline Plot

We demand guaranteed rigidly defined areas of
doubt and uncertainty.

Douglas Adams

This chapter is based on the research article entitled “Bayesian inference of population size
history from multiple loci” published 23 October 2008 in the international peer-reviewed
journal BMC Evolutionary Biology, of which I was the first author and main contributor
to the research and written text (Heled and Drummond, 2008). The article has been
accessed close to 4000 times and achieved the number one spot and a “highly accessed”
designation a month after publication. The article has been cited 18 times so far.

Coalescent theory has been described as “the most significant progress in theoretical
population genetics in the past two decades of [last] century”(Fu and Li, 1999). Methods

based on coalescent theory enable the estimation of both current and past population sizes
directly from genetic data. Effective population size (Ne) is linked to the rate of genetic drift
and inbreeding and is useful, for example, when investigating the possibility of interbreeding
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between Neanderthals and early humans (Serre et al., 2004), or when looking at patterns of
genetic variation in human genes (Akey et al., 2004). Even when population size history is of
secondary interest the incorporation of models of population size may improve the genetic
mapping of diseases and the estimation of genetic traits (Wang and Rannala, 2005 Jun).

2.1 A concise introduction to the coalescent

The coalescent was formally introduced by Kingman in 1982 (Kingman, 1982). This was
the culmination of eight years of developing the “circle of ideas known as the coalescent”
(Kingman, 2000) which brought into light the essence of the relation between population size
and ancestry. Informally, the larger the population, the longer any two individuals have to
trace their ancestry back in time until meeting their common ancestor (concestor (Dawkins,
2004)). The meeting of those two ancestral lineages is known as the coalescence event.

To formally develop the theory, one has to assume that the population is mixing perfectly
so that all the members of the same generation have equal probability of being the ancestor
of any member in the next generation. Kingman introduces the idea using an idealized
Wright-Fisher population but shows how the Moran model also has the coalescent as its
diffusion limit (for a good summary of these models see (Blythe and McKane, 2007)).

Consider two random members from a population of fixed size N . By perfect mixing, the
probability that they share a concestor in the previous generation is 1/N . The probability that
the concestor is g + 1 generations back is 1/N(1− 1/N)g. This elementary reasoning shows
that g, as a random variable, has a geometric distribution with a success rate of λ =1 /N ,
and so has a mean N and a variance of close to N2 (N

3
/(N−1)).

With n lineages, the time to the first coalescence is derived in the same way, only now
there are

(
n
2

)
possible pairs that may coalesce, resulting in a success rate of λ =

(
n
2

)
/N

and a mean time to coalescence of N/
(
n
2

)
. This assumes N is much larger than O(n2). An

interesting consequence is that the total number of generations required for n lineages to
coalesce into one is

∑n
i=2 N/

(
i
2

)
= 2N(1− 1/n), which is always smaller than 2N , regardless

of n.
Kingman goes on to show that as N grows, the coalescent process converges to a continuous

time Markov chain. For the above, λ = 1/N is the instantaneous probability of coalescing,
i.e. the probability of coalescing in a short time interval ∆t is O(λ∆t). Unsurprisingly, the
solution turns out to be the exponential distribution f(t) = λe−λt, the continuous equivalent
of the geometric distribution.

While Kingman mentions that population size does not have to be constant, he does not
provide the details. Given n lineages at time 0 and an effective population size function
N = N(t),−∞ ≤ t ≤ 0, the density for the first coalescent event occurring at time −t is
(Griffiths and Tavare, 1994),

f(t) =
C

N(t)
exp

− t∫
0

C

N(x)
dx

 where C =

(
n

2

)
. (2.1)

This result is not specific to the coalescent and applies to any non-homogeneous Poisson
process; that is, to any memory-less process with a continuous “success rate density” r(t).
Define F (t) = P (X ≥ t), the cumulative probability of waiting at least t without success.
The probability of waiting at least t plus some small increment ∆t is approximately the same
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as waiting until t, and having no success in [t, t+ ∆t]:

F (T + ∆t) = F (T )(1− r(t)∆t) +O(∆t2) (2.2)

After rearranging we get,

F (T + ∆t)− F (T )

∆t
= −r(t)F (t) +O(∆t),

When ∆t→ 0 we obtain the basic differential equation F ′(t) = −r(t)F (t), whose solution
is,

F (t) = e
−

tR
0

r(x)dx
,

Now the density at time t is equal to the event not happening until t times the instantaneous
rate at that time, which is

f(t) = (1− P (X < t))r(t) = F (t)r(t) = r(t)e
−

tR
0

r(x)dx
. (2.3)

By setting r(t) =
(
n
2

)
/N(t) we get equation (2.1).

From now on, N = N(t) shall be referred to as the demographic function or sometimes
just demographic when the meaning is clear from the context. Note that while N(t) may
take any form whose inverse can be integrated, the density is characterized by two numbers
only: the intensity (average of population size inverse over the interval) and the population
size at the end of the interval.

Altogether, given a demographic function N(t) and a list of coalescence times T = (tn+1 =
0, tn, tn−1, . . . t2), where tn is the time where n lineages coalesced into n− 1, the probability
that those times are the result of the coalescent process reducing n lineages into 1 is obtained
by multiplying the (independent) probabilities for each coalescence event,

f(T |N(t)) =
n∏
i=2

(
i
2

)
N(ti)

exp

− ti∫
ti+1

(
i
2

)
N(t)

dt

.
One nice feature of the coalescent theory is that the demographic inference depends only on

the coalescent times and so can be coupled with any method which can estimate the genealogy
in a statistically consistent manner. There are numerous examples of the coalescent theory
being coupled with different data and estimation procedures for the coalescent times. Tavare
et al estimated coalescent times from genetic data using only the number of segregating sites
while assuming a known demographic function (Tavare et al., 1997). Coalescent theory has
also been used within Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms to estimate constant
(Wilson and Balding, 1998a) and exponentially growing (Beaumont, 1999) population sizes
using microsatellite data. More recently, the Skyline Plot, a maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) of the demographic function for a known genealogy, was introduced (Pybus et al., 2000).
This was further extended in the form of the Bayesian Skyline Plot (BSP) (Drummond et al.,
2005), a MCMC method that estimates the demographic function directly from sequence data
and provides much needed credible intervals. Here, the BSP is further extended by allowing
the joint analysis of multiple loci and eliminating the requirement to pre-specify the model
dimensionality. An alternative approach using reversible jump MCMC to dynamically change
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the dimensionality of the demographic model had previously been introduced (Opgen-Rhein
et al., 2005), but was implemented for a known genealogy only. More recently, an alternative
which uses Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRFs) to achieve temporal smoothing of
the population sizes has been developed (Minin et al., 2008 Jul), but this method does not
currently support multiple loci.

2.2 Inferring population size from coalescent times

Estimating changes in population size is a challenging task, especially when the magnitude of
the change is small. Even if the exact coalescence times are known, the space of demographic
functions capable of generating them is large. Generally, the coalescent times are unknown
and have to be estimated by phylogenetic reconstruction, thus increasing the set of plausible
demographic functions further. In addition, the “observation window” is limited by the
last coalescent which is on average 2N generations in the past. Moreover, under a constant
population size it is expected that half of the time to the root of the tree is spanned by only
one coalescent interval (one data point), so that no dynamics can be inferred, only the average
population size over that time span. Similarly (under constant size expectations) only two
data points account for 2/3 of the tree, and so on. Thirdly, evolutionary bottlenecks (periods
with smaller population sizes) have shorter coalescence times, reducing the observation
window further.

Faced with these problems, one might be tempted to increase the number of samples.
However, the returns from such an investment diminish quickly – the additional coalescent
events occur inside a small stretch of time. It is much better to add sequences from independent
loci from the same population, since all loci share the same demographic history. To be
independent the loci should be recombination free, either coming from different chromosomes
or from sufficiently distant locations. Doubling the number of (independent) loci doubles the
amount of information over the whole observation window.

The Extended Bayesian Skyline Plot (EBSP) is a new variable-dimension Bayesian
method for inferring non-parametric population size changes through time from multiple loci.
The EBSP builds on the Bayesian Skyline Plot (BSP) (Drummond et al., 2005) in several
ways:

• Permits analysis of multiple loci. Any number of unlinked nuclear or mitochondrial loci
from individuals in the population may be combined to infer the shared population size
history. Each locus may have its own population factor which takes care of differences
in ploidy and inheritance. For example, in many animals, the population of alleles of
a nuclear gene is four times greater than that of mtDNA, since there are two copies
of the nuclear gene in each individual and mtDNA is inherited exclusively maternally
in most species. While the ratio must remain 4:1, different settings would change the
units of inference. A 4 : 1 setting would make the inference in terms of the mtDNA
gene population, while a 2 : 1/2 setting would be in terms of the organisms population
size.

• Uses Bayesian stochastic variable selection. The original BSP requires the researcher
to arbitrarily choose the number of population size steps i, or control points. The
demographic function is then constrained to be a piecewise constant function with
exactly i distinct levels. It is not obvious how to a priori choose i, and a poor choice
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may lead to larger credible bounds and in more extreme cases may inhibit convergence.
The EBSP, in a true Bayesian spirit, lets the data select the appropriate smoothness of
the demographic function using Bayesian stochastic variable selection (BSVS) (George
and McCulloch, 1993; Kuo and Mallick, 1998; Chipman et al., 2001).

• Supports piecewise linear demographic functions. Because real life population size
dynamics tend to be continuous, a piecewise linear demographic function is a more
appropriate model in some cases.

2.3 EBSP Methods

Consider the most simple case of two lineages and constant population size N . Given that
the time to coalesce was t, what can be said about N? The maximum likelihood estimate
(i.e. the value which maximizes f(t|N)) is N = t (Cowan, 1998). While this is the best
point estimate possible, the large variability inherent in a stochastic process driven by an
exponential distribution makes a point estimate unsatisfactory. The Bayesian framework
provides a way to quantify the uncertainty using Bayes rule, f(N |t) = f(t|N)f(N)

f(t)
. With the

natural non-informative prior for a scale variable f(N) =1 /N (Jeffreys, 1946), the cumulative
probability can be solved, enabling us to obtain an explicit numerical solution for the credible
interval. This turns out to be [0.093t, 19.504t], an order of magnitude on both sides of t.
Point estimates from this distribution can also be computed. The mode is

√
t/2, the median

is t/ ln(2) and the mean is infinite.
On the other hand, a genealogy with n lineages contains n−1 independent observations via

the time intervals between subsequent coalescence events, providing a much better estimate
of N . However, it should be noted that point estimates from a Bayesian inference typically
contain a built-in bias. For example, the bias for the median in the two lineages case above
is on average 44% (1/ ln(2)− 1). The bias in real life data sets which contain multiple loci
from multiple individuals is naturally much reduced.

2.3.1 The likelihood of genealogies from multiple loci

The likelihood of the EBSP is derived from m genealogies in the form of rooted trees, denoted
G = {g1, g2, . . . gm}, were gk is estimated from nk contemporaneous sequences. The time
scale for all genealogies should match that of the target population being estimated, but the
substitution rate may vary among loci. For example, mtDNA is known to evolve at a much
faster rate than nuclear DNA (Denver et al., 2000 Sep 29; Montooth and Rand, 2008) so when
combining both in one analysis, the difference in substitution rate needs to be estimated.
We designate the set of substitution rate parameters µ to keep the notation from becoming
overly confusing.

In addition, let P = p1, p2, . . . , pk be the population size factor of gk, which accounts for
any differences in ploidy and/or mode of inheritance among loci. The internal nodes of each
genealogy gk define nk − 1 coalescent event times uk = uk,nk , uk,nk−1, . . . , uk,2, where uk,j is
the time it takes j lineages to coalesce into j− 1. The start point is fixed at zero, uk,nk+1 = 0.

Now let T = {t0 = 0, t1, t2, . . . , tn} ∈
⋃
k uk be the vector containing all n =

∑
k

(nk − 1)

coalescence times in sorted order. The demographic function is defined by the population
size and indicator vectors, Θ and Λ. Θ = {θ0, θ1, . . . , θn} where θj is the effective population
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size at time tj , and Λ = {λ0 = 1, λ1, λ2, . . . , λn}, λj ∈ {0, 1}. Θ values for which the indicator
is off (zero) are inactive and do not contribute to the demographic function. One such
construction is demonstrated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Constructing a demographic function from population values and indicators. The
demographic function (solid line) is a piecewise linear function whose X axis points
(time) are a subset of the set of all coalescent times, and whose Y axis values (population
size) denote the value of the population parameter (θ) at this point. Time starts
at zero (the present) and increases as we move further into the past. The indicator
parameter (λ) determines the subset to use for the X axis. In the instance shown
above only three of the six population values are used. λ4 = λ5 = 1, λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0

Let r =
n∑
j=1

λj be the total number of active indicators and define the list of active

population size parameters Θ̂ = θ̂0, θ̂1, . . . , θ̂r,

θ̂j =

θ0 if j = 0

θm if λm = 1 and j =
m∑
i=1

λi
.

The corresponding times are defined in a similar way,

t̂j =

t0 if j = 0

tm if λm = 1 and j =
m∑
i=1

λi
.

Now it is possible to define the resulting piecewise linear demographic function,
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θ(t) =

{
θ̂j + (θ̂j+1 − θ̂j) t−t̂j

t̂j+1−t̂j
if t̂j ≤ t ≤ t̂j+1

θ̂r if t > t̂r
.

The per-locus demographic function depends on the population size factor as well, θ̂k(t) =
pkθ(t).

The use of the ranked coalescence times in the construction of the demographic function
is natural since from equation 2.1 each interval contains the same amount of information.
Associating one parameter with each “coalescent interval” (i.e. an interval where all lineages
survive terminated by a coalescent event) helps to avoid over-specifying the demographic
function. This approach has been used in the BSP (Drummond et al., 2005) and in the
Skyride method as well (Minin et al., 2008 Jul).

The likelihood calculation requires integrating 1/θ̂k(t) over one or more intervals [t̂j, t̂j+1].

By definition, the time points ti ∈ [t̂j, t̂j+1] partition the interval so that the demographic
function is linear on each sub-interval. The integral over the interval is then obtained by
summing over those sub intervals using the easily derived integral of the inverse of y(x) = ax+b
over an arbitrary interval [v0, v1],

v1∫
v0

1

y(x)
dx = (v1 − v0)

ln(y(v1)
y(v0)

)

y(v1)− y(v0)
.

The log likelihood of each genealogy is

lnfG(gk|Θ,Λ) =
2∑

i=nk

ln

(
i
2

)
θ̂k(uk,i)

+

uk,i∫
uk,i+1

(
i
2

)
θ̂k(t)

dt. (2.4)

The prior of Θ is composed of individual priors on θj, where each value is drawn from an
exponential distribution with a mean of φ.

fΘ(Θ, φ) = fφ(φ)
n∏
j=1

1

φ
e−θj/φ. (2.5)

The priors on all of the θs contribute to the posterior, but only the active ones participate
in the demographic function, and therefore in the coalescent likelihood in equation 2.4.
Therefore, when inactive, θj follows only the prior distribution but when active, it follows the
posterior (prior and coalescent).

When an appropriate prior value for the mean population size is not known in advance,
φ may be estimated in a hierarchical manner. A suitable prior distribution is selected and
φ is allowed to change under that prior. One may choose the scale-free reference prior
(fφ(φ) = 1/φ) as the least informative option, or a so-called “diffuse” prior such as a log-
normal with high variance. Note that using the reference prior may lead to very slow mixing
and so it may be advisable to follow an “Empirical Bayes” approach, as suggested in Opgen-
Rhein et al. (2005) and obtain an estimate from the data itself. It is important to remember
that since φ is the mean of an exponential distribution, the choice of prior will make little
difference unless the amount of data is small. However, selecting a φ (or a prior for it) which
is smaller by two orders of magnitude or more than the actual value may, in some cases, cause
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non convergence of the chain. Selecting higher values may slow mixing but does not appear
to impact on the convergence. In practice, fixing φ to a large enough value works very well.

Our simulation studies used a log-normal prior with a standard deviation 2 (in log-space)
and the mean (in real space) was randomly selected uniformly from the interval [0.5φ̂, 3.5φ̂]
(φ̂ is the mean of the true demographic function averaged over the ages of the simulated
trees).

The prior on Λ is such that every possible arrangement with the same number of change
points has the same probability. For example, if n = 3 then {∗∗−}, {∗−∗} and {−∗∗} have
the same probability, and so do {∗ − −}, {− ∗ −} and {− − ∗}. But the total probability of
having a certain number of changes if not equal – the probability of no changes (a constant
population) is 50%, of having one change is around 34% and so on. Technically, the prior on
Λ is chosen as if r =

∑
i λi is drawn from a (truncated) Poisson distribution with a mean of

λ̄ = ln(2), then one binary vector is chosen uniformly from all vectors containing exactly r
“1”s.

fΛ(Λ) ∝
(
n

r

)−1
e−λ̄λ̄r

r!
. (2.6)

The choice of λ̄ = ln(2) gives a 50% prior weight to a constant population size and 50%
to a non-constant one. This prior is used in all simulations and analyses unless specifically
noted. The prior parameter λ̄ may be increased to indicated a stronger prior belief in a
non-constant demographic. However, data with some support for changes in population size
will tend to overcome the prior, and a prior that focuses probability on a small number of
change-points will tend to result in narrower credible intervals.

The method works for serially sampled data as well, and has been implemented in the
software package BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) for both contemporaneous and
time-stamped data. The definitions above can be easily modified to accommodate genealogies
containing non-zero tip times, but the notation is already cumbersome and complicating it
further will only add confusion.

2.3.2 MCMC Implementation

The posterior distribution to be sampled for the EBSP is

f(Θ,Λ, G, φ, µ | D,P ) =
1

Z

[
m∏
k=1

fD {Dk | gk, µ} fG(gk | Θ,Λ)

]
fΘ(Θ, φ)fΛ(Λ)fµ(µ).

The term fD {Dk | gk, µ} is the genealogy likelihood calculated from the data and model
parameters using standard methods (Felsenstein, 1981a). The genealogy can be sampled by
any of the published methods available in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007).

Inactive θs can be drawn directly from the prior θi ∼ Exp(φ). The posterior distribution
for active θs has no closed form and is sampled by applying the generic scale-parameter
proposal schemes (the scale operator) available in BEAST to each parameter of population
size.

The indicators are sampled by a combination of a bit-flip operator and Poisson weighting.
The bit-flip generates samples with a stationary probability of Pr(Λ) = 1

(n+1)(nr)
, taking care

of the first term in equation 2.6, while the Poisson weighting accounts for the second half.
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The bit-flip operator uniformly picks one bit of Λ and flips it. Since the transition
probability for the move and the reverse move are equal to 1/n, the Hastings ratio (Hastings,
1970a) for changing a 1 to a 0 is

π(λ)q(λ′|λ)

π(λ′)q(λ|λ′)
=
π(λ)

π(λ′)
=

(
n
r

)(
n
r−1

) =
n− r + 1

r
.

The Poisson weighting contributes an additional factor of r/λ̄.
The ratio for changing a 0 to 1 is derived in the same way and is equal to r+1

n−r
λ̄
r+1

.
Note that an operator which picks a 1 or a 0 bit with equal probability (i.e. picks a 1

with a probability of 1
2r

and a 0 with probability 1
2(n−r)) would have a Hastings ratio of 1,

and could possibly have a greater acceptance probability.

2.4 Simulation results

To demonstrate some of the features of EBSP and the inference of demographic functions in
general, this section describes the results of simulations performed using an implementation
of EBSP in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). Simulations are invaluable during the
development of a new method and in addition, may provide insight into the properties of the
EBSP in particular and demographic inference in general. Having said this, the simulation
results we present here are aimed to serve only as examples of the various issues that need to
be considered, since only a small subset of parameter combinations can be feasibly explored.

The steps taken to generate a simulated data set are described below. First, pick a
demographic N(t), number of loci, ploidy and number of samples for each locus. Then, for
each locus, a genealogical tree T is simulated under N(t) and the coalescent process. A set
of sequences is then simulated using T and a DNA substitution model (which has its own
set of parameters). The sequences are then used as the raw data for an MCMC run, and
the posterior samples from the run are used to estimate the population size history (and
other parameters of the model if required). Note that while the simulated data contains the
complete set of loci for each “individual”, this is not strictly necessary. Data sets containing
only a subset of loci for some individuals can be used as well.

2.4.1 Bayesian summary for functions

Summary statistics computed from posterior samples are the standard and straightforward
way to present results of an MCMC run. When dealing with functions, however, there is no
direct equivalent for single value statistics such as a median or Highest/Central Posterior
Density (HPD/CPD (Knight, 2000)). For example, there is no obvious way to pick one
population size function out of the MCMC sample which represents a “middle” or a “centre”
in the same way a median does for single value statistics. However, such statistics are
highly useful for the purpose of visualization, quantification and comparison and are easily
constructed from multiple estimates at specific grid points (Thompson and Rosen, 2007).

A piecewise linear function connecting the median population size estimated at specific
time points is a natural choice for the median when posterior samples are piecewise linear
functions. Since the demographic has a natural resolution limit n, the total number of
coalescence events, we propose the median demographic is a piecewise linear function of
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n points as well. The points are the estimated times of the ordered coalescent events
over all posterior trees. This is different from the approach currently taken by Tracer
(Rambaut A, Drummond AJ, 2003) which uses a fixed (say 100) evenly spaced points. This
approach inappropriately ignores the natural spacing of coalescent events and lumps together
information from several intervals near time zero while half the points at past times are
essentially based on the age of a single coalescent interval. It is, of course, possible to refine
the time axis further by introducing more points within the mean coalescent events but this
would add only a small amount of information and we prefer to keep a visual clue about
the amount of data the estimate is based upon. It should be noted that these choices are
relevant only for summarizing the posterior distribution. Specific hypothesis tests related to
population size history should always be constructed directly from the posterior samples and
not from any summary statistic.

The same procedure is used to build the mean, Central or Highest Posterior Density
functions through time. Figure 2.2 shows two snapshots from an interactive exploration of
one recovered population size history. The figures depict a nested set of credible intervals.
We shall denote the p-percentile of the posterior density of N(t) at time t as N ′p(t).
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Figure 2.2: Posterior distribution of the recovered demographic function. The recovered demo-
graphic from a Bayesian analysis can be presented using grey-scale shading to represent
CPD levels (quantiles). The dotted line shows the median. The solid line represents
the “truth”, i.e. the demographic function used to generate the simulated data.

By comparing the median demographic N ′50(t) to the true demographic N(t) using a
function norm from t = 0 to the median root height, t = τ , we can define a relative recovery
error:
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err(N ′(t), N(t)) =

∥∥∥∥N ′50(t)

N(t)
− 1

∥∥∥∥
2

=

√√√√√ τ∫
0

(
N ′50(t)−N(t)

N(t)

)2

dt.

Note that while the word error above is used to describe the average distance between an
estimate and the truth, this quantity contains a bias component which is to be expected of a
Bayesian estimate of a scale parameter.

The size of the relative 95% credible interval is defined in a similar way:

size(N ′(t), N(t)) =

∥∥∥∥N ′97.5(t)−N ′2.5(t)

N(t)

∥∥∥∥
2

.

Another useful statistic is the frequentist coverage of the estimator, which measures the
percentage of time the true value of the demographic was inside the 95% credible interval:

cover(N ′(t), N(t)) =
1

τ

τ∫
0

I (N ′2.5(t) ≤ N(t) ≤ N ′97.5(t)) dt,

where I is the indicator function.

2.4.2 An alternative visualization for an EBSP analysis

An alternative way of displaying posterior demographics, inspired by the revolutionary
DensiTree (Bouckaert, 2009), is to plot all the demographics using intensity (the ‘alpha
channel’). Figure 2.3 illustrates how this visualization may provide a better understanding of
the posterior. Here, for example, it is clear that while the 95% credible interval after 75 is
large, most of the mass is in a narrow band around the median. Also showing clearly is the
non-symmetry in the HPD, which in this case excludes the high 5% and includes all of the
lower values, since this gives the smallest interval containing 95% of the values.

2.4.3 Estimation when population size is constant

The first set of simulations was set up to reflect a typical data set using current technology.
We simulated three nuclear markers and one mtDNA gene from 12 individuals sampled from a
constant-sized population of 50,000. Twenty-four recombination free sequences of length 1600
were generated for each nuclear marker but only 12 for the mtDNA, mimicking a situation
where both alleles are sequenced from each nuclear locus. The HKY85 Hasegawa et al. (1985a)
substitution model was used to describe mutation within each locus with κ = 2.5 for the
nuclear loci and κ = 15 for the mtDNA. The mtDNA locus substitution rate was set to 10−7,
20 times faster than that of the nuclear (5× 10−9), producing a mtDNA tree with an average
height of approximately 0.01 substitutions (2 × 5 × 104 × 10−7). Note that although the
MCMC runs try to mimic real life usage and estimate all unknown parameters (κ, mtDNA µ
etc.), only results for the demographic function are given below.

In this first set of simulations, 100 independent data sets were generated and each was
analysed in three different ways: (a) with the EBSP, (b) under the assumption of a constant
size coalescent model, and (c) under the assumption of a constant population size with the
genealogy (i.e. coalescent times) fixed to the simulated values. This allows us to measure
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Figure 2.3: Visualizing an EBSP analysis posterior by drawing all demographic functions using
intensity (the Alpha channel).

the relative contributions to the overall uncertainty in the demographic function estimate
that arise from (i) model averaging, (ii) uncertainty in coalescent times and (iii) the intrinsic
stochastic nature of the coalescent process. This approach is quite useful and is used again
later. The results are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Constant population size, N = 50,000

Model % inside 95
HPD

Median rela-
tive error

Median rela-
tive bias

HPD relative
bounds

EBSP 98% 0.22 0.053 1.23

Constant population size 96% 0.17 0.009 0.9

Constant population size,
fixed trees

96% 0.086 0.006 0.44

This initial set of simulations demonstrates that even with four loci, the credible interval
has the same order of magnitude as the population size itself. Furthermore, the uncertainty
that arises from estimating the coalescent times from the genetic data (about 40%) is
comparable to the uncertainty arising from estimating the population size from the coalescent
times. The remaining 20% is due to using the EBSP when the demographic function was in
fact constant (this can be considered to be the price of model averaging).

Using longer sequences improves the estimates of coalescent times, and thus reduces that
component of the uncertainty. This is demonstrated by a second set of simulations which use
the same model parameters but with sequences of length 16000bp. The results are shown in
Table 2.2.

Longer branch lengths, either through increased mutation rate or increased population
size, would also lead to less uncertainty in the estimates, so that short sequences would be
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Table 2.2: Constant population size, 10x more sites

Model % inside 95
HPD

Median rel-
ative error

Median rel-
ative bias

HPD relative
bounds

EBSP (16000 bp) 96.84% 0.13 0.034 0.77

sufficient provided the product of population size and mutation rate is much larger than in
our first simulations. This is demonstrated by the results from 100 MCMC runs in which the
population is ten times larger in size (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3: Constant population size, 10x population size (N = 500,000)

Model % inside 95
HPD

Median rel-
ative error

Median rel-
ative bias

HPD relative
bounds

EBSP 98.94% 0.12 -0.008 0.71

Constant population size 99% 0.1 -0.024 0.54

Constant population size,
fixed trees

99% 0.079 -0.005 0.44

The second and third sets of simulations show how longer sequences or a larger population
effectively narrow the credible intervals by allowing better estimation of coalescent times.
When studying smaller populations it is advisable to use longer sequences in order to ensure
accurate estimates of the branch lengths. However, we note that this is not always possible
with nuclear loci that experience large amounts of recombination.

2.4.4 Number of loci vs. error

While increasing the sequence length improves the estimation of coalescent times, only
additional loci can reduce the variability in estimating the population size function from
those coalescent times. The next set of runs show the effect of increasing the number of
loci. A single locus was simulated for 5 individuals, then a second one was added to make
two, then two more to make four, thus doubling up to 32. For this analysis, the simulated
coalescent times were used directly, so that we could focus exclusively on the contribution of
the variability in the coalescent process to the 95% HPD interval. The results of 100 such
runs are shown in Figure 2.4.

Empirically, both the error and the 95% credible interval are reduced by a factor of√
2 when doubling the number of loci. This suggests that the relation between the median

error/HPD interval size and the number of coalescent points (sample size) follows the pattern
of simpler cases where doubling the sample size reduces the variance by half. A rigorous proof
would require an analytical solution for the median and HPD, which is beyond my ability.

2.4.5 Number of samples vs. error

Increasing the number of sampled individuals per locus also improves the estimates, but the
effect is much more modest. Figure 4 shows the results of multiple runs with 16 loci and
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Figure 2.4: Error in demographic recovery as a function of number of loci. The error (on a log-log
scale) decreases linearly as the number of loci increases (solid line). Using 4 times
the number of loci halves the error. Likewise, the 95% HPD interval also decreases
linearly on a log-log scale with increasing loci (dashed line), and also appears to be
reduced by a factor of 2 with the quadrupling of the number of loci.

3 to 20 individuals. For each case, 100 simulations were made with both a constant and
a non-constant demographic function. The non-constant population size function linearly
decreases from N to N/4 back in time on the interval [0, 0.375N ] generations, and is constant
at N/4 at all earlier times. Again, the raw data were the coalescent times rather than the
sequence data.

The exact form of the errors is unclear but it does seem to fit an inverse relation with a
positive limit. The lower bound depends on the nature of the demographic and on the number
of loci as well. Unsurprisingly, the bounds and error for the constant demographic are smaller
than those for the non-constant case, but the total amount of reduction is approximately
the same beyond 8 samples. For example, using 16 samples instead of 8 gains an additional
reduction of the HPD bounds by 16% and 14%, respectively.

2.4.6 Detecting evolutionary bottlenecks

Evolutionary bottlenecks present a tough challenge in reconstructing population size history.
Periods of low population size increase the rate of coalescence and limit the number lineages
that survive the bottleneck, thereby severely reducing the ability to detect changes in
population size prior to the bottleneck time. Interest in the effect of evolutionary bottlenecks
on genetics predates the coalescent. For example Nei and colleagues investigated the effect
of a population bottleneck on the expected heterozygosity for a neutral locus (Nei et al.,
1975). A more recent study (Johnson et al., 2007) demonstrates the difficulties in analysing
population structure from contemporary sequences using several methods.

Given enough data the EBSP can detect past population bottlenecks. Figure 2.6 shows
the result of running one locus from 480 individuals compared with 32 loci from 16 individuals
for an identical demographic containing two bottlenecks in quick succession.

While there is an equal number of coalescent events in both cases, only the analysis
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(a) Non-constant population (b) Constant population

Figure 2.5: Error in demographic recovery as a function of number of samples. Error and credible
intervals are shown as a function of the number of sampled individuals per loci for
16 independent loci. Both the error (solid line) and the HPD interval (dashed line)
decreases with increasing number of sequences, but both converge to a positive limit
that can only be improved on by sampling more loci. A best fitting line of the form
y = a0 + a1

a2+x is shown but serves only to highlight the general trend.

(a) 480 samples (b) 16 samples 32 loci

Figure 2.6: Multi-locus recovery of a demographic function with evolutionary bottlenecks. Using
multi-locus data enables the detection and accurate recovery of population bottlenecks.
The true demographic function is shown as a solid line, while the dotted line indicates
the posterior median.
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of multiple loci is able to “see” past the first bottleneck and even past the second. It is
important to stress that this is a carefully constructed example. Lowering the population size
at the bottlenecks or changing the difference between the maximum and minimum population
sizes will alter the number of loci required for a successful recovery.

2.4.7 Testing for a non constant demographic function

The EBSP lets the data itself select the correct dimensionality of the demographic function
and so allows statistical inferences regarding the number of change points in the population
size function N(t). This example examines the relation between the amount of data and
the frequentist coverage for the most simple case involving a single change from a constant
population size to linear growth. Going back in time, the target demographic decreases
linearly from N to N/4 on [0, 3/8N ] generations, and remains constant at earlier times. A
hundred data sets were simulated for different numbers of loci between 2 and 32, each sampled
from 8 individuals. For each data set the posterior estimate and credible set of the number
of control points in the demographic function was recorded. The true demographic function
had one change in population size at 3/8N time ago. Therefore, runs in which the HPD of
the number of change points excluded 0 but contained 1 were recorded as a success since they
rejected the null hypothesis of a constant population size. Runs in which the HPD contained
0 were counted as a miss. All of the runs included 1 change in the credible interval. The
success probability as a function of numbers of loci, estimated by ratio of correct calls to the
total number of cases, is shown in Figure 2.7,

pr
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Figure 2.7: Testing statistically for the presence of demographic changes. The probability of
successfully rejecting a constant demographic as a function of number of loci.

With 16 loci the success rate was greater than 95%, while it was quite low at around 20%
for 4 loci. It seems to follow a logistic-like shape, but the small number of points does not
allow us to elucidate the relationship more precisely.
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2.4.8 Effect of DNA sequencing errors

DNA sequencing typically involves several stages and each may introduce errors, from
replication during PCR (Pienaar et al., 2006) to incorrect base calling (Ewing and Green,
1998). It is outside the scope of this work to model the effects of those errors on the sequence
data, but even a simplistic approach may shed some light on their impact on demographic
inference. This example reuses the setting and sequence data of the first example in which
the population size was constant, but randomly changes the bases at some fixed rate. This
degraded data is then reanalysed in the same way as the first experiment. Table 2.4 shows
the results of two runs at 0.01% and 0.1% error rates.

Table 2.4: The effect of DNA sequencing errors

Sequencing error % inside 95
HPD

Median rel-
ative error

Median rel-
ative bias

HPD relative
bounds

None 97.65% 0.22 0.053 1.23
1/100% 96.05% 0.53 0.29 1.95
1/10% 73.97% 29.54 12.22 65.28

For this particular setting, an error rate of 0.1% has a catastrophic effect. Even a rate of
0.01% was enough to double the size of the credible intervals. It is clear that data quality is
an important prerequisite for a successful population genetic analysis.

2.5 Real data sets

2.5.1 Hepatitis C Virus in Egypt

The epidemic history of the Hepatitis C virus in Egypt has been previously analysed using
both the BSP (Drummond et al., 2005) and the parametric Bayesian coalescent analysis
(Pybus et al., 2003). We take another look at the data to examine the two non-parametric
methods side by side and investigate the effects of prior and model choice.

The single locus data consists of an alignment of 63 partial gene sequences of length 411
bp (Ray et al., 2000 Sep). The results of two MCMC runs, the first using piecewise-constant
BSP with m = 24 and the second using the piecewise-linear EBSP (λ̄ = ln(2)) are shown in
Figure 2.8.

Drummond et al (Drummond et al., 2005) note that the sequences “contain ample
phylogenetic information”. Our simulation studies suggest that while 63 samples seem
sufficient, a single locus can only detect general trends and not the finer details. In this
case, both methods agree on a sharp decline (going back in time) at around 50–60 years ago.
However, the BSP favours a constant demographic until that time, while the EBSP favours
a steady decline and constant demographic from 60 years ago backwards. We suggest that
this difference is an effect of model and prior choice and we present one run (out of several)
which supports this view.

Figure 2.9 shows the result of running the EBSP using the piecewise constant model and
an expected prior average number of change points of 6. It is evident that making the priors
more alike reduces the difference in the final estimates. The advantage of using the EBSP for
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Figure 2.8: Hepatitis C virus data: comparison of BSP and EBSP. Comparison of a EBSP (blue)
and BSP (grey) analysis of the Hepatitis C virus data. The Y axis is in a logarithmic
scale on the left plot and a linear scale on the right. Both methods agree on the trend
but differ due to model and prior choices. The credible intervals from the EBSP are
smaller.

a single locus is that it gives a Bayesian estimate of the number of changes actually present
in the data. In this case, the credible set was {1, 2}, which strongly supports a non constant
demographic, but a mean of 1.35 changes suggests that the choice of m = 24 for the BSP is
too high.

Figure 2.9: Hepatitis C: EBSP stepwise model and E(λ̄) = 6. Matching more closely the model
and prior between the EBSP and BSP brings the results much closer. Note the
negative effect of the prior choice E(λ̄) = 6 on the size of the credible bounds.
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2.5.2 The population size history of Drosophila ananassae

Aparup et al (Das et al., 2004) investigated the demography and population structure of
the fruit fly Drosophila ananassae. The authors collected samples from 160 individuals over
16 geographic locations and sequenced 10 fragments whose length ranges from 371 to 487,
giving a total of 650kb.

The result of an EBSP analysis for each of the 16 locations is shown in Figure 9. While
the sequence length per locus is relatively short and there are just 529 SNPs in the data-set,
our simulation studies suggest that the combined power of 10 loci is likely to provide a good
overview of the trends in population size changes through time.

Our simulation study has already demonstrated how posterior probabilities of r (the
number of change points) can be used to infer demographic change. Aparup et al found
support for population expansion in 4 of the central populations – BKK, BOG, KL, and
MNL (Location names are abbreviated as in the original article). Our analysis finds strong
evidence for population expansion in 5 of the 16 populations (BKK, BOG, CH, KK and
MNL). In each of the five populations the posterior probability of a non-constant population
was greater than 95%, i.e. Pr(r > 0) > 95%.

As a more lenient alternative, one may use the Bayes factor Pr(D|r 6=0)
Pr(D|r=0)

to test for the

presence of change (Kass and Raftery, 1995). The populations of KL and PUR with Bayes
factors of 5.2 and 4.4, respectively, show “substantial” support according to the suggested
interpretation of Kass and Raftery, but whether those values are large enough is a matter of
personal preference.

The expansion in the Indian CH and PUR populations started more recently than the
expansion in the central areas. The Puri (PUR) population seem to experience a trend which
is somewhere in between that of Chennai (CH) to its South-west, which shows clear expansion
and Bhubaneswar (BBS) to its North-east having no expansion.

The power of multiple loci in improving estimates has already been discussed so we would
like to offer here a different visual view of the same effect. We choose the Puri (PUR) area,
which had the smallest support for population expansion. Figure 2.11 details the results
of running an EBSP analysis for each of the 10 fragments individually, and the combined
analysis. It is evident that a human would find it quite hard to draw conclusions based on the
10 separate runs. The figure also seems to support our conjectured reduction of uncertainty
by a factor of about 3 (i.e. about

√
10).

2.6 Performance and Mixing

We would like to briefly comment on the EBSP performance for the two real data sets
presented above.

The single locus Hepatitis C data was analysed using both the EBSP and the BSP. In
both cases the chain length was set to 100m and sampled every 2000 states, leaving 49500
samples after removing 10% burn-in. The EBSP run took 2.6 hours on a Quad core Intel
Xeon CPU at 2.66GHz and the BSP took 3.6 hours.

The effective sample size (ESS) for the posterior was 5200 for the EBSP and 630 for the
BSP, giving a rate of approximately 2 seconds per EBSP effective sample and 20 seconds
for the BSP. A closer look reveals that the component responsible for the slower mixing is
the genealogy likelihood, i.e. the likelihood of sequence data given the tree (fD {Dk | gk, µ}).
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Figure 2.10: 16 EBSP runs on Drosophila ananassae. The estimated demographic history for
each of the 16 locations. The abbreviated names of the sampling locations are given
above each plot. An asterisk (*) is appended to locations whose demographics are
non-constant according to the EBSP with 95% posterior probability. Locations
with some support (i.e. where the Bayes factor p(D|r 6=0)

p(D|r=0) is greater than 3) are also
indicated (PUR and KL).
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Figure 2.11: A detailed view of the Puri (PUR) demographic analyses. The median reconstruction
for each of the 10 individual loci is shown, along with the union of the 95% HPD
areas in light grey. The thick blue line shows the median for the combined analysis
and the 95% HPD is given in darker grey.

Since the coalescent acts as a prior for the tree, it seems that the EBSP is allowing a faster
mixing of the coalescent times in the tree by providing a demographic history N(t) with less
variability.

For the Drosophila ananassae data set, one MCMC chain was produced for each of the
16 locations. Each chain was run 2.75× 107 steps and sampled every 5000 steps, leaving 5000
samples after removing 10% burn-in. The ESS for the posterior ranged between 220 and 2957,
with a mean of 1154. This wide range may be due to variations between populations in the
amount of concordance in estimated population size history among loci. Populations which
exhibit conflicting demographic signals among loci are expected to mix slower. However, this
conjecture is based only on a visual inspection of the results from the analysis of individual
genes. It is also possible that some improvement might come from allowing variation in the
mutation rate among loci.

2.7 EBSP Conclusions

Multi-locus approaches are becoming more attractive with decreasing DNA sequencing
costs and increasing computational power. Felsenstein has recently investigated the ideal
combination of samples, sites and loci for a fixed cost under maximum likelihood settings
(Felsenstein, 2006). He found that increasing the number of loci is the most cost effective
way of improving accuracy, and determined that a small number of samples (around 8)
was sufficient. Carling and colleagues found that 25 loci from 10 samples were sufficient
to accurately estimate constant population size, again under MLE (Carling and Brumfield,
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2007).
The EBSP provides a tool to investigate populations that change size through time, by

directly inferring the population size as a function of time using sequence data from multiple
loci. The EBSP estimates the dimensionality of the population size function automatically
from the data, avoiding model over-specification and its associated noise. The Bayesian
nature of the EBSP provides an explicit measure of modelling uncertainty. Since we need less
individuals when using multiple loci, computational performance is typically not an issue.
Running an EBSP for 10 loci and 10 individuals is approximately the same computational
effort as running 1 locus for 90 individuals. Mixing, however, is always an issue with MCMC,
and is data dependent. The EBSP may take longer to mix when there is very little information
in the data or in the presence of conflicting signal among the loci analysed.

The power of the multi-locus approach in providing better estimates of population size
under the stochastic coalescence process is clearly demonstrated by the simulation results.
However, the results show that taking care of other factors is important too: good quality
sequence data, sufficient number of sites and enough samples all help to provide a better
estimation of coalescent times. Those improvements are reflected directly in the bias and
credible intervals of the demographic function estimation.

The results emphasize the importance of support measures when inferring population size
history. The inherent uncertainty in population size inference is still substantial even for
the large data-sets being collected nowadays. Therefore, it is important to always provide
credible intervals with any estimate of population size. From our investigations it appears
that high-quality data sets of 16 unlinked loci or more should be used to accurately infer
population size history. A relatively small number of individuals is sufficient, but more
individuals still provide tangible benefits for data sets using less loci. We are currently
working on an extension of this work to the estimation of a species tree from multiple gene
trees.



Chapter 3
?BEAST: Species Trees from Gene Trees

I can live with doubt and uncertainty and not
knowing. I think it is much more interesting to
live not knowing than to have answers that might
be wrong.

Richard Feynman

This chapter is based on the research article entitled “Bayesian Inference of Species
Trees from Multilocus Data” published March 2010 in the international peer-reviewed
journal MBE (Molecular Biology and Evolution) Volume 27, Number 3, of which I
was the first author and main contributor to the research and written text (Heled
and Drummond, 2010). The article has been cited 10 times so far (Allman et al.,
2009; CAMARGO et al.; Leaché and Fujita, 2010; NAVASCUÉS et al.; Dennis, 2010;
McCormack et al.; Blair and Murphy, 2010; Tavares et al., 2010).

Despite huge advances both in evolutionary theory and sequencing technology, estimating
the “Tree of Life” even for a small subset of species can be challenging. Improved

mathematical models and more data enhance our ability to infer a single gene phylogeny, but
a gene history may be different from the species phylogeny. The potential for a discrepancy
between the gene tree and the species tree has been known for decades and is especially
problematic for closely related species or species with large population sizes. Building a species
tree requires the combining of information from multiple genes; all gene phylogenies need to
be “embedded” inside the species history while not violating the species tree constraints: the
time of a common ancestor of a gene cannot be more recent than the time of divergence of
the respective species. This simple yet useful view assumes no significant gene flow between
species such as horizontal gene transfer, reassortment or introgression.

Early theoretical work on the subject included the analytical derivation of the probabilities
for different gene tree topologies relating four individuals from two different species, and
showed that when the two populations diverged only recently, an incorrect tree was not the
exception but a common occurrence (Tajima, 1983). Analytical results were also known
for three individuals from three species (Nei, 1987). By the late 1980s the discrepancy

37
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between species trees and gene trees was considered common knowledge, and Pamilo and Nei
suggested that combining information from several independent loci was better than adding
more samples (Pamilo and Nei, 1988). Pamilo and Nei also mentioned that a short branch in
a species tree would make it likely for a gene tree to have a different topology, irrespective of
the rest of the tree.

There are many potential sources of discrepancy between gene trees and their species
tree, including horizontal transfer, lineage sorting and gene duplication/extinction. Early
approaches to species tree estimation in the face of multiple gene trees included a parsimony
based method for constructing a species tree topology from gene trees (Maddison, 1997).
Many of the sources of inconsistency between gene trees and species trees have since been
subject to further research, with the focus being on the development of statistical inference
procedures. In this paper we use the term multispecies coalescent models for models that
emphasize incomplete lineage sorting as the main source of inconsistency between gene trees
and species trees.

Recent research into multi-gene phylogenetics demonstrates that the common approach
of concatenating sequences from multiple genes generates the wrong kind of average (Degnan
and Rosenberg, 2006) and can lead to poor estimation of the species tree (Kubatko, 2007).
Although this common practice of concatenation can result in a well supported but incorrect
tree, it is still a widely used method (Rokas et al., 2003; Wu and Eisen, 2008), largely because
of a lack of alternatives.

It has also been shown that the straightforward procedure of using the estimated gene
tree topology that occurs most often amongst a set of loci can be asymptotically guaranteed
to produce the wrong estimate of the species tree in the so-called anomaly zone (Degnan and
Rosenberg, 2006). Two recent studies examined the performance of various methods in this
problematic region of species trees (Liu and Edwards, 2009; Huang and Knowles, 2009).

A number of researchers have taken advantage of the multispecies coalescent model to
develop methods that reconcile a set of gene trees with a shared species tree (Wilson and
Balding, 1998b; Wilson et al., 2003; Rannala and Yang, 2003; Liu and Pearl, 2007; Liu et al.,
2008). The multispecies coalescent assumes that each gene tree represents the relationships
between orthologous genes from a small sample of individuals from multiple species and that
there is no horizontal gene transfer or admixture between individuals from different species.
A number of Bayesian approaches to inference have been developed in this context. The
software package BATWING (Wilson and Balding, 1998b; Wilson et al., 2003) was developed
to estimate a species tree from a single gene tree, including the times of speciation, population
sizes and growth rates. The MCMCcoal (Rannala and Yang, 2003) software package estimates
ancestral population sizes and divergence times on a known species tree based on a strict
molecular clock and on multiple gene trees. Finally, BEST provides estimates of the species
tree topology, divergence times and ancestral population sizes from a set of gene trees via an
importance sampling method (Liu and Pearl, 2007; Liu et al., 2008; Liu, 2008).

Multi-locus species tree inference and the multispecies coalescent continue to be subjects
of intense interest (Knowles, 2009; Liu et al., 2009a; Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). STEM
(Kubatko et al., 2009; McCormack et al., 2009) is a new method that infers species trees
from user supplied gene trees, population sizes and gene tree rates. STAR and STEAC (Liu
et al., 2009b) are methods that use coalescence summary statistics as the basis of inference.
In addition to the development of these new methods, the performance of consensus methods
of species tree estimation have also been investigated (Degnan et al., 2009).
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3.1 The Species Tree

Coalescent theory explicitly links the effective population size with the ancestral history of a
small sample of genes from a population. In the context of Bayesian phylogenetic analysis,
the coalescent acts as a prior distribution for gene trees. In its basic form it is restricted to
analyzing genes of individuals from the same species but it can be extended in a natural way
to serve as a prior when building a multiple species phylogeny.

Please bear in mind that “species” mentioned above and in the rest of the text is not
necessarily the same as a taxonomic rank, but designates any group of individuals that, after
some “divergence” time, have no history of breeding with individuals outside that group. A
species tree defines barriers for gene flow, and so, in our context, the term is a ‘catch all’ for
taxonomic rank, sub-species or any diverging “population structure”.

A species tree specifies ancestral relationships (tree topology), the times ancestral species
separated into two species (divergence times) and the population size history for each species.
Each species (extant or ancestral) is represented by one branch of the species tree.

Gene trees are “embedded” inside a species tree by following the stochastic coalescent
process back in time from the present within each branch, a process known as a multispecies
coalescent or the “censored coalescent” (Rannala and Yang, 2003). A species tree can
be visualized by setting the y-axis proportional to time and the intervals on the x-axis
proportional to population size as shown in Figure 3.1 (Wilson et al., 2003).

Figure 3.1: Species tree visualization. One locus for three individuals from each of the three
species giving a total of nine samples. Current population size (t = 0) of A is 2 and
at time 1.5 (where it split from B) the population size is 1.
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Multiple samples per species are necessary for a complete estimation. Even two samples
per species are sufficient, given enough loci. A single sample means there were no coalescent
events for that extant species and so no information to estimate population size. This may in
turn have a detrimental effect on inferring speciation times and perhaps even species topology.

In this paper we describe a full Bayesian framework for species tree estimation. We
have attempted to combine the best aspects of previous methods to provide joint inference
of species tree topology, divergence times, population sizes and gene trees from multiple
genes sampled from multiple individuals across a set of closely related species. We have
achieved this by extending BEAST, a large existing open source software package for Bayesian
phylogenetic inference (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). The new method is named ?BEAST
(pronounced star beast).

3.2 ?BEAST Methods

Given data D, we define the posterior distribution of the complete species tree S as follows,

P (S|D) ∝
∫
G

(
n∏
i=1

P (di|gi)P (gi|S)

)
P (S)dG

The data D = d1, d2, . . . , dn is composed of n alignments, one per locus. G = (G1 ×G2 ×
· · · ×Gn) is the space of all gene trees over the respective alignments where gi ∈ Gi is one
specific gene tree.

The term P (di|gi) is the “Felsenstein” likelihood of the ith sequence alignment given a
gene tree (Felsenstein, 1981b), P (gi|S) is the multispecies coalescent and P (S) is a prior
distribution on the space of species trees. The model assumes no recombination within loci
and free recombination between loci.

In the context of species tree inference, gene trees act as “nuisance parameters” and
are integrated out in the posterior. Direct evaluation of this integral is not possible but it
can be approximated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and a large amount of
computation.

3.2.1 Computing the multispecies coalescent

The multispecies coalescent likelihood of a gene tree g embedded in species tree S is computed
by combining the likelihood over all branches b of S,

P (g|S) =
∏
b∈S

P (Lb(g)|Nb(t))

Here, Lb(g) = {l, (t0, t1, . . . , tk, tk+1)} is the lineage history of g over b and Nb(t), t0 ≤ t ≤
tk+1 is the effective population size function over b. t0 and tk+1 are (moving back in time)
the start and end times of b, respectively, and l is the number of lineages at time t0 in the
ancestral species represented by b. l − k lineages remain at time tk, and this is unchanged at
time tk+1.

For example, the lineages of species C in Figure 3.1 decrease from three at time zero to
two, and the lineages of the (A,B) ancestor decrease from four to two.
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The likelihood over a single branch is adapted from the equations given in (Griffiths and
Tavare, 1994; Heled and Drummond, 2008) to account for no coalescent event during the last
interval (tk to tk+1),

P (Lb(g)|Nb) =
k−1∏
i=0

1

Nb(ti+1)

k∏
i=0

exp

− ti+1∫
ti

(
l−i
2

)
Nb(t)

dt

 (3.1)

The exact form of the demographic function Nb is left unspecified in equation 3.1. Most
models in the literature assume a constant population size over the lifetime of the species, i.e.
Nb(t) = cb. In addition to this simple model we offer a model where population size changes
linearly over the branch with one additional continuity constraint: the sum of the population
sizes of the two new species at the time of splitting is equal to the population size of the
ancestral species. The example in Figure 3.1 illustrates this continuous model.

3.2.2 The species tree prior

The prior on the complete species tree is composed of the prior on the tree divergence times,
fBD(S), and the a prior on population sizes, PN(S):

P (S) = fBD(S)PN(S).

The species topology prior is uniform on ranked labeled trees. For the divergence times
we use the reconstructed birth death process (Gernhard, 2008), parametrized by lineage birth
and death rates λ and µ:

fBD(S) = ns!λ
ns−1(λ− µ)

e−(λ−µ)x1

λ− µe−(λ−µ)x1

ns−1∏
i=1

(λ− µ)2e−(λ−µ)xi

λ− µe−(λ−µ)xi

where ns is the number of species and x1, x2, . . . , xns−1 are the divergence times of the species
tree, x1 being the root height.

Typically there is no apriori knowledge regarding the birth/death rates, so this is in fact
a hyper-prior where both hyperparameters are estimated and a non-informative prior is used
for both. In our implementation, the parameters are r = λ− µ and a = µ

λ
, and the priors

used are uniform on [0, 1] on a and f(x) = 1/x for r. Under this parametrization those are
diffuse priors, reflecting a minimal amount of apriori information. However, note that the
choice of the “Jeffreys” 1/x prior for r, which assigns higher density for lower values, actually
assigns higher densities for taller trees. This is in contrast to the typical application of this
prior to scale parameters, which favours lower values. Luckily, preferring species trees with
earlier divergence dates is exactly what we want. Gene trees provide the necessary upper
bound for the species tree, and biasing towards short species trees, where most gene lineages
coalescence’s occur in the most ancestral lineage, can be problematic in this Bayesian setting.

The prior for population sizes depends on the model used. For the constant population
model, the population size of each branch is assumed to be a sample from a Γ(2, ψ) distribution
- a Gamma distribution with a mean of 2ψ and a shape of 2:

PN(S) =

(∏
b∈S

1

ψ2
Nbe

−Nb/ψ

)
Pψ(ψ)
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Unless we have some specific knowledge about population size we again use the non-
informative prior Pψ(x) = 1/x for the hyperparameter ψ.

In the continuous linear model we have ns population sizes at the tips of the species tree,
and two per each of the (ns − 1) internal nodes, expressing the starting population size of
each of the descendant species. The priors for the population sizes at the internal nodes are
as above, but for the ones at the tips they are assumed to come from a Γ(4, ψ) distribution.
Since X1, X2 ∼ Γ(2, ψ) implies X1 +X2 ∼ Γ(4, ψ), this corresponds to having the same prior
on all the final (most recent) population sizes of both extant and ancestral species.

3.3 ?BEAST Results

3.3.1 Examining rapid radiation using simulated data

The first set of simulations explored a region of species tree space with seven extant species.
A multi-part data set was constructed as follows:

One hundred species trees were simulated using a birth death process with λ = 1 and
µ = 0.2 (Gernhard, 2008). For each species tree, a linear population size function was
randomly assigned to each branch. First, each extant species population size at t0 was set
to ρ × z, where z was a random Gaussian variate, z ∼ N(1.1, 0.4) and ρ = λ − µ = 0.8.
Second, since the continuity constraint determines the population size at the tip-ward end of
each ancestral species, only the population size at the rootward end of each ancestral branch
needed to be specified. This value was drawn from a log-normal distribution with a mean of
p0 × f in real space and variance of v = 0.4, where p0 is the population size at the tip-ward
end of the branch. The reduction factor f controls the amount of population growth from the
root to the tips. With f = 1, the total population size across all species would stay roughly
the same, i.e. the sum of the population size of two descendant populations would on average
be equal to the population size of their ancestral species. For our purposes f was set to 0.7,
generating trees with moderate expansion of the total population across all species. Note
that the way we set population sizes for the simulation is different from the prior used in the
inference.

One simulated tree is shown in Figure 3.2(a). A set of gene trees “embedded” inside the
species tree were simulated, each with 4 individuals sampled per species. This was repeated
for each species tree with 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 16 and 32 independent loci. A single locus from one
run is shown in Figure 3.2(b).

Finally, sequences (1600bp long) were simulated for each gene tree using the Jukes-Cantor
model under a strict clock and a substitution rate of rµ = 0.005. Interpreting the simulated
speciation times as millions of years, this rate corresponds to a real life substitution rate
of 5 × 10−9 per site per year. The overall scenario is of a rapid species radiation starting
between 0.49 and 4.9 (mean 1.9) million years ago.

3.3.2 Seven species rapid radiation results

It is not immediately obvious how to summarize 700 runs of species tree estimation. Typically,
one would focus on a point estimate of the species tree topology and associated clades
probabilities but this would be unsatisfactory here for several reasons. First, a Bayesian
method generates a set of trees drawn from the posterior, not a single tree. Second, looking
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) A simulated species tree from a birth death process with continuous population
sizes. (b) A single gene tree embedded inside the same species tree.

only at the topology ignores any estimation of speciation times and population sizes. Third,
two trees with different topologies may in fact be very similar when divergence times are
considered. Finally, using only one bit of information per test would require running many
replicates to obtain an accurate measure of the performance of the method.

We have attempted to define some performance measures that make the most of the
simulations carried out. Figure 3.3 shows the averages of several measures computed from
the posterior distribution of species trees; each graph point was obtained by averaging results
from 100 runs, where each run was produced by the Bayesian analysis of a single simulated
data set. Figure 3.3(a) presents two error measures while figure 3.3(b) shows the mean
number of species tree topologies in the 95% credible interval.

The first error measure is the Normalized Rooted Branch Score. This is the rooted
equivalent of the “branch score” metric suggested by Kuhner et al. (1994) and is defined in
section 3.3.3. A tree metric provides a direct way of measuring the distance of the estimate
from the true species tree. Normalizing by the tree length makes it possible to meaningfully
average this distance across runs with different simulated species trees. The second measure is
the Normalized Rooted Tree Score. This is an extension of the branch score that incorporates
the population sizes. The definition is similar but uses the length of the branch in coalescent
units, i.e. the integral of the inverse of population size over the branch (Appendix 3.3.4).

While the tree score measures overall performance, some specific point estimates such as
speciation times are of interest as well. However, note that evaluating the errors in the point
estimates of the speciation times and population sizes can be done only for clades that appear
in the true species tree. Figure 3.4(a) summarizes the estimation errors in the speciation
times and population sizes for all runs.

Errors are computed as the absolute value of the difference between the posterior median
vi and the true value v, normalized by the true value:
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Figure 3.3: (a) Species tree estimation error and (b) 95% credible interval size as a function of the
number of loci. Four individuals per species were sampled in all of the experiments.
Each graph point is obtained by averaging the error measure (described in the main
text) over 100 analyses of simulated data sets. The “branch score” is a measure of the
distance in tree space of the estimated species tree to the true tree, incorporating both
topology and divergence times. The “tree score” is a measure of the distance between
the estimated species tree and the true species tree, incorporating information about
the population size as well. For details of the tree metrics used see main text.

Err =

∑N
i=0 |

vi−v
v
|

N

The credible interval is the 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD) interval calculated
from the posterior samples. Figure 3.4(b) shows the credible interval size of the speciation
time and population size point estimates, calculated as the credible interval range (hi − li),
normalized by the true value v,

HPD size =

∑N
i=0

hi−li
v

N
Another statistic of interest is the frequentist coverage; i.e. the percentage of estimates

where the true value falls inside the credible interval. Coverage statistics are harder to
estimate accurately given the relatively small number of runs, but in our analyses they ranged
between 89% to 98%.

Recent speciation events were harder to estimate (in terms of relative error) than older
ones and so contributed more to the overall error. Figure 3.5 illustrates this by plotting the
relative error as a function of split time for the two-loci data set.

3.3.3 Normalized Rooted Branch Score distance

The rooted branch score distance between two rooted trees t1 and t2 is

d(t1, t2) =

√ ∑
c∈t1∪t2

(B(t1, c)−B(t2, c))2, (3.2)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Relative error and (b) credible interval size for both the population size and
speciation time point estimates. Four individuals per species were sampled in all of
the experiments. Each graph point is obtained by averaging over 100 analyses of
simulated data sets (see main text for details).
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Figure 3.5: Speciation time estimate error as a function of speciation time. Data was taken from
the main 100 runs with 2 loci, 4 individuals per species and sequence length of 1600bp.
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where B(t, c) is the length of the branch connecting clade c to the tree if it is present in t,
and 0 otherwise.

The distance between target tree t and a set of posterior trees T is defined as the average
distance between the target and all posterior trees.

d(t, T ) =

∑N
i=0 d(t, Ti)
N

(3.3)

The distance is typically normalized by the tree length, so that the score units can be
interpreted as a percentage. The normalization also allows to meaningfully average scores
from different runs.

3.3.4 Normalized Rooted Tree Score distance

The distance between two rooted species trees is defined as,

d(T1, T2) =

√ ∑
c∈T1∪T2

(D(T1, c)−D(T2, c))2

Where D(T, c) =
∫ b1
b0

1
Nb(t)

dt and b is the branch connecting clade c to the tree if it is
present in T , and 0 otherwise. The score is normalized by the tree area, which is the total
tree length in coalescent units.

If all the populations are constant and equal to 1, this reduces to the branch score. Note
that unlike the branch score, this is not a true metric since the branch length and population
size are confounded.

3.3.5 Seven species rapid radiation – the effect of sequence length

A simulation may use any arbitrary sequence length, but real world sequences are subject
to practical limits such as time, cost, primer suitability and haplotype block sizes. Figure
3.6 shows the results of the analysis of the four-loci data set where sequence length starts at
6400bp and is halved five times down to 200bp.

The vertical line shows the error for an “infinite” sequence, which is obtained by repeating
the analysis using the simulated gene trees directly with no sequence data. Please note
that long but recombination-free sequences are not likely for species with large populations.
The parameter ranges of simulated data were chosen to illustrate trends and may extend
beyond real life conditions. In our simulations, increasing the sequence length from 200 to
1600 roughly halved the error associated with speciation time estimates (from 0.41 to 0.21).
In comparison, increasing the sequence length from 200 to 800 roughly halved the average
number of trees in the 95% credible set (from 18.5 down to 8.2).

3.3.6 Estimation of relative substitution rates for different loci

So far, the sequence data was generated assuming that all loci evolve at the same rate
according to a strict molecular clock, not something that could be justified for most real
data sets. In this section we examine the effect of allowing each gene to have a separate
substitution rate. In general, it is not possible to estimate the absolute molecular clock rate
for contemporaneous data sets, but it is possible to estimate relative rates. In our case, this
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Figure 3.6: (a) Relative error and (b) credible interval size as a function of sequence length. In
all the experiments, the number of individuals sampled per species is four, and the
number of independent loci is four. Each graph point is obtained by averaging over
100 analyses of simulated data sets. The horizontal line represents the theoretical
maximum when the sequence length approaches infinity, and is calculated by using
the gene trees directly without error.

means fixing the substitution rate of one locus and estimating the rates of the other loci
relative to the reference locus.

For simplicity, we reuse the setting of the four loci seven species rapid radiation. We set
the substitution rate of the first locus to rµ = 5 × 10−3 and the rates of the other loci to
rµ × z, where z is a random number distributed uniformly in [0.2, 2].

The sequence data was re-generated under this new scenario and analyzed in the same
way as described for the previous simulations. The analysis was carried out twice: once under
the correct model that incorporated variations in the substitution rate across loci, and again
assuming a single substitution rate across all loci, in order to measure the effect of this form
of model misspecification.

When estimating the relative rates across loci, the point estimates of the rates had a
mean error of 1.21 and an HPD size of 1.99, both values computed as explained for the other
point estimates. In addition, the relative ordering of rates from each run was compared to
their true ordering by computing the permutation distance, which is the minimum number of
pair swaps required to convert one permutation into the other: in 61 cases the distance was
0, thirty cases had a distance of 1 and seven had a distance of 2, giving on average a distance
of 0.5 swaps based on the 100 runs. This suggests that our method is able to successfully
discriminate between fast and slow loci in this set of simulations.

The performance of the species tree estimation under rate variation across loci is shown
in table 3.1. The two new sets of analyses are summarized in rows 2 and 3, while the first
row shows the results of the equal-rates simulations, for comparison.

The results show that the incorrect assumption or equal rates across loci had only a small
impact on the estimation of the species tree topology. However, ignoring the rate variation
did adversely affect the estimation of the species divergence times, as shown by the drop in
coverage percentage: only 67% (compared to 93%) of the true speciation times fell inside the
associated 95% credible interval.
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Table 3.1: Summary of a seven taxa, four loci species tree estimation where genes evolve at
different rates. The final row represents the case where the model is misspecified: the
actual rate is different for each gene, but the method assumes that all genes have the
same substitution rate.

Data/model
rates

Topology
inside 95%

Mean
95% size

Normed
branch score

Normed
tree score

Speciation
time
inside 95%

Speciation time Population size

error CI size error CI size

Equal/Equal 94 7.86 0.10 0.19 93% 1.36 10.0 2.2 162

Vary/Vary 95 8.08 0.12 0.19 93% 1.43 12.0 2.2 189

Vary/Equal 92 10.24 0.16 0.20 67% 1.57 12.6 2.5 189

3.3.7 Effect of the number of sampled individuals per species

Next, we considered the effect of varying the number of individuals sampled from each species.
Gene trees for 32 individuals per species and four loci were simulated for each of the 100
species trees, then 16 individuals were removed to leave 16, then halved again to eight and
so on down to two individuals per species. To reduce the considerable computational cost
involved, the analysis was carried out using the gene trees directly, i.e. without any sequence
data. The results are shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Relative error and (b) credible interval size, as a function of number of individuals
sampled from each species. Each graph point is obtained by averaging over 100
analyses of simulated data sets. The analysis used the true gene trees to reduce the
computational cost.

Increasing the number of individuals sampled from each species up to 32 results in a
marked improvement in all aspects of the species tree estimation, including population
sizes. This result seems to be different to what is typically found when considering sampling
schemes for a population. For a single population, the number of independent loci is the major
factor and the return from additional individuals diminishes quite quickly. Our somewhat
unexpected result may be specific to rapid radiations, where population sizes are comparable
in size to the species lifetime. Under those conditions additional sampled individuals result
in more lineages crossing the species boundary (looking backward in time), adding more
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power to the estimate of divergence times and population sizes. A larger set of simulations is
required to clarify the benefit in increasing the number of individuals under various conditions,
such as different topologies, divergence times and population sizes.

3.4 ?BEAST implementation

Published MCMC methods tend to be quite specific. They are comprised of a set of proposals
and sometimes a specific schedule of applying the proposals. The “user” provides the data
and may adjust some tuning parameters. The situation is not as clear cut with methods
implemented as part of a large framework. ?BEAST, Specifically, is implemented “on top”
of a large body of existing BEAST functionality. The inference of the species tree is based on
the likelihood of the gene trees given a species tree, but those gene trees can be estimated in
many different ways, and all combinations fall under the umbrella of a ?BEAST analysis.
While gene trees and the species tree share an obvious link via the multispecies coalescent
and the restriction that the gene trees have to be compatible with the species tree, they
share another important link via the estimation of evolutionary rates. We have touched this
issue only briefly in the previous sections. The simulations assumed a known rate for all
genes, and only in section 3.3.6 we explored the more plausible real-life case of non equal
rates. But there can be other ways of setting an analysis which estimates all or some of the
rates, depending on prior data. For example, information about particular divergence times,
provided as a prior on the species tree, can be used as the main source of calibrating the
rates (for more on this topic see chapter 5).

The upshot from all those considerations is that there is no one ideal setting which fits all
?BEAST analysis. Currently some amount of low level tweaking is unavoidable to complete
an analysis of a medium to large real life data. This may include changing some priors, trying
out different MCMC proposals and their relative weight to other proposals in the chain. We
hope that with enough real-world data sets we can establish better default settings for users,
settings which depend on the type and amount of data and the goals of the analysis.

Below we list the default MCMC proposals used during a ?BEAST run on the species
tree, or any combination of the species tree and other parameters such as gene trees or rates.

3.4.1 The TREE SLIDE operator

The principal proposal is the TREE SLIDE operator, a tree move adapted from the work
of Mau et al. (1999). The operator starts by randomly choosing which is the left and
right sub-tree for each internal node. This puts the tree in one of 2n−1 possible canonical
representations, where n is the number of labels (taxa). Given the orientation for each
internal node, the tree is represented by the ordered list of labels and the height of the
common ancestor of each pair of adjacent labels (Figure 3.8)

Using the canonical representation, the operator now chooses one internal node at random
and changes its height. Then proposed tree, the one corresponding to the new canonical
representation can be built by a recursive process where the highest internal node is chosen
as the root, and the taxa of sub-trees below are given by the labels to the left and right of
the node. The example in figure 3.9 shows how the operator can change not only the branch
lengths but the topology of the tree as well.
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Figure 3.8: On the top row, the four canonical ordering for the three taxa tree ((A,(B,C)). On
the bottom row, the canonical representation for the first two.

Figure 3.9: Under the canonical representation on the left, the height of root node is changed.
The resulting canonical representation and the tree are shown on the right.
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The main reason for using the tree slide operator in ?BEAST is that we actually have
an upper bound for each of those heights. This height must be lower than the time of any
common ancestor from any pair of species, one to the left and one to the right of the node.
So, by taking the minimum of all such common ancestors from all possible pairs we get an
upper bound, while zero serves as an obvious lower bound. Now, choosing a new height at
random from this interval results in an operator with a Hastings ratio of 1 (log ratio of 0).
This is because the probability of going back is exactly equal – choosing the same canonical
representation, the same internal node, and a point at uniform from the same interval.

3.4.2 ?BEAST Non-tree operators

The remaining species tree parameters, the population sizes, are handled by the generic
BEAST scaling operator (Green, 1995). There is one parameter associated with each leaf,
the population size for the species at time 0, and two parameters for each internal node – the
population sizes of the just diverged sub species. The operator picks one of the parameters
at random and scales it by some factor α in [1/2, 2]. The population sizes stay “attached” to
the node during the operation of the tree slide operator.

3.5 Comparison with BEST V2.2

In 2007, Liu et al. introduced BEST (Liu and Pearl, 2007; Liu et al., 2008), a Bayesian method
whose goals are similar to ?BEAST. Both software packages estimate species tree topology,
divergence times and population sizes from gene trees under a multispecies coalescent model.
Both extend known and well established software packages (MRBAYES (Huelsenbeck and
Ronquist, 2001) and BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007)) – providing users with the
convenience of specifying powerful and well tested models for gene tree estimation. BEST
differs from ?BEAST in that it requires an outgroup, the population size is assumed constant
over the branch and the species tree prior is uniform.

To compare the two methods 100 four loci species trees were generated. The process
described in the beginning of the methods section was modified as follows to conform with
BEST requirements: trees with eight species were simulated but only those with a 7/1 split
at the root were retained, with the lone species forming an outgroup. Each species had four
individuals except the outgroup which had only one, and finally, the population size was set
to be constant along the branch with a value of the mean of the sizes at the start and end of
the branch.

Table 3.2 summarizes the 100 runs – The error measures from BEST are substantially
larger than the ones from ?BEAST, and the coverage percentages for point estimates are
much lower. Also, note that the population size measures aren’t directly comparable: since
BEST analytically integrates population size and reports the mean, BEST numbers are
statistics of the mean value while ?BEAST statistics are for the population size itself. We
would therefore expect the BEST numbers to under-estimate the population size variance,
however, the BEST 95% interval is still larger than that of ?BEAST.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of ?BEAST, BEST 2.2 and “Supermatrix” performance in estimating
species trees.

Topology
inside
95%

Mean
95%
size

Normed
branch
score

Normed
tree
score

Speciation
time
inside 95%

Speciation time Population
size inside
95%

Population size

error CI size error CI size

?BEAST 97 11.78 0.10 0.20 96% 0.41 1.49 98% 0.33 1.11

BEST 88 12.88 0.58 0.64 56% 1.32 2.06 56% 0.59 2.15

Supermatrix 9 1.4 0.77 N/A 0.7% 21.1 5.27 N/A N/A

3.5.1 BEST V2.2 Species tree proposals

The methods used by BEST 2.2 and ?BEAST share some common features. Both are
Bayesian, implemented via a MCMC chain; both use the multispecies coalescent and co-
estimate gene trees, species tree divergence times, and population sizes. Having only a limited
understanding of the details of BEST, it is hard to speculate on the reason for the difference
in performance. An email exchange with Liang Liu, the main author of BEST, clarified some
of those differences. By allowing only constant population sizes and only the inverse gamma
prior, BEST analytically integrates out the population sizes in the likelihood calculation. This,
however, should only serve to improve the performance of BEST by considerably reducing
the number of parameters and eliminating the need to integrate them out. A second major
difference arises from BEST’s novel approach of generating species tree proposals. In an
attempt to bypass the interdependence between the species tree and the embedded gene trees,
BEST generates a species tree proposal based only on the current state of the gene trees,
independent of the current species tree (Liu, 2008). While theoretically sound, this approach
may be problematic in practice. If the gene trees are not constrained by the species tree,
the proposed species trees may never reach the center of the true distribution. To illustrate
this point, we can use an MCMC chain on a simple state space of 10 real numbers. The
likelihood function on this space is composed of a normal distribution on each element,

f(x) =
10∏
k=1

g5,1(xk),

where

gm,s(x) ∝ 1√
2πs

e−
(
x−m
s

)2

.

A proposal state for the chain is obtained by drawing each element independently from
a normal distribution with a mean of 5.7 and an std of 0.5, that is x′k ∼ N(5.7, 0.5). This
setup attempts to mimic the BEST species tree in that it is a multidimensional vector, where
the proposal is independent of the current state and is composed of slightly biased values of
every component. The Metropolis Hastings ratio for such a proposal is easy to obtain,

hr =
10∏
k=1

g5.7,0.5(xk)/g5.7,0.5(x′k)
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The results from a 100k long run are shown in Figure 3.10(a). The bias is apparent and
is further supported by the overall average being 5.3. A run of the same length using the
BEAST standard scale operator shows no such bias and has an overall mean of 5.000 (Figure
3.10(b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: (a) Sampling independently with a narrow distribution. Posterior in red and prior
in yellow. (b) Sampling with a standard scale operation. Posterior in red and prior
in yellow.

Note that the parameters have been deliberately chosen to put the chain in this ‘boundary
zone’. If the proposal distribution is moved away (by reducing the std or increasing the
mean), the chain will stop mixing, making the problem apparent. Moving it closer (again by
either increasing the std or lowering the mean) will let the chain mix as expected. It may
seem unlikely that a method would fall accidentally into this zone; however, one would expect
this to be the case when a method is actively developed until it apparently reaches sufficient
mixing.

One possible warning sign in similar cases is that the chain exhibits periods of bad mixing,
as shown in figure 3.11. However this might not be easy to detect when the values are only a
subset in a larger space which mixes well, unless that subspace is specifically examined.

3.6 Comparison to concatenation

The final experiment involving the simulated data sets compared the performance of ?BEAST
with the standard supermatrix method (concatenation). For each of 100 data sets (four
loci, 1600bp) we selected a single random individual per species and concatenated the four
alignments into a single supermatrix of size 7 species× 6400 sites. We then used BEAST to
estimate the species tree for each of these 100 concatenated data sets using a Yule tree prior.
Only 9 of the 100 replicates contained the true species tree topology in the 95% credible
set of tree topologies. This compared to 98 for ?BEAST and 88 for BEST. The coverage
percentage for speciation times was close to zero. The full set of measures can be found
in table 3.2. It is clear that both multispecies coalescent methods are far superior to the
supermatrix method.
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Figure 3.11: Individual traces for all 10 components comprising the simple state space. The
periods of poor mixing, where the chain gets “stuck” at a single point, are easy to
see.

3.7 Darwin’s Finches

Darwin’s finches are a classic and well known example of rapid adaptive radiation (Boag
and Grant, 1981). The group consists of 14 closely related species observed by Charles
Darwin during his visit to the Galapagos Islands. The ?BEAST analysis is based on a
publicly available mitochondrial sequence data set, accessions AF109015-AF109067, AF110422-
AF110424 (Sato et al., 1999, 2001). The data consists of a single partial mitochondrial control
region sequence approximately 1200bp in length from 54 individuals in 13 species, and two
individuals from the outgroup (Tiaris obscura). The analysis was performed with the HKY
substitution model and a strict molecular clock for each of the gene trees. The resulting
species tree is shown in Figure 3.12.

While the control region is highly informative, a single locus provides only limited
resolution. In our analysis, the ground and tree finches (Geospiza and Camarhynchus) both
form monophyletic groups in the species tree, and the Woodpecker finch (Geospiza pallida)
forms an outgroup to the tree finches. This result agrees with the phylogram given in figure
3 of Petren et al. (Petren et al., 1999). Note the similar time for the common ancestor of
both ground and tree finches
(Geospiza/Camarhynchus), suggesting the possibility that a common external event
was the trigger for both radiations.

While ?BEAST is primarily a multi-locus method, it may be still advisable to use it
when analyzing a single locus. To see why one has to keep in mind the difference between the
multispecies coalescent and a gene tree, especially when one is used to building phylogenies
using a single representative per species. The gene tree is just one possible realization of
a stochastic process (the coalescent) for a specific species history (the species tree). It is
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Figure 3.12: Estimated species tree of Darwin’s finches based on partial mitochondrial control
region sequence alignment.

the divergence times from ?BEAST that reflect our best estimate of the species divergence
– the gene “divergence” estimates the time of the last common ancestor for the sampled
individuals.

3.8 Pocket Gophers

Belfiore et al. (2008) investigated the rapid species radiation in Thomomys, a genus of
pocket gophers spread over a wide area of North America, including Texas, the Dakotas,
Baja California and the southern edge of Canada. The authors collected data from 28
individuals belonging to seven Thomomys species and two outgroups from a “sister tribe”.
Seven noncoding nuclear sequences were sequenced from each individual (alignment length
471bp to 819bp), though this was not possible for some of the outgroups.

The 28 individuals were distributed across the species as follows: two from each of 5
species, 3 northern pocket gophers (T. talpoides) and 12 Botta’s pocket gophers (T. bottae).
This uneven distribution of individuals among species is not optimal but it does meet the
minimum of two individuals from each species of interest.

For the analysis we used a GTR substitution model and a strict molecular clock with a
separate mutation rate for each locus, as described in the simulations section. The BEAST
Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) tree is shown in Figure 3.13(a). There are four strongly
supported clades, but the outgroup is not where we expect it to be.

Experts are certain that the Orthogeomys heterodus is a proper outgroup (Bellifore, pers.
comm.), and we can incorporate this knowledge into our Bayesian model as part of the prior.
Figure 3.13(b) shows the result on an almost identical run, where the proper relation of the
outgroup is apriori enforced. The divergence times on the two trees are virtually identical
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(b)(a)

Figure 3.13: Phylogeny for seven groups of western pocket gophers (Geomyidae Thomomys).
The analysis is based on seven noncoding nuclear genes from 28 individuals. Clade
posterior probability is indicated on the branch. (a) Analysis with no monophyly
constraints (b) analysis with ingroup monophyly enforced.

except for the outgroup.

Given the proper tools, the reason for this discrepancy is easy to spot. Figure 3.14 shows
the median species tree and embedded gene trees for the first run. The tendency to place the
outgroup incorrectly appears to be caused by just one gene out of the six (TBO64-2 in lime)
which is closer to the (T. bottae, T. townsendi, T. umbrinus) clade. It is a good reminder of
the fact that a species tree is not the result of a consensus process, but of a “reverse auction”
– where the lowest bidder sets the limit. Here, the other genes “don’t care” since their shared
ancestry takes place as expected in the common ancestor.

Belfiore et al. made a considerable effort to collect and sequence an outgroup, but this is
only a requirement for MrBayes/BEST. ?BEAST does not require any outgroup as it follows
the BEAST mantra: there are no unrooted phylogenies – only phylogenies whose root position
is uncertain. ?BEAST uses either a strict or a relaxed molecular clock in order to estimate
the roots of the individual gene trees, which in turn, through the multispecies coalescent,
combine to estimate the root of the species tree.

3.9 ?BEAST Discussion

A natural consequence of taking a model-based approach to statistical phylogenetics is the
continuous refinement of the model to better reflect our understanding of the biological
reality of evolving populations. Tempering this refinement is a need to control the number of
parameters in the model. This balance necessitates a focus on modeling only the essential
details of the evolutionary process. It has been known since Mendel’s experiments (Orel,
1996) that “unlinked” genetic loci segregate independently of each other within a species or
isolated population, but it wasn’t until a few decades ago that the implications of independent
segregation were fully appreciated in the context of gene trees. Although the model we have
described here is not new (Maddison, 1997; Rannala and Yang, 2003) (apart from small
details such as the population size function and its prior), the contribution we have made
is to describe and implement for practical use a full Bayesian inference of the species tree
under the multispecies coalescent model. Our implementation is based on a popular existing
software package for Bayesian phylogenetics, and as a result it can exploit existing models
for gene trees such as relaxed molecular clocks (Drummond et al., 2006), and previously
implemented priors for the species tree such as the reconstructed birth-death prior (Gernhard,
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Figure 3.14: Western pocket gophers (Geomyidae Thomomys) species tree with embedded gene
trees, each in a different color. The species tree was generated using median estimates
for the divergence times and population sizes. Note that this representation is for
the purpose of visual inspection only, and any inferences should be made directly
from the posterior data.
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2008).
There is no doubt that our proposed model still represents a very idealized view of the

genetic relationships of multiple loci between individuals from closely related species. However,
we believe that despite its obvious simplifications it represents a major improvement on the
standard approaches to multi-gene phylogenetics. Besides the ability to model incomplete
lineage sorting and ancestral polymorphism, our implementation also provides a very natural
way to include multi-individual data and missing data in a phylogenetic analysis.

There are two obvious ways in which our model is deficient. The first, and arguably the
most important, is that it lacks any modeling of recombination within a locus. For nuclear loci
in eukaryotes, recombination rates may often be comparable to mutation rates. The impact
of this on the species tree estimation under the multispecies coalescent has not been assessed,
however it is known that the presence of recombination can have a large biasing effect on the
estimated population sizes, if no recombination is assumed in the model (Schierup and Hein,
2000).

The second deficiency of our model is, arguably, our treatment of speciation events. It has
been suggested that incorporating a substantial period of limited gene flow as a transition
between a single ancestral species and two descendant species is more realistic (Hey and
Nielsen, 2004). This approach has been taken for the coalescent inference of sister species
in the IM/IMα software packages (Hey and Nielsen, 2007). While we think this is a good
research direction and expect multispecies versions of isolation with migration models to
be popular, we remain uncertain about how much power there will be to perform inference
under such models without making very strong prior assumptions about the length of the
transition period and associated migration rates.

3.10 ?BEAST Conclusion

A transition from single gene to multi-gene analyses in molecular systematics is well underway
– and the extension of this transition into the fields of molecular ecology and phylogeography
has revealed the need to model the relationship among gene trees at different loci more
accurately. While it is well established that “more loci are better” for estimating population
sizes in a single population (Pluzhnikov and Donnelly, 1996; Felsenstein, 2006), the optimal
sequencing strategy for phylogenetic questions has not yet been established (but see Maddison
and Knowles (2006)). Our results lend weight to the growing notion that sequencing multiple
independent loci from a small representative sample of individuals can, for many questions,
yield better results than sampling a large number of individuals at just one genetic locus.
However, it also seems clear that additional individuals per species provide a significant
contribution to the accurate estimation of species tree divergence times and topologies, at
least under the rapid radiation scenario studied here.

In conclusion, we agree with a recent suggestion that the multispecies coalescent represents
a step toward the unification of molecular systematics and phylogeography (Edwards and
Rausher, 2009). Nevertheless, some common situations facing researchers in molecular ecology
and phylogeography cannot be addressed by the multispecies coalescent alone. For example,
it is often the case that the exact number of species, and the assignments of individuals to
species or subspecies is uncertain in recently radiated groups (Meyer, 1993; Glor et al., 2004;
Belfiore et al., 2008; Das et al., 2004; Leache, 2009).

By using morphological and geographical data to define pairwise probabilities of species
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identity, we can envisage extensions of ?BEAST that not only sample the species tree topology,
divergence times and population sizes, but also estimate the total number of species, and
consequently the assignments of individuals to species. This would provide similar capabilities
to population structure inference packages such as STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al., 2000) and
STRUCTURAMA (Huelsenbeck and Andolfatto, 2007), but would simultaneously provide
Bayesian inference about the relationships between the different populations/species. We
hope that this general line of research will eventually lead to a model-based synthesis of the
fields of population genetics, phylogenetics and phylogeography.
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Chapter 4
The Development of the ?BEAST

4.1 Theoretical probabilities of gene trees under the multi-

species coalescent.

The Feynman problem solving Algorithm
1) Write down the problem
2) Think real hard
3) Write down the answer

Murray Gell-mann in the NY Times

Implementing a multispecies inference method such as ?BEAST requires a fair amount of
coding. Validating this code is more tricky than usual, considering the stochastic nature

of the algorithms.

One useful approach is to calculate exact values for simplified examples in the problem
domain. Those can be compared with values from sufficiently long runs of ?BEAST. In this
section I describe how probabilities of gene tree topologies can be computed subject to the
multispecies coalescent under a fixed species tree. This calculation is limited to small cases
since the number of topologies grows super-exponentially in the number of lineages.

From Tavaré (1984) we have the formula for the probability of k out of n lineages surviving
after a time interval t:

hnk(t) =
n∑
i=k

cnkiρi(t) =
n∑
i=k

(−1)i−k(2i− 1)(k)(i−1)n[i]

j!(i− k)!(n)(i)

ρi(t).

Obtaining the probabilities with this formula is straightforward in theory, but the actual
implementation is not, requiring several combinatorial considerations and enumerations. Im-
plementation has been greatly simplified by using the powerful Python iterators (Schemenauer
et al., 2001).

Even computing Tavaré’s formula requires some care. When lineages are subject to the
coalescent over time interval I with an effective population size function θ(t) the probability
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is,

hnk(I, θ) =
n∑
i=k

cnki exp

−(i
2

)∫
I

1

θ(t)
dt

 . (4.1)

The coefficients cnki are tricky to evaluate directly, but the expression can be re-formulated
using recursion. Combined with simple memoization, this is both accurate and efficient.

cnki =


1 k = i = 1 or n
−(2i−1)(k+i−2)(n−i+1)

(2i−3)(i−k)(n+i−1)
cn,k,i−1 i > k

n(n−1)
(n−k)(n+k−1)

cn−1,k,i

Here we describe an algorithm for computing the gene tree probabilities of all unranked
gene trees simultaneously. This is done by traversing the species tree recursively, computing
the probability of each possible forest (a set of trees) being observed at the root of the
sub-tree. The probability is obtained using recursive calls on the left and right sub-trees of
the root. A related method which computes the probability of a specific gene tree with a
single taxa per species is described in (Degnan and Salter, 2005).

These are the steps taken for each sub-tree:

(1) Recursively get forests from left and right sub-trees.

(2) Combine the two sets of forests into one.

(3) For each forest f in the combined set:

(4) For each forest g with leaves corresponding to roots of trees in f :

(5) Add p(f)× h|f |,|g| ×w(g) to the total probability of g .

Algorithm 1

At the leaves we have a single forest composed of one-taxon trees, one for each lineage.
Step (2) is simple: the combined set is constructed by taking the union of each possible pair

of forests from the left and right. The probability of the union is the product of probabilities
of the two forests.

Each tree in a forest represents a lineage which survived to the time of the root. In
step (4) all ranked forests of those lineages are iterated over; that is, all possible ways those
lineages can partially coalesce over the branch are examined. The probability of a ranked
forest (step 5) is composed of,

− p(f), the probability of starting from f .
− h|f |,|g|, the probability of |f | lineages reduced to |g| over the branch (using

equation 4.1).
− w(g), the relative weight of g.

h|f |,|g| is the total probability of all ranked forests with k = |g| trees on a total of n = |f |

taxa. There are R(k)
n =

n∏
i=k+1

(
i
2

)
such forests, since n can be reduced to n− 1 in

(
n
2

)
ways,

there are
(
n−1

2

)
ways to reduce n − 1 to n − 2, and so on, down to k. The weight w(g) is

the percentage of ranked forests having the same unranked topology as g, since the iterator
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in step (4) goes over each unranked tree exactly once. To count this number we first need
to tackle a simpler problem: count the number of trees with topology T among all possible
ranked trees on the same taxa. Consider the simple balanced tree with 4 taxa, ((a,b),(c,d)):
there are 3 internal nodes which can be arranged in 3! ways – but since the root has to be older
than its children, only 1/3 of those are permitted, leaving us with 3!/3 = 2 ranked trees with
the required topology. So generally, for a tree T = (Tl, Tr), there are ni = nl + nr + 1 internal
nodes and only 1/ni of the ni! arrangements are permitted, ignoring internal constraints in Tl
and Tr. This observation leads to the following counting method,

// Count number of ranked histories of T that have
// the same unranked topology as T.
// Result is returned indirectly as a pair (n,s), where n is
// the number of internal nodes and s is the number of ranked
// topologies which map to a single unranked topology.
// Therefore the result is n!/s.

ct( T = (t1, t2, . . . , tl) )

// T is the tree obtained by connecting the roots of trees
// t1, t2, . . . to a new root.

// Leaf - no internal nodes, 1 to 1 mapping
if T is a leaf return (0,1)

// Get counts of all sub-trees
ni, li = ct(ti) 1 ≤ i ≤ l

// Total number of internal nodes, add one for the root
s = 1 +

∑
i ni

return (s, s
∏

i li)

This is the same as Proposition 2.3.2 in (Semple and Steel, 2003). Now, the number of
forests, w(g) in algorithm 1, can be counted thus,

cf( F = (T1, T2, . . . , Tl) )

// Get counts from all trees in forest
ni, li = ct(Ti) 1 ≤ i ≤ l

// Total number of internal nodes in all trees
s =

∑
i ni

// s! ways to arrange, removed multiple counting
return s!/

∏
i li
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To summarize, we have shown that w(g) = cf(g)/R(k)
n , which completes the equations

of all the terms in step (5). That leaves step (4), the iterator over all forests. Take all taxa
G = x1, x2, . . . , xn in the forest. The trees in the forest induce a partition of G, and so an
iterator can be built by combining two iterators, one for generating all possible partitions of
a set, the second for iterating over all labelled trees over some taxa. The combined iterator
returns each member of the cartesian product of the trees generator over all the groups in
the partition. The low level details are in the treeCombinatorics and speciesTreesGeneTrees
modules of biopy (https://code.google.com/p/biopy, Heled (2010)).

Given that the number of trees with 22 taxa is greater than the number of nanoseconds
since the big bang, only very small examples are feasible. Even the average number of ranked
histories of a single random tree grow super-exponentially. Below are the mean number of
ranked histories for 10,000 trees drawn uniformly from the space of all ranked trees:

number of taxa 5 10 15 20 25 30

mean ranked histories 2.2 2× 102 3× 105 2× 109 3× 1013 2× 1018

Note that these numbers grow in a similar fashion, but larger than, the expected number
of histories for an unranked tree selected uniformly. The latter is the ratio of labeled
ranked topologies to the number of labeled topologies (

∏n
i=1

(
i
2

)
/
∏n

i=1(2i− 1), approximately√
π(n−1)n!

4n−1 ). This is because sampling at uniform from the space of all ranked trees increases
the probability of picking a tree with a larger number of ranked histories.

As a concrete illustration, consider the algorithm for uniformly selecting a ranked topology
of a tree by explicitly enumerating all ranked orders (Appendix B of Yang and Rannala
(1997)). This approach is feasible only for small trees, but in fact it is not hard to draw
correctly using cf(). For any forest, get a probability of selecting each root as the next ranked
event by counting the number of ranked topologies after removing the root and dividing by
the total number of topologies. Randomly pick a root based on those probabilities, remove it
to get a new forest and repeat until all the forests are depleted. Using the same approach,
but from the ground up, we can sample at uniform from the space of all unranked trees.

4.1.1 Anomalous Gene Trees

Anomalous gene trees (AGTs) are gene trees that are more likely than the tree that matches
the species tree (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2006). We shall refer to both the species tree and
the gene tree as anomalous. Degnan and Rosenberg show that for some topologies we can
always find an anomalous pair. In fact, if the species tree root is low enough, when heights
are measured in substitutions, any species tree topology that is not n-maximally probable is
anomalous. A tree t is n-maximally probable if the number of its ranked histories is maximal,
that is, ct(t) = maxs∈T ct(s).

Using algorithm 1 we can easily determine if a tree is an AGT. Since the probabilities are
unchanged when both branch lengths and population sizes are multiplied by a constant, we
shall use a simple setup where the species tree varies but the population size of each branch
is fixed at 1. We draw 1000 random trees using the pure birth (Yule) process with birth rates
ranging between 0.05 and 10, for 4, 5 and 6 species. The percentage of anomalous gene trees
for each case is shown in figure 4.1.

Note that it is not obvious how to derive the asymptotic behaviour when the birth rate
tends to infinity. As the species tree root height goes to zero, every non n-maximally probable

https://code.google.com/p/biopy
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of anomalous gene trees as a function of birth rate for 3 to 6 species.

species tree is anomalous, which gives us a lower bound on the percentage of anomalous
trees. As for n-maximally probable trees, even a very short species tree may give a tiny
advantage to the matching gene tree, or to an anomalous tree. Note that even with a birth
rate of 1, 20%–30% of the trees are anomalous. The numbers from 4.1 are in contrast with
the expectation that the percentage of anomalous gene trees would uniformly increase with
the number of taxa (Rosenberg and Tao, 2008). Further research is required to understand
the reason why this is not so.

4.1.2 Gene tree probabilities with pruning

The fast growth of the number of topologies prohibits anything but very small cases. The
run time for six species with one taxon per species is around 1 second on a fast machine
(Intel core i7 CPU at 2.67GHz), but seven species takes 20-200 seconds. Eight taxa would
take at best many hours.

Still, computing the probability of every gene tree is fairly ambitious. We can do better if
we seek only the probabilities of a subset. For example, what is the probability of a gene tree
matching the species tree topology? To compute that probability we need to consider only
the compatible gene sub-trees at each species tree junction, which reduces the amount of
computation considerably. This can be done by changing step (4) in algorithm 1, provided
we have an iterator which efficiently prunes incompatible gene trees.

Implementing such an iterator proved quite a challenge, and involves three recursive
iterators, two of which are mutually recursive. The implementation details can be found in
the treeCombinatorics module of biopy (https://code.google.com/p/biopy, Heled (2010)).
With pruning we can compute the probability of a gene tree matching the species topology
for 10–11 species (one taxa per species) in around 1 second. The factor for adding additional
taxa is around 2.5 per taxon, or about 2 minutes for 16 species. This enables us to briefly

https://code.google.com/p/biopy
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re-visit the question of using a single taxon per species.
We use the same setup as in the previous section, but draw 2000 random Yule trees with

birth rates ranging between 0.05 and 40, for between 3 and 9 species. The probability of the
gene tree matching the species tree topology is computed for each case, and figure 4.2 shows
the average percentage for 3, 4 and 5 species.

(a) full range (b) zoom

Figure 4.2: Probability of a gene-tree with a single taxon per species matching the species tree
topology, as a function of birth rate and number of species.

We can derive the asymptotic behaviour analytically. When the birth rate approaches
zero, the branches tend to infinity, so the gene tree probability tends to 1. When the birth
rate tends to infinity, branches tend to zero, and since all lineages survive to the root, the
probability tends to the probability of a random gene tree having the correct topology. This
can be obtained by summing over the space of all unranked trees with n leaves (Tn), and
for each tree t adding the probability of drawing the species tree cf(t)/Rn and the (identical)
probability of drawing the same gene tree,

pn =
∑
t∈Tn

(
cf(t)

Rn

)2

. (4.2)

So we have p3 = 1/3, p4 = 2/27, p5 = 13/180 and pn ≈ 1.5 × 10−(n−3) for 6 ≤ n ≤ 8.
Obviously, pn approaches zero very rapidly. Those average probabilities have a nice empirical
fit using the form Prn(λ) = pn + 1−pn

1+anλbn
, for some constants an, bn (Figure 4.4), and after

fitting the constants, using the values from 3 to 9 species, we get the following empirical
approximation for the probability of a gene tree matching a species tree with n taxa drawn
from a Yule distribution with birth rate λ,

Pr(λ, n) = pn +
1− pn

1 + 2× 1.7n−3λ1.073n−3 . (4.3)

We can see from the plots and the formula that the probability rapidly drops to zero the
moment the number of species is greater than 5 or 6.

We should always remember that while it is nice to deal with the averages, the variance
is large. Figure 4.4 shows the percentages for birth rate 1 as a function of the root height,
where each case is coloured according to the number of species.
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Figure 4.3: Probability of a gene-tree with a single taxon per species matching the species tree
topology, as a function of birth rate and number of species. A best fit line is shown
for each plot.

Figure 4.4: Probability of a gene-tree with a single taxon per species matching the species tree
topology, as a function of tree height for λ = 1.
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The wide range and the correlation with the root height are easy to see. Also note the
modality for the 4-species case near zero. This split is due to the n-maximally discussed
in the previous section, reflecting the different probabilities of the balanced and unbalanced
trees.

4.2 Posterior summary of trees

TreeAnnotator is a utility program which summarizes the posterior from a BEAST run by
annotating nodes and branches of a single tree. This is not a straightforward task since
tree space is a complicated affair and there are multiple ways to define the centre of a tree
set (Billera et al., 2001). TreeAnnotator uses the “Maximum Clade Credibility” (MCC)
heuristic to pick a topology: it takes the posterior tree with the maximum product of posterior
probabilities of its internal nodes. After picking a topology, TreeAnnotator assigns heights
for each clade based on a point estimate from posterior trees containing that clade. This
step is sometimes problematic since estimates of individual nodes are derived from different
subsets of the posterior. In the worst case, TreeAnnotator ends up with negative branch
lengths, a situation for which there is no simple remedy (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Negative branches from BEAST Tree Annotator.

Even when ignoring the branch lengths and using the Robinson-Foulds tree distance
metric, the problem of finding the tree minimizing the total distance from a set of trees is
NP complete (but see (Bansal et al., 2010) for a heuristic search method). As an alternative
we can pick the tree with the minimum (squared) posterior rooted branch score (PRBS,
Equation 3.3), provided there is an effective way of finding it. The super exponential number
of topologies rules out examining every topology, but so does TreeAnnotator, and we are
happy to consider the top (say 20) posterior tree topologies. However, in extreme cases where
each topology has been observed a very small number of times, we may need to apply another
method to determine a topology first.

Still, efficiently finding the minimum tree for a given topology requires some care. The
search will utilize a generic optimizer, so looping over all posterior trees to compute the PRBS
in each optimizer evaluation would be too expensive. Luckily, the (squared) PRBS between
the tree t and the set of posterior trees T can be expanded in a pre-processing stage thus,

PRBS2(t, T ) =
∑
s∈T

d(t, s)2 =
∑
s∈T

∑
bi∈t\s

b2
i +

∑
b̄∈s\t

b̄2 +
∑
bi∈t∩s

(bi − b̄i)2
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The parameters bi represent the branch length variables to be optimized and the bars
denote the actual branch lengths. After expanding the above we are left with a polynomial
of the form

∑
c0
i b

2
i +

∑
c1
i bi + c which is fast to evaluate.

However, our work is not done since the branch lengths are not independent and we need
a suitable parametrization for the optimizer. I used one variable for the tree height, and
the ratio of the node height to its parent height for the other internal nodes. This way the
branch length above node c is the product of the tree height and all the ratios in the path
from the root to its parent (which gives the parent height), multiplied by 1− rc. With this
parametrization we have the simple bounds of [0,∞] for the root and [0, 1] for the ratios.

To compare TreeAnnotator and PRBS I ran both on a 2-loci ?BEAST simulated data set
(100 replicates) with 7 species and 4 individuals per loci. The runs were done on the species
tree (7 taxa) and on one gene tree (28 taxa). The results are shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Normalized distance of TreeAnnotator and PRBS tree to target tree, averaged over
all cases. In parentheses are the number of times (out of 100) the summary topology
matches the target topology.

#taxa TreeAnnotator error PRBS error PRBS top error

7 0.12876 (58) 0.124050 (58)

28 0.04788 (6) 0.047167 (6) 0.047160 (6)

The results are slightly surprising. While PRBS is slightly better than TreeAnnotator,
the difference is tiny, and much smaller for the larger trees. MCC has proved a very good
heuristic in practice, and PRBS can be used on the occasions it fails. However, the reason for
using MCC in the first place is that picking the posterior most frequent topology would not
work for large trees, since any single topology may appear once or a small number of times.
This, at least, is the perceived wisdom. Those preliminary results indicate that considering
the few top topologies would work as well, but a much larger study is required to assess this
claim.

4.3 New MCMC Operators: TREE UNIFORM

The BEAST MCMC chain uses a combination of proposals∗ for each gene tree. One of the
primary tree proposals, as judged by its relative weight, is the Uniform Operator, which picks
one internal non-root node and proposes a new age uniformly between its parent age and the
age of its older descendant.

The node heights are determined by both the data, via the substitution model likelihood,
and the prior. When the data consists of closely related individuals from closely related
species those heights can vary quite a lot without substantially changing the overall likelihood.
This is due to the discrete nature of DNA base substitutions and the relative shortness of the
sequences.

In addition to the large 95% credible intervals of node ages this uncertainty is reflected in
the proposal acceptance ratio. A high ratio, meaning a high percentage of accepted proposals,
may indicate the moves are “small” in the context of the posterior spread in parameter space.
This indeed turns out to be the case with many ?BEAST data sets.

∗ also known as Operators or Moves
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4.3.1 TREE UNIFORM(2)

One way of making “larger” moves is to generalize the uniform operator to simultaneously
change several node ages. For example, the ages of one node and its parent can be changed
as long as neither are the root or a leaf. Figure 4.6(a) shows an example where B and C1 are
simultaneously changed. The new ages have to respect the bounds imposed by the rest of
the tree: no node can move below a descendant or above its parent. To honour the “uniform”
part of the name we wish to sample the new ages uniformly from all possible pairs. This
is easily done when visualizing every pair as a point in the plane, with C1’s age on the X
axis and B’s age on the Y axis. Since B > C1

∗ all legal points are above the diagonal, and
furthermore, B is bound from below by C2, giving the shaded area in Figure 4.6(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Sampling node ages for the tree uniform operator

Sampling uniformly from the shaded area can be done without rejection, in two steps.
First, choose between the blue and aqua areas by drawing u at uniform between 0 and 1 and
taking blue if u < Hb

Hb+Ha
, where Hb and Ha are the areas of the blue triangle and the aqua

rectangle, respectively. In the second step we either sample from the rectangle by drawing
two independent samples, or from the triangle by drawing two uniform samples and assigning
the smaller to C1 and the larger to B.

4.3.2 TREE UNIFORM(3)

The TREE UNIFORM operator can be generalized to move 3 nodes, a non root internal node
B and its two internal descendants C1 and C2. Let D1 and D2 be the older descendants of
C1 and C2, respectively, and for convenience and without loss of generality assume D1 ≤ D2

(see figure 4.6(a)). As before, we wish to draw the three ages uniformly from all valid triplets.
Divide the space into two, one where D1 ≤ C1 ≤ D2, the second where D2 < C1 ≤ A. In
the first case we draw C1 uniformly from [D1, D2] and C2, B from an ordered pair in [D2, A]

∗ B, C1, etc. are used to designate both names and node ages. The intended usage should be obvious from
the context.
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as explained before. In the second case we draw 3 samples uniformly from [D2, A], and set
B to the largest and C1,2 to the other two (in the order they were sampled). To decide
which option to take, we need to calculate the volume of the two subspaces. The first is
(D2 −D1)(A −D2)

2/2, the second is drawing(D2 − A)3/3. The expression for the second
volume is a result of the simple observation that the first coordinate is the largest of the 3 in
1/3 of the space, which was also used when drawing the samples.

4.3.3 Validating the tree uniform operator

It is prudent to validate a new operator to eliminate both theoretical and implementation
errors. A standard way to accomplish that is to run a minimal MCMC chain containing just
the operator. Since the tree uniform is intended as an alternative to an existing operator the
results can be compared to runs using the existing operator, but here we can analytically
derive the marginal densities induced by the uniform operator for a fixed unranked topology.

In the following, the tree height is normalized to 1, since it is a simple matter to re-scale
the values using the tree height. First, consider a sub-tree having n + 1 terminals with a
parent of height 1. Since the probability that any internal node age is less than x is equal to x
and is independent of any other node, and the root has the maximum height, the cumulative
density for the root node is simply F (x) = xn. The density is then

f(x) = nxn−1 (4.4)

This gives the density of the children of the root. For the other nodes, consider again a
sub-tree with n+ 1 terminals whose parent density is g(x). The cumulative density for the
sub-tree root is

F (x) =

x∫
0

g(z)dz +

1∫
x

(x
z

)n
g(z)dz. (4.5)

When the parent is smaller than x, the node must be smaller too. When it is larger (z),
the probability is (x/z)n for the same reason given for equation 4.4 but scaled appropriately.
The densities can be obtained by applying equation 4.5 in a breadth-first manner.

For example, here are the marginal densities for the tree (((a,b),((c,d),e)),f) in the order
they are generated,

f abcde(x) = 4x3

f ab(x) =
4− 4x3

3
f cde(x) = 4x− 4x3

f cd(x) =
4x3 − 12x+ 8

3

Densities are obtained by differentiating the cumulative density. The mean is easily
obtained by integration, and can be compared to the mean estimated from the posterior
samples.

While not obvious from the formula, the densities are always polynomials, and a recursive
formula for the coefficients of f(x) =

∑
aix

i are easily obtained from equation 4.5,
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a′n−1 =
∑
i

nai
i+ 1− n

a′i =
−nai

i+ 1− n
i ≥ n.

4.3.4 Testing the tree uniform operator

Comparing different operators and evaluating their performance can be the subject of a full
thesis (Höhna, 2009). Every MCMC chain involves millions of stochastic decisions, and even
the behaviour of the same set of operators on the same data varies a great deal depending on
the initial random seed. This makes comparing operators tricky since a better operator is, by
definition, one which helps a chain converge faster – but convergence is both hard to define
and a variable quantity.

One possible approach is to establish posterior probabilities of clades by combining results
from several long runs, then use those to define an error function using the probabilities and
a vector norm, say ‖‖2. Figure 4.7(a) shows the errors of 16 runs over time, where each chain
has been run for 100M states. The data set is Darwin’s Finches (section 3.7).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Clades total error for 8 runs with the tree uniform operator (blue) and 8 runs
using BEAST uniform operator (red). (b) Sum ranks of tree uniform runs (blue) vs.
BEAST uniform (red).

Note the difficulty in determining when any particular run passed some fixed threshold,
since the error fluctuates and does not decrease monotonically. Figure 4.7(b) gives the sum
of the ranks for both types of runs, that is, the sum of the run ranks when they are ordered
according to error. While not conclusive, it does seem that the Tree Uniform(3) does offer a
small improvement over the existing BEAST operator in this case.

There is one technicality worth mentioning. To compute the error, the set of reference
clades and the clades of any particular run need to be identical. However, due to the
astronomical number of possible clades, there are many clades of very low posterior probability
which appear only in one of the sets. It is possible to use only clades common to all the runs
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in the comparison, or use the union of all sets, setting the posterior to zero where appropriate.
Those two variations give different error values, but the overall relation does not change.

4.4 New MCMC Operators: Weighted Nearest Neighbour

Interchange

While examining the output of one BEAST run I noticed a problematic tree likelihood trace
(Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: Likelihood trace of the second codon position of IRBP in the Rattus data set.

The cause of such bi-modality was not immediately obvious and required some effort
to uncover, tracing it back to the sequence data. This likelihood is from the second codon
position of one nuclear gene of length 1090bp, and in this sequence the amount of information
in that position is very small. There were only two informative sites, and only one had a
species level difference – 4 individuals, 3 from one species and one from another had an ‘A’
at that position, while all the other 44 individuals (from both those species and others) had
a ‘G’. While those 4 individuals were grouped in one clade the likelihood had the higher
value – but when one individual was separated from the clade the likelihood jumped to the
lower level. The reason for the long wait between levels switch is that once separated, the
two clades can be in many different trees with a similar likelihood. The chain wanders in
tree space for a long time with little “direction” due to the relatively flat likelihood surface
until accidentally hitting the “elevated ramp” again (that is, re-joining the 4 individuals).

It is arguably not a good idea to partition an alignment which initially has a low information
content, since this increases the number of parameters to estimate. Nevertheless, something
similar (but to a lesser extent) may occur elsewhere, so a generic solution would be of general
use. Perhaps a proposal which takes the data content into account can help the chain mix.

The “TREE UNIFORM” discussed previously changes node ages without altering the
tree topology. Among several other BEAST operators which do change the topology, the
simplest is the “Nearest Neighbour Interchange” (NNI), known in BEAST as the “Narrow
Exchange operator” (Figure 4.9).
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A
B B

A

Figure 4.9: Nearest Neighbour Interchange. A classic tree operator which exchanges two adjacent
sub-trees.

The NNI exchanges two adjacent sub-trees, preserving all node ages (but not branch
lengths). NNI picks one eligible pair at random with equal probability to obtain a uniform
prior on all ranked tree topologies. It is relatively straightforward to generalize the NNI by
assigning a weight to each pair while preserving the prior. The intention is to assign higher
weights to exchanges which result in larger changes to likelihood. One approach is to assign
a “conformity” value c(T ) to each sub-tree. For leaf nodes, this is equal to the number of
sites in the sequence which are different from the alignment consensus, and the value for
any sub-tree is obtained by summing over all leaves. A sequence which is identical to the
consensus would have a value of 0, and so would a sub-tree of such sequences. The weight n,
the root node of the sub-tree (T1, (T2, T3)) is defined as,

W (n) = c(T1)c(T2) + c(T1)c(T3) + c(T2)c(T3),

where the root of the sub-tree (T2, T3) is higher than the root of T1, which is the only valid
choice when exchanging T1 with either T2 or T3.

The WNNI picks one internal node according to those weights and exchanges T1 with T2

or T3 with equal probability. Since the probability of picking a node n in tree T is W (n)/S(T )
where S(T ) =

∑
n∈T W (n) and the weight of n does not change after the exchange, the

Hasting ratio for exchanging sub trees below n in tree T to get tree T ′ is,

p(T ′ → T )

p(T → T ′)
=
W (n)/S(T ′)

W (n)/S(T )
=
S(T )

S(T ′)

Note that calculating S(T ′) does not require scanning the whole tree since only the weights
of two nodes (one below n and one above) can change.

Unfortunately, adding the WNNI operator to our test case seems to slow convergence
rather than speed it up (Figure 4.10). However, the setup is general and perhaps with a
better choice of a conformity measure would result in a useful addition to the set of BEAST
operators.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Clades total error for 8 runs with the WNNI operator (green) and 8 runs without
(red). (b) Sum ranks of WNNI runs (green) vs. BEAST no WNNI (red).

4.5 What’s in a name: The naming of the BEAST

Opinions may vary about the name ?BEAST. Just to set the record straight: it wasn’t chosen
on the spur of the moment. The many suggestions listed below are proof enough. After a
while it seemed we were running out of options, so when we finally reached agreement I was
relieved and did not stop to think about the implications. In retrospect, while I am happy
with the tribute to Robert Heinlein, one of my favorite authors, I would have appreciated a
higher googlability factor.

WORST: Worthy Of Recovering Species Trees

MUST: MCMC Uber Species Tree

MEGABEAST: Multispecies Estimation of Gene Ancestry using BEAST

MENACE: Multispecies Effective population size and ancestral Clade (coalescent)
Estimation

MIMIC: Multi-Individual Multispecies Inference using the Coalescent

Mae Beast: Multispecies Ancestral Estimation using BEAST

Beat: Bayesian Estimation of Ancestral Trees.

Mate: Multispecies Ancestral Tree Estimator

Munster: Multilocus Species Tree EstimatoR

Mobster: Multilocus Bayesian Species Tree EstimatoR

SHE: Species History Estimation in BEAST

GEIST: Genealogies Embedded In Species Trees
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ST∧θE: Species Tree and Population Size Estimation

The geeky ST∧θE, with the math logical-and and θ standing for population size is my
personal favourite.



Chapter 5
Calibrated tree priors for relaxed phylogenetics
and divergence time estimation

Some people are always critical of vague
statements. I tend rather to be critical of precise
statements; they are the only ones which can
correctly be labeled ’wrong’.

Raymond Smullyan

In addition to observed sequence data, a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis can incorporate
other sources of knowledge through the application of informative priors. The use of

so-called “soft calibrations” (Rannala and Yang, 2005) in the form of informative prior
distributions on the divergence times of internal nodes during a phylogenetic analysis hashave
become increasingly common. This is especially the case in Bayesian phylogenetic models that
support “relaxed phylogenetics”, in which genetic distances are partitioned into divergence
times and lineage-specific substitution rates using a relaxed molecular clock (Drummond
et al., 2006).

Although these methods are now quite widely used, the statistical properties of prior
distributions subject to calibration densities have not been carefully investigated. In the
relaxed phylogenetic models implemented in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007),
calibration is achieved by one of three means: (i) calibration of the rate of evolution through
an informative prior on the substitution rate, (ii) calibration through heterochronous data (e.g.
sample times directly associated with ancient DNA or sequences from rapidly evolving viruses),
(iii) calibration by specification of an informative prior distribution on the divergence time(s)
of one or more internal nodes. Whereas the first two methods are relatively straightforward
and have been well-studied, the statistical properties of the third option in a Bayesian setting
have not been well studied.

Here we aim to investigate some of the statistical properties of calibration densities on
internal nodes in a Bayesian setting. We study some simple scenarios and demonstrate
both analytically and via simulation that calibration densities often induce non-uniform
prior distributions on the tree topology. In simple cases these induced prior distributions on
tree space “make sense” when one considers the nature of the calibration density, however
we think the results described here provide the basis for a better understanding of the

77
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relationship between the calibration densities and the induced prior on tree divergence times
and topologies. In general, the precise relationship can only easily be investigated by direct
simulation of the prior using MCMC. We recommend this as a standard pre-cursor to all
relaxed phylogenetic analyses involving calibration densities.

5.1 The construction of a calibrated tree prior in BEAST

When calibrating the divergence times of some internal nodes, the tree prior is constructed
in BEAST using three main ingredients:

1. One or more “calibration densities”, each applied to the divergence time of the most
recent common ancestor of a subset of the taxa.

2. A parametric “tree prior” and associated hyper-parameters and hyper-priors that
specifies a density on the topology and all the divergence times of the tree.

3. Zero or more additional constraints on the topology in the form of subsets of taxa that
are constrained to be monophyletic.

In BEAST, these ingredients are combined in a particular way to form a prior distribution
on time-trees. The combination of the latter two ingredients is quite unproblematic from the
point of view of interpretation. The resulting distribution is simply the relevant parametric
“tree prior” conditional on the topological constraints. Although this interpretation is simple,
it is worth noting that the resulting distribution of both the divergence times and (obviously)
the tree topology will differ from the unconstrained distribution.

However, the first of these ingredients can be incorporated into the model in a number of
ways. In BEAST, the calibration density is combined with the tree prior by simply taking
their product. This represents an assumption of independence and we will call this the
product-construction. In papers applying BEAST, the calibration density is often known
as the “calibration prior” or the “prior on the divergence times”, but we will avoid using
the term prior, and use “calibration density” instead, since in the product-construction
this distribution does not correspond to the marginal prior distribution of the associated
divergence time. We will demonstrate this through a number of examples in the next section.

5.2 Analytical Results for small examples

Here we will provide analytical descriptions of (a) the induced prior resulting from the
product-construction used in BEAST for a few simple cases, (b) a conditional-construction of
calibrated tree-priors that permits direct specification of a marginal prior distribution on a
divergence time, either with or without the assumption of monophyly of the calibrated taxa.

5.2.1 The uncalibrated prior distribution over tree topologies

Before describing the analytical results it is important to remember some existing statistical
results for tree priors. First, the Yule prior, the Birth-Death prior and the coalescent prior
all induce uniform distributions on ‘labelled histories’ (Edwards, 1970; Thompson, 1975;
Rannala and Yang, 1996; Gernhard, 2008). A ‘labelled history’ is a rooted tree topology with
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labelled tips whose internal nodes are ordered (Edwards, 1970). This does not correspond to
a uniform distribution on rooted trees.

For four taxa, there are 18 ranked trees (two for each of the three balanced rooted trees
and one for each of the twelve unbalanced rooted trees). The uniform distribution on labelled
histories therefore implies a 2:2:2:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1 distribution on the 15 rooted trees, so
that, for example, the probability of ((A,B),(C,D)) is twice that of (((A,B),C),D). This is
because under a random branching process there are two ways to arrive at ((A,B),(C,D)), but
only one way to arrive at (((A,B),C),D). As more taxa are added the number of equivalence
classes (unlabeled ranked trees) increases and the spread of relative probabilities over rooted
trees becomes less uniform.

5.2.2 Examples of product-construction calibrated tree priors

For our first example we consider associating a calibration density on tAB, the time of the
Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) of A and B in a three taxa tree A,B,C. A Yule
prior with a birth rate λ is used for the tree and an exponential density with mean 1/µ
is used to calibrate tAB. Label the time of the youngest internal node T2 and the time
between the root and the youngest internal node T1. Under the Yule model, T1 ∼ Exp(2λ),
T2 ∼ Exp(3λ) and the calibration density is TAB ∼ Exp(µ). The probabilities of the three
possible topologies are,

f((A,B),C) =

∞∫
0

∞∫
0

2λe−2λT13λe−3λT2µe−µT2 dT1dT2 =
3λµ

3λ+ µ

f((A,C),B) = f((B,C),A) =
∞∫

0

∞∫
0

2λe−2λT13λe−3λT2µe−µ(T1+T2) dT1dT2 =
6λ2µ

(3λ+ µ)(2λ+ µ)

So, the relative ratio of the three topologies is 2λ + µ : 2λ : 2λ, and tree ((A,B),C) is
preferred for any value of µ. This may seem counter-intuitive at first because one might
expect the pairing of A and B to be less probable when the mean of tAB is larger than the
expected height of the tree.

Furthermore, it can be shown that for tree ((A,B),C), E[T2] = 3λµ
(3λ+µ)2

instead of λ/3,

while E[T1] = 3µ
6λ+2µ

instead of λ/2.
Figure 5.1 shows the density of TAB from a BEAST run versus the exponential calibration

density. In the product-construction, the tree topology and divergence times are influenced
by both the calibration density and the birth rate (λ) of the Yule model of tree branching.
These two independent sources of information combine to induce a combined prior on the tree.
If the birth rate and the calibration density are really independent sources of information
about the phylogeny then this is quite appropriate. However, if the researcher expects the
calibration prior to represent the marginal distribution of the calibrated node, then the
product-construction can lead to unexpected results.

One may think that placing a calibration density on the non-monophyletic tMRCA, as we
did, is the cause of the problem. However, by using the same settings as above but with four
taxa and enforcing monophyly of A,B it can be shown that a ratio of µ+ 6λ : µ+ 3λ : µ+ 3λ
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a) Density of TAB from a beast run with a Yule prior (λ = 1) and exponential
calibration density (µ = 0.5). The calibration density is shown in black. The induced
density matches the theoretical density ( dashed line) of f(H) = 13

35e
−(µ+2λ)H(4 −

3e−λH).
(b) Similar to (a) but with a Gamma (Γ(k = 2, θ = 1)) calibration density. f(H) =
37
144

λH
θ2
e−(1/θ+2λ)H(4− 3e−λH)

is obtained for the 3 topologies ((A,B),(C,D)), (((A,B),C),D) and (((A,B),D),C). Again, the
first topology is preferred, regardless of µ.

Note that in the limit, as µ approaches zero, this probability distribution over topologies
actually matches the expected distribution of 2:1:1 for these topologies, since under the Yule
model (or Birth-Death or coalescent) for four taxa, an individual balanced tree has twice the
prior probability of an individual unbalanced tree.

Even when restricting the 3 taxa tree to a single topology by enforcing monophyly, the
induced prior on divergence times depends on the specific interaction between the tree prior
and the calibration density. Consider a Yule prior with birth rate λ and a gamma prior with
shape 2 and scale θ (Γ(2, θ)) on tAB. The expected divergence time under this combination
can be shown to be 2θ

1+3λθ
; which would always be less than the mean of the calibration

density, 2θ.

Finally, instead of fixing λ we can assume a hyper-prior on λ – a very common practice
in BEAST. With a uniform hyper-prior [0, 100] the average divergence time is approximately

θ
ln(300θ+1)−1

, which is less than θ for any θ > 0.006.

A multiple calibration data set of Marsupials

In (Phillips et al., 2009), sequences of 7 nuclear genes and the complete mitochondrial
(mt) genome protein-coding and RNA-coding DNA sequences for 7 placental mammals, 3
marsupials, 2 momotremes and 2 sauropsids were analyzed, aimed at dating the echidna-
platypus divergence. Here we have re-run the MCMC analysis without the sequence data to
show the induced marginal distributions (Figure 5.2) on the eight calibrated nodes, alongside
the calibration densities used. We follow the authors by constraining mammals and sauropsids
to be monophyletic. Since no specific prior was placed on the birth rate (implied improper
prior between zero and infinity), it can be seen that the root height distribution almost
matches the calibration density, but most of the others show strong modality, due to the
interaction between the various priors and the constraints.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 5.2: Induced distributions vs. calibration density for the calibrated nodes from (Phillips
et al., 2009). The induced distributions were obtained from a MCMC run using the
prior only. The calibration densities are as defined by the authors.
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H

A B C D A B C D A B C D A B D C

Figure 5.3: The four ranked trees with 4 taxa, (A,B) monophyletic and t(A,B) = H

5.3 The conditional-construction tree prior

An alternative prior specification to the product-construction would compute the tree prior
(Yule, Birth-Death or coalescent) conditional on the divergence time H of the calibrated
node, and take the product of this conditional prior with the user-specified marginal prior
on H. We will call this the conditional-construction. A general method for computing the
conditional-construction Birth-Death-sampling prior for a tree with a fixed ranked topology
has been described (Rannala and Yang, 2005) as well as the special case where the node in
question is the root (Theorem 4.1 with k=1 in (Gernhard, 2008)).

We now show how to compute the Yule tree density conditional on one monophyletic
calibrated node. We first give a step by step construction for a small example, then show
how the same can be done in the general case.

5.3.1 Yule tree prior with one calibration prior

Small example: 4 taxa, 2 taxa monophyletic clade

Assuming a monophyly constraint on (A,B) in the four taxon tree, we compute the Yule tree
prior density conditional on the TMRCA of A and B (tAB) being H. There are four ranked
trees (Figure 5.3). One, in which tCD is lower than H (case 1), and 3 ranked trees where
(A,B) has the most recent divergence time (case 2).

Let t = (t1, t2, t3) be the inter-coalescent time intervals. For example, in case 1, the
interval between the leaves and (C,D) is t3, the interval between (C,D) and (A,B) is t2 and
so on. The density for t under a Yule prior is

fY (t) = 24λ3e−λ(4t3+3t2+2t1)

Since for case 1 we have tAB = t2 + t3, the marginal density of tAB under a Yule prior in
this case is given by

g
(1)
Y (tAB) =

∞∫
0

tAB∫
0

fY (t1, tAB − t3, t3) dt3 dt1

=

∞∫
0

tAB∫
0

e−λ(4t3+3(tAB−t3)+2t1) dt3 dt1

= 12λ(e−3λtAB − e−4λtAB) (5.1)
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Note the range [0, tAB] in the integral of t3, which keeps the branch length positive.
Similarly for case 2, we obtain

g
(2)
Y (tAB) =

∞∫
0

∞∫
0

fY (t1, t2, tAB) dt2 dt1 = 4λe−4λtAB (5.2)

Since there are 3 trees with density g
(2)
Y and 1 with g

(1)
Y , the marginal distribution of tAB

over both cases is then

fY (tAB) =
1

4
g

(1)
Y (tAB) +

3

4
g(2)(tAB) = 3λe−3λtAB . (5.3)

Now, any desired prior density fp(tAB) can be combined with the Yule prior in the
following sense: if we draw tAB from fd and then draw t from the Yule prior conditional on
tAB, then the prior density of t is

fp(tAB)
fY (t)

fY (tAB)
.

One calibration prior: the general case

The four taxa case can be generalized to any monophyletic clade with nc taxa in an n = nc+no
taxa tree. For the derivation, it is more convenient to use the order statistic of the internal
node heights h = (h1, h2, · · · , hn−1). The Yule prior is

fY (h) = n!e−λh1

n−1∏
i=1

λe−λhi .

In order to apply this density in an MCMC setting we need the density on a particular
tree, g = {ψg, h} (where ψ is the ranked topology). Since there are Rn = n!(n−1)!

2n−1 ranked tree
topologies ψ, the joint density for ψ, g and h becomes:

fY (ψg, h) =
2n−1

(n− 1)!
e−λh1

n−1∏
i=1

λe−λhi .

Since we wish to condition on the trees containing a particular clade, we need to divide
fY (h) by R(nc)

n , the number of ranked topologies on n taxa with some fixed clade C of size
nc = |C|. Define hC as the age of the most recent common ancestor of taxa C. For tree
g = {ψg, h} define i(ψ) as the rank of the root of C, corresponding to hC , whose value is H.
The conditional density of such a tree is,

fY (hC = H|Λ(C))

=
∑
ψg∈T

Λ(C,ψg)

∞∫
h1=H

· · ·

hi(ψ)−2∫
hi(ψ)−1=0

H∫
hi(ψ)+1=0

· · ·
hn−3∫

hn−2=0

hn−2∫
hn−1=0

fY (h)

R(nc)
n

dhn−1 · · · dh1

where Λ(C,ψ) is 1 if taxa C are monophyletic in tree ψ, and 0 otherwise. We now show that
this multiple integral evaluates to a simple expression∗.

∗ I am convinced there is a simple argument, but it has eluded me so far.
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Partition all ranked topologies according to i(ψ) = k+1, that is, group together topologies
having k heights above H.

fY (tC = H|Λ(C))

=
no∑
k=1

∑
ψg∈T
i(ψg)=k

Λ(C,ψg)=1

∞∫
h1=H

· · ·

hi(ψ)−2∫
hi(ψ)−1=0

H∫
hi(ψ)+1=0

· · ·
hn−3∫

hn−2=0

hn−2∫
hn−1=0

1

R(nc)
n

fY (h)dh

Under those multiple conditions the multi-integral is equal in each case. The integrals
can be separated into two independent groups, the n − k − 2 heights below H (nc − 2
from C, no − k from outside), and the k heights above H. The first group integrates to

1
(n−k−2)!

(1 − e−λH)n−k−2, the second to 1
(k+1)!

(e−λH)k+1. Both from the simple observation
that the integral on k unrestricted heights is k! times the integral on the order statistic. The
root of C contributes λe−λH , giving

fY (tC = H|Λ(C))

= λ
no∑
k=1

∑
ψg∈T
i(ψg)=k

Λ(C,ψg)=1

1

R(nc)
n

n!

(n− k − 2)!(k + 1)!
(1− e−λH)n−(k+2)(e−λH)k+2

= λ
no∑
k=1

(
1

R(nc)
n

n!

(n− k − 2)!(k + 1)!
(1− e−λH)n−(k+2)(e−λH)k+2

) ∑
ψg∈T
i(ψg)=k

Λ(C,ψg)=1

1

The last step is possible because none of the terms depend on the specific topology. The
number of ranked topologies under our criteria is,

∑
ψg∈T
i(ψg)=k

Λ(C,ψg)=1

1 =

(
n− k − 2

nc − 2

)
Rk+1RncRno,k

where Rn,k =
∏n

i=k+1

(
i
2

)
, the number of ranked ways to reduce n lineages to k.

Using equation 5.9, derived later, it is straightforward (but tedious) to show that

n!

(n− k − 2)!(k + 1)!

(
n− k − 2

nc − 2

)
Rk+1RncRNo,k =

n3
c − nc

2

(
no − 1

k − 1

)
R(nc)
n .

After replacing the above and factoring out,
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fY (tC = H|Λ(C))

=
n3
c − nc

2
λe−3λH

(
1− e−λH

)nc−2
no∑
k=1

(
no − 1

k − 1

)
(1− e−λH)no−k(e−λH)k−1

=
n3
c − nc

2
λe−3λH

(
1− e−λH

)nc−2 (
1− e−λH + e−λH

)no−1

=
n3
c − nc

2
λe−3λH

(
1− e−λH

)nc−2

Since this density of height H depends only on nc, we can define a new density:

fn(H|nc) =
n3
c − nc

2
λe−3λH(1− e−λH)nc−2. (5.4)

For the prior distribution fC(hC) on hC , the prior to use in an MCMC is

fC,Y (g|Λ(C)) = fC(hC)
fY (g|Λ(C))

fn(hC |nC)
. (5.5)

where

fY (g|Λ(C)) =
fY (g) Pr{Λ(C)|g}

Pr{Λ(C)}
=
fY (g) Pr{Λ(C)|ψg}

Pr{Λ(C)}
(5.6)

The term Pr{Λ(C)|ψ} is the indicator function, returning 1 if the taxa C are monophyletic
in ranked tree ψ, and 0 otherwise. By probability, Pr{Λ(C)} =

∫
g
fY (g)Pr{Λ(C)|ψg}dg =

R(nc)
n /Rn. Note that only fY (g) is needed during an MCMC run which simply rejects any

tree in which C is not monophyletic.

5.3.2 Yule tree prior with one calibration prior, no monophyly

Small example: 4 taxa, 2 taxa clade, no monophyly

The construction for the monophyletic clade can be adapted so that a calibration can be
placed on tAB without enforcing monophyly. Instead of two cases we have three: A,B is
monophyletic (case 1), A,B common ancestor has 3 descendants (case 2), and A,B common
ancestor is the root. So, in addition to the two densities (Equations 5.1 5.2) we need a density
for case 3:

g
(3)
Y (tAB) =

tAB∫
0

tAB−t3∫
0

fY (tAB − t3 − t2, t2, t3) dt2 dt3

= 12λe−2λtAB(1− e−λtAB)2.

The densities are combined by weighting them according to the number of ranked topologies
they apply to. For case 1 we have, as before, 3 and 1 ranked topologies with densities g

(1)
Y

and g
(2)
Y . For case 2 there are 4 ranked topologies with density g

(2)
Y , and for case 3 there are

10 with density g
(3)
Y . Together we get

fY (tAB) =
10g

(3)
Y + 5g

(2)
Y + 3g

(1)
Y

10 + 5 + 3
=
λe−2λtAB

3
(20− 30e−λtAB + 12e−2λtAB).
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Calibration prior without monophyly: the general case

Deriving the conditional density for the age of the most recent common ancestor of a subset
of taxa C, without the constraint of monophyly of C is more involved. Again, assume a
subset C of nc taxa in an n = nc + no taxa tree with TMRCA tc. The conditional density is
broken into no + 1 cases:

Case 0: taxa set C is monophyletic,

Case 1: the most recent common ancestor of taxa C has nc + 1 descendants,

Case 2: the most recent common ancestor of taxa C has nc + 2 descendants,

...

Case no: the most recent common ancestor of taxa C is the root.

Consider a tree. Define taxa set M(C,ψ) of size nM as the set of taxa subtended by the
most recent common ancestor of taxa C in the tree ψ. The relevant case for such a tree is
case nM −nC . The density fn(tC |nM ) is given by equation (5.4), but to combine the densities
from all cases into the final density we need the number of ranked topologies for each case.
Those counts, when scaled to add to 1 act as the coefficients wk in the final equation. They
are derived in the next section.

f(tC |C) =
no∑
i=0

wifn(tC |i+ nc). (5.7)

Note that the formula works for the special case nc = 1, that is, when we wish to condition
on the time a particular taxon “attaches” to the tree. In that case the marginal density has
the simple form 2λe−2λH .

Number of ranked topologies for a non-monophyletic clade

The coefficients wk are the ratio of the number of ranked topologies for case k (rk) to the
total number Rn of ranked topologies for an n = nc + no taxa tree.

wk =
rk
Rn

(∑
k

wk = 1

)

Rn =
n∏
i=2

(
i

2

)
Here, rk is the number of ranked topologies where nc taxa are part of a nc + k taxa

sub-tree. The number is the product of

(i) the number of ways to choose k taxa from no to be part of the clade

(ii) Ck,nc , the number of trees with nc + k taxa whose common ancestor of C is the root
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(iii) Dno−k,nc+k, the number of ways to combine the remaining no − k taxa with the clade in
(ii).

(i) is simply
(
no
k

)
.

Formulas for (ii) and (iii) were not immediately obvious, at least not to me. I think their
derivation would prove more instructive than just listing the answer.

While figuring out a direct formula requires insight, a recursive formula may be derived
from elementary reasoning. Examine all possible first choices in (ii). For convenience, mark
the nc lineages red and the “other” k green. There are

(
k
2

)
ways to coalesce one of the green

pairs into one (green) lineage, and knc ways to coalesce one red/green pair into a (red) lineage.
Together, there are

(
k
2

)
+ knc ways to coalesce the k + nc lineages while keeping the number

of red lineages unchanged, and
(
nc
2

)
ways to reduce the number of red lineages by one. This

observation produces a recursive definition:

Ck,nc =

(
nc
2

)
Ck,nc−1 +

((
k

2

)
+ knc

)
Ck−1,nc .

In addition we have the initial condition C0,2 = 1.
A recursive definition is useful in several ways. First, by implementing and examining

some values it may be possible to guess a non-recursive formula. Second, if we are successful
and can’t find (in hindsight) a direct explanation, we can always prove it by induction.

Now fix nc = 2 and look at the first ten values C0,2, C1,2, · · · ,

1, 2, 10, 90, 1260, 25200, 680400, 23814000, 1047816000, 56582064000

Since numbers to those problems always increase super-exponentially, it makes sense to
look at the ratio of successive elements,

2, 5, 9, 14, 20, 27, 35, 44, 54

Obviously, a simple arithmetic progression, so we conjecture that Ck,2 = 2×5×· · · k(k+3)/2.
Doing the same for nc = 3 we get the sequence and ratios

3, 15, 135, 1890, 37800, 1020600, 35721000, 1571724000, 84873096000

5, 9, 14, 20, 27, 35, 44, 54

Repeating for 4, 5, and 6 it becomes apparent that the multipliers are the same, and the
leading values are 1, 3, 18, 180, which are the familiar number of ranked topologies for nc taxa
(Rnc). Putting it all together gives,

Ck,nc = Rnc

k+nc∏
i=nc+1

(
i

2

)
− 1

This leads to a direct explanation. There are Rnc ways to coalesce the nc lineages. For
each of those we can add the remaining k in some fixed order. The first lineage can attach
itself to 2 + 3 + · · ·+ nc =

(
nc+1

2

)
− 1 places to create a different ranked topology, the second

will attach to 2 + 3 + · · ·+ nc + (nc + 1) =
(
nc+2

2

)
− 1, and so on, giving the formula.

Case (iii) was derived in a similar way. Let Dl,m be the number of ways to combine l
lineages and a fixed sub-tree with m lineages. Examine the possible choices for the first
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coalescent: either two of the l lineages are joined (
(
m
2

)
ways), or this is a coalescent in the

sub-tree. This observation leads to the following recursive formula ∗

Dl,m = Dl,m−1 +

(
l

2

)
Dl−1,m,

with the initial condition D0,m = 1 and Dl,1 = Rl+1. This recursion has the solution,

Dl,m =
l∏

i=2

i(i+m)

2
=

(
l +m

l − 1

)
Rl (5.8)

Now we can give a closed form expression for R(nc)
n . For each possible ranked topology of

the nc lineages there are Dn−nc,nc ways to add the other n− nc lineages, giving

R(nc)
n = RncDn−nc,nc . (5.9)

R(nc)
n is given in equation 11 of (Brown, 1994), but not in a closed form. One can get

from the Brown equation to the closed form using the following combinatorial identity

l∑
k=1

(
m− 1 + l − k

l − k

)
k =

(
l +m

l − 1

)
.

A one to one mapping proving the above became apparent after considerable head
scratching. The right side is the number of ways to place m+ 1 balls in l bins. We can divide
those into l partitions {1, 2, . . . , l}, where the kth partition includes all placements in which
there are k− 1 empty flanking bins. Since the two outer bins are not empty, there are 2 balls
accounted for and the rest m− 1 are placed in l−k+ 1 bins – in

(
m−1+l−k

l−k

)
ways. There are k

ways to have l− k + 1 consecutive non-empty bins out of l, which gives us the left side. Note
that while I obtained those equations “the hard way”, they probably pose no problem for the
latest versions of computerized algebraic systems such as Mathematica, Maple, or even Sage.

Substituting no−k for l and nc+k for m in (5.8) gives the required count for (iii). Putting
all three together we get

rk =

(
no
k

) nc∏
i=3

(
i

2

) k+nc−2∏
i=nc−1

(
i

2

)
+ 2i

no+1−k∏
i=2

i(i+ nc + k)

2
. (5.10)

Brief computational note

The counts rk are large and we need to evaluate wk directly. Some tedious manipulations
result in an expression which does not involve large numbers

wk =

(
no + nc

2

)−1 k−1∏
i=0

no − i
i+ 1

(
1− 2

(i+ nc)(i+ nc + 1)

)
no−2∏
i=k

(i− k + 2)(1 + 2
i+nc

)

i+ nc + 1
.

∗ In fact, a different relation occurred to me first, one similar to equation 11 in (Brown, 1994).
Dl,m =

∑m+1
i=1 Ri+1

(
l+m−k−2

l−2

)∏m+1
j=i+1

(
j
2

)
. This form was not suitable for use in the proof, which led

to the simpler equation.
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5.3.3 Sampling Yule trees subject to monophyly

In the course of development it was helpful to test analytic results against values computed
from trees drawn directly from the Yule distribution. Sampling Yule trees without restrictions
is easy, but we need to sample trees with a pre-specified monophyletic clade. One obvious
and straightforward way is to use sampling with rejection, throwing away trees which do
not contain the clade. The (A,B) clade heights for our first example using rejection vs. the
theoretical density is shown in Figure 5.4(a). However, the rate of rejection can be quite
high, which makes this procedure computationally wasteful. Even for our small example,
88% (14/18) of the trees were rejected.

It is tempting to try and “solve” the problem by taking a clade of the right size from the
tree, if one exists. This, unfortunately, is wrong, even if we are careful to select one such
clade at random if the tree contains more than one clade of the right size. The bias in the
times obtained by this method is obvious to the eye (Figure 5.4(b)).

(a) Sampling using rejection (b) Sampling using a random clade (c) Sampling using ordering

Figure 5.4: Density of TAB , time of the A,B clade in 4 taxa Yule trees conditional on the presence
of (A,B) under different sampling methods. The theoretical value is shown in red.

To sample a Yule tree subject to monophyly without rejection, we build the tree as we
normally do, from the tips to the root, successively joining two sub-trees. But, we carefully
choose the joining order so that monophyly is not violated. Look again at figure 5.3; there
are only two possible ways to start: joining (A,B) or joining (C,D). Since there are 3 trees
where (A,B) are joined first vs. only one with (C,D), we need to pick the first option 3 times
as often as the second option in the first joining. In general, we need the counts for joining 2
lineages from the nc inside the clade, and 2 from the no outside the clade. Using Equation
(5.8) those are,

nr1 =

(
nc
2

)
Rnc−1Dnc−1,ne

nr2 =

(
ne
2

)
RncDnc,ne−1

In each case we multiply the number of pair choices, the number of ways to join the
remaining clade lineages, and the number of ways to combine the remaining no with the clade.
Again, those counts are large and we compute only their ratio directly using the formula
below
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nr2

nr1

=
ne − 1

nc + ne − 1

ne−1∏
k=2

k + nc
k + nc − 1

.

5.4 Pure Birth and Birth-Death tree priors

So far the conditional-construction has been developed for a single clade only. Even if it
was extended to handle several clades, some users may prefer the more general Birth-Death
(BD) as a prior. Personally, I find it a little early to have a firm opinion: rather, I would like
to offer some thoughts. My personal experience leads me to believe there is rarely enough
data to infer a death rate. The posterior of the death/birth rates ratio is very similar to its
(uniform) prior in all the cases I have encountered. Still, trees generated by a BD process
have different statistical properties than those generated by a Yule (Pure Birth) process.
However, in the context of a Bayesian analysis we should not compare the Yule to a BD with
specific birth and death rates, but to the BD with a uniform death rate (that is, uniform over
[0, λ]). To do the comparison we have to sample BD trees, and we use the efficient formulas
given in pages 99–100 of (Stadler, 2008)∗. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of root height
under a BD process with birth rate of 1 and a uniform death rate in [0, 1] against root heights
of the Yule process with a birth rate chosen so that the expected root height is equal in both
cases. Results are shown for 3,7,12 and 20 taxa.

We can see that the BD distributions always have a longer tail than the corresponding
Yule distributions, but the shapes are similar. The same trend persists in the internal node
heights. Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of the ratio of one of the internal nodes to the root
(one example for each number of taxa).

Those examples seem to indicate that the gains from correctly handling the calibration
outweigh the loss of not using the BD over the Yule, but this is only a personal observation
at this stage.

5.5 Conditional Birth-Death tree priors

Combining conditions with a Birth-Death tree prior is sometimes possible. Two cases
motivated by fossil calibration are briefly discussed below.

5.5.1 Conditioning on root height

A dated fossil of an early ancestor of a group of species may be incorporated as a prior on
the root of a species tree. If h1, h2, . . . , ..., hn−1 are the heights of internal nodes in a tree T
with n leaves, sorted by reverse size, the density of a Birth-Death tree conditional on root

∗ The code is in the birthDeath module of biopy (https://code.google.com/p/biopy, Heled (2010))

https://code.google.com/p/biopy
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Figure 5.5: In blue, the posterior density of root height under a Birth-Death process with fixed
birth rate of 1 and a uniform prior on the death rate ([0, 1]). In red, the posterior
distribution of root height under a pure birth model with the same expected root
height as the BD case.
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(a) 3 taxa
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(c) 12 taxa
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Figure 5.6: In blue, the posterior distribution of the ratio of one internal node height to the root
under a Birth-Death process with fixed birth rate of 1 and a uniform prior on the
death rate ([0, 1]). In red, the same for a pure birth model with the same expected
root height as the BD case.
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height (h1) has been derived by Stadler (personal communication),

p0(h) =
µ(1− e−(λ−µ)t)

λ− µe−(λ−µ)t

p1(h) =
(λ− µ)2e−(λ−µ)t

(λ− µe−(λ−µ)t)2

f(T|n, root = h1) ∝
n−1∏
i=2

µ
p1(hi)

p0(h1)

(5.11)

Conditioning on root height is available in BEAST as part of the Birth-Death prior.

5.5.2 Bounding divergence times

A dated fossil of an ancestor of one species A may be incorporated by placing a lower bound
on the divergence time of the direct ancestor of A in the species tree. In fact, a similar
condition such as a bound on the divergence time of a monophyletic clade can be handled in
the same way. Let X be a condition and T a tree with n taxa fulfilling X, then the density
of T is,

F (T |n,X) =
f(T,X|N)

f(X|n)
∝ f(T |n) (5.12)

since the denominator does not depend on T . This implies that an MCMC for inferring T
without X can be used to infer with the condition X by rejecting trees not fulfilling X.

Again, while the MCMC samples the specified density, which is the space of Birth-Death
trees restricted to X, the interaction between X and the Birth-Death prior will change the
divergence times and clade frequencies. Currently there is no easy way to tell what those are,
short of running a BEAST chain on the prior alone.

5.6 Discussion and Conclusions

It is sometimes possible to construct a calibrated tree prior that factorizes precisely into a
tree prior conditional on divergence times and the marginal priors on those divergence times.
We have demonstrated this for one calibrated node in the Yule prior. Combining conditions
with a Birth-Death tree prior is sometimes possible.

For example, conditioning on the root height of the tree is fairly straightforward for both
the Yule model and the more general Birth-Death model of speciation (Stadler, pers. comm.).
In fact, the original descriptions of both the Yule and Birth-Death models in a phylogenetic
context were in the form of a conditioning on the root height. However, those formulations
did not condition on the number of taxa, which is also required. Nevertheless, arriving at
a Yule probability density conditional on both the root height and the number of taxa is
straightforward from that earlier work.

Unfortunately, we don’t know how to construct a conditional tree prior for multiple
marginal prior distributions on internal nodes. The method that BEAST implements for
constructing calibrated tree priors can lead to marginal distributions on calibrated nodes
which are very different than the calibration densities chosen, as seen in Figure 5.2. In
practice, any multiple-calibrated analysis should always involve direct computation of the
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calibrated tree prior (by MCMC), and preferably report the actual marginal calibration prior
for nodes of interest.



Chapter 6
Species trees with migration

Problems worthy of attack
prove their worth by hitting back

Piet Hein

Strict divergence is a central assumption of the multispecies coalescent. Under strict
divergence, a species is a perfectly mixing Wright-Fisher population until the moment

of splitting, and from that point onwards the two sub-species evolve in total isolation. It is
a simplifying assumption, one which is violated by the presence of horizontal gene transfer,
reassortment, migration or any other means of gene flow. Simplifying assumptions are
common in scientific models due to incomplete understanding of the processes involved,
unavailability of analytical solutions or limitations in computational resources. All three
apply here: phylogenetic inference from sequence data while permitting contact between
populations is hard, primarily because the underlying structure is no longer a simple tree.

We are not going to tackle inference here; rather, we shall examine the effect of one
specific type of gene flow – migration – on the inference of multispecies phylogenies using
?BEAST. Specifically, we assume that speciation occurs over a period of time where sister
lineages remain in partial contact via migration.

6.1 Isolation by distance

Models of genetic differentiation in subdivided populations go back more than 70 years.
Wright (1943) introduces the “Island Model” in which “the total population is assumed to be
divided into subgroups, each breeding at random within itself, except for a certain proportion of
migrants drawn at random from the whole”. Wright views the model as one extreme of the
more general case of Isolation by distance, and investigates its opposite, “local embedding in
a continuous area”, where the population is distributed in a metric space and the probability
of contact is inversely proportional to distance. Other intermediate models include Kimura’s
“Stepping Stones” model (Kimura, 1953; Kimura and Weiss, 1964) and the more general
“Migration Matrix” which encapsulates geographic (or other) barriers to migration (Bodmer
and Cavalli-Sforza, 1968).

Studies predating the coalescent focus on mathematical models of classical population
genetics measures, such as gamete relative frequencies, the inbreeding coefficient, or deter-
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mining the “Equilibrium levels of heterozygosity” (Smith, 1970). Since the 90s, the focus
has shifted to models combining the coalescent and migration (Hudson, 1990, 1998; Nielsen
and Wakeley, 2001; Teshima and Tajima, 2002; Innan and Watanabe, 2006). Methods for
inferring migration started appearing a decade ago, and are still undergoing development.
Migrate estimates migration rates for n populations which are assumed to be in equilibrium
and had diverged a sufficiently long time ago (Beerli and Felsenstein, 1999, 2001). IM and
IMα estimate migration and divergence times under a species tree with a known ranked
topology (Hey and Nielsen, 2004, 2007; Hey, 2009).

The robustness of IM and IMα to model violation have been recently examined (Strasburg
and Rieseberg, 2010). They find IMα estimates quite robust to moderate model violation,
especially population structure. Here, we examine a related question: the effect of model
violation caused by migration on ?BEAST inference of species topology and divergence times.
We do so assuming a standard ?BEAST analysis performed without any prior knowledge
regarding migration. Our first step is to extend the migration model to allow simulation
under the full species tree.

6.2 Varying both population sizes and migration rates

We begin by extending the two species model (Figure 6.1), allowing migration rates and
effective population sizes to change over time. We then use the model to simulate gene lineage
history for any number of species under both the coalescent and the “Island Model”. The
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Figure 6.1: Standard migration model for two populations. In the standard model, population
sizes and migration rates are constant throughout the species time-span.

model specifies how lineages from two species interact over time. Just like the coalescent, it
is best viewed as going back in time. Starting at time zero (present) with na and nb lineages
from A and B, two lineages from A may coalesce at some past time, reducing na by one.
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Also, a lineage may “jump” from A to B, which corresponds to a migration event from B to
A in the forward direction. Obviously, coalescence of two B lineages and migration from A
to B are possible as well.

Modern coalescent theory uses the effective population size function θ(t) which is propor-
tional to the population size at time t. When specifying continuous models the generation
time is typically factored out. Thus, we may have θ(t) = 0.1 for t = [0, 1]; those can be
converted to real life values for any particular generation time. For example, a generation
time of 10−6 would translate to one hundred thousand individuals over one million years.

The instantaneous rate of coalescence is 1/θ(t) and the density of two lineages coalescing
at time t according to equation (2.1) is,

f(t) =
1

θ(t)
exp

− t∫
0

dx

θ(x)


Modelling two species with reciprocal migration requires two population functions θa(t)

and θb(t), and in addition, two migration rate functions - ρa→b(t) and ρb→a(t) (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Migration model for two populations where population size and migration rates vary
over time. A migration rate of zero indicates complete separation.

Migration rates are specified in terms of ma→b(t), the fraction of migrants per time unit.
The instantaneous rate ρa(t) of migration from A to B at time t is ma→b(t)θa(t). Under this
parameterization the migration fraction has an easy to interpret intuitive meaning – the
average number of individuals migrating in one generation. For example, a migration fraction
of 1 means 100% of the population migrate over one time unit, which is the same as one
individual migrating every generation in the discrete realization.

It may seem that unequal migration rates would cause a change in population sizes over
time but that is not the case. The model is in fact an extension of the classic Wright Fisher
model; under Wright-Fisher the parent of every individual is chosen uniformly at random from
all individuals in the previous generation. When migration is allowed, the ancestor of a from
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A may be one of the migrants b from B (Hudson, 1990). The instantaneous rate for having
an ancestor from the other population is the ratio of immigrants to effective population size,

fb→a(t) =
mb→a(t)θb(t)

θa(t)
. (6.1)

Since migration is a non-homogeneous Poisson process, the density of migration waiting
time from B to A at time t can be derived from the rate (equation 2.3),

rb→a(t) = fb→a(t) exp

− t∫
0

fb→a(x)dx

 (6.2)

Equation 6.1 is the continuous equivalent of the “backward migration rate” (Lemma 1
in Notohara (1990)). Notohara obtains the rate from the forward process, where, in his
formulation, each individual has a fixed probability of migrating to another population in each
generation. We choose this over a fixed rate in the hope it is a better model for populations
whose size may change over time.

6.2.1 Drawing migration times for two populations

We will now show how to draw migration times when both population sizes and migration
rates change over time. With two species there are four possible events at any time, two
coalescences and two migrations, each with its own rate. Since those events are independent
and memoryless, the lineage count history over the time interval T can be simulated as
follows,

1. Start at time t = 0 with na, nb lineages in populations A and B.

2. Independently draw waiting times for each event. Let ∆t be the smallest
waiting time.

3. Terminate if t+ ∆t > T .

4. Record the event with the smallest time. For example, if this is a coales-
cence in A then decrease na by one, and if this is a migration from B to
A increase nb by 1 and decrease na by 1.

5. Increase t by ∆t and go to step 2.

Impossible events such as coalescence for less than two lineages or migration for zero
lineages get infinite waiting time. Note that the computational speedup of only drawing
the shortest waiting time – instead of drawing all waiting times as done in step (2) – is not
possible here since the population sizes and migration rates are not constant.

When all the population and migration functions are constant this reduces to the classic
model. Simulating with non-constant rates is possible if we can draw the required random
waiting times. This is straightforward since the classic inverse transform can be applied to
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sample from any density f(x). Formulated as an equation for t we get:

t∫
0

f(s)ds = − lg(1− U), (6.3)

where U is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, 1], and f(s) is any
one of the rate densities. Numerical methods for integrating and solving are sufficient for
our purposes, but with piecewise linear functions the integration can be done analytically, as
shown below.

Integrating migration rates for piecewise linear functions

It is sufficient to show how to integrate and solve for linear functions, since the domain of
any operation can be partitioned into sub intervals so that all the functions are linear on any
sub interval.

On those sub-intervals, the migration fraction and both of the effective population size
functions are linear, so the migration rate can be rewritten as follows,

(a1 + b1t)(a2 + b2t)

a3 + b3t
= c0 + c1t+

c2

a3 + b3t

for suitable coefficients c1,2,3. All those terms are easily integrated.

6.2.2 Migration of one lineage: Explicit solution

In the special case of a single lineage we can derive the probability for the lineage whereabouts
as a function of time. This formula can be used as part of the software validation process.
Assume two populations A and B with migration rates ra(t) and rb(t) from A to B and B to
A respectively. For convenience, let r(t) = ra(t) + rb(t).

Let P (t) be the probability that the lineage is in species A at time t. This leads to the
differential equation

P ′(t) = −ra(t)P (t) + (1− P (t))rb(t),

and after re-arranging, to

P ′(t) + r(t)P (t) = rb(t),

We have a basic differential equation, solved by multiplying both sides by e
R t
0 r(x)dx

P (t) = P (0)e−
R t
0 r(x)dx +

t∫
0

rb(s)e
−

R t
s r(x)dxds.

For constant rates and the initial condition P (0) = 0 (the lineage starts in population B),
the above has the closed form solution P (t) = rb

r
(1− e−tr).

Unfortunately, there is no obvious way to generalize this approach to more than one
lineage, and we shall use numerical approaches in the following sections.
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6.3 Migration under a species tree

The two-populations model can be extended for a species tree in a natural way. When
population B splits into B1 and B2 there are six migration processes operating in parallel
between the three populations: two between B1 and B2, and two between A and each of the
Bs (Figure 6.3).

A B1

maa

mbb

B2

(a) Migration between A and B

A B1

maa
b1

b1b2

mb2b2

B2

mb1b1

maa
b2

b1b2

mbb1

mbb2

(b) Migration between A, B1 and B2

Figure 6.3:

The rates between A and B1,2 after the second split, going forward in time, are as if the
two B’s were one population, and are split based upon their relative size. The same logic
applies to additional splits.

Note that there are many possible ways a split may affect the migration. Here, we assume
that the split is B’s “internal affair” and that the ability of individuals to migrate is unaffected
by the split (Figure 6.4(a)). But we can envision many other scenarios; for example, it may
happen that the split has cut off one of the sub-species completely (Figure 6.4(b)), or any
combination between those two options (Figure 6.4(c)).
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B2
b2

b1b2

b1
b1b2

(a)

A B1 B2
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A
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Figure 6.4: (a) Graphical view of migration between A and B1,2 after the B split. The ability of
individuals from B1 or B2 to migrate to A (and vice versa) is exactly the same as
before the split. (b) An alternative way for a split. Now, only migration between B1

and A is possible. (c) A second alternative showing uneven contact between A and
Ba,2
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6.4 Simulating a gene tree with migration under the multi-

species coalescent

Simulating migration and coalescence for two species can be generalized to ns species in a
straightforward way. Again, we move back in time from the present (t = 0) to the past. At
any time point t there are nk species with li lineages in species i. We generate nk + 2

(
nk
2

)
waiting times, two migration times per pair of species, and one coalescence time per species
provided li > 1. We pick the event with the smallest waiting time and apply it as previously
explained, unless the event passes over a divergence time (species union in our travel back in
time). In that case the event is rejected, time is advanced to the divergence point, and the
species lineages are merged, resulting in one less species.

6.5 Exploring migration using simulated data

6.5.1 Generating simulated data

To quantitatively explore the effect of migration we would like to automatically generate sets
of test cases. One convenient way of accomplishing this is to set migration rates stochastically
based on two parameters, M and S. S is the average time between initial divergence and
complete separation, as a fraction of the average species lifetime (0 ≤ S ≤ 1). M is the
migration fraction at the time of divergence td, which declines linearly to zero at complete
separation ts, that is, mb→a(t) = ma→b(t) = M

td−ts
(t− ts) for ts ≤ t ≤ td.

Each test case is generated as follows: begin by drawing a species tree at random using a
Yule birth model with a rate λ = 0.8; assign population sizes as explained in section 3.3.1
with an expansion factor 0.7 and standard deviation 0.4. Each divergence time is assigned its
own migration interval; the interval length is drawn at random from a log-normal distribution
with mean S/2λ and standard deviation 0.25 in log space, 1/2λ being the expected length of
the species tree branch. The time of complete separation for any clade is restricted to be
earlier (when time flows forward) than any separation time of its descendants.

6.5.2 Five Species radiation

With the setup and methods as described, gene trees for 5 species with 10 individuals per
species were simulated subject to coalescence and migration. To get an idea of the overall
effect of all those choices, here are some conventional metrics obtained from 1000 simulated
data sets.

The species tree has an average height of 1.6 (
5∑
i=2

1/0.8i), which equals 8e-3 mutations

when height is interpreted as millions of years and using a substitution rate of 0.005 per
million years. The nucleotide average diversity on a random pair of taxa is 0.02, (diversity
within species 0.0085, between species 0.022), the number of segregating sites for a 1600 bp
sequence was 147(±27), and the number of haplotypes was 36(±3) out of 50.
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6.5.3 Migration events as a function of M and S

How do values of M and S relate to actual migration events? Figure 6.5(a) shows the
expected number of migrations in the sampled genealogy as a function of M and S, under
those particular settings.

(a) Expected number of migration events in one gene
tree

(b) Expected number of gene tree coalescences in-
consistent with the species tree

Figure 6.5:

The near symmetry around the y = x axis is not unexpected. Migration waiting times are
exponential with a rate of

∫
S
M , which is equal to M × S for constant M and S. As a result,

the number of migrations is dominated by the hazard value M × S, which is related to the
probability of no migration occurring over an interval of duration S with a rate proportional
to M .

Migration events are not observed directly – they alter the relation between the species
tree its gene trees. Their effect can vary: a coalescence involving a migrating lineage creates
an inconsistency between the gene tree and the strict species tree. Migrations not involved
in such coalescence have a more subtle effect by altering coalescence waiting times. Note
that the number of inconsistent coalescences (Figure 6.5(b)) is not symmetric with respect to
M and S; the number of inconsistent coalescences increases faster with S than with M . In
fact, the number of migrations or coalescences have a good empirical fit to the form MSc

aMSc+b
.

Under our specific settings the number of migrations is roughly 8 to 10 times the hazard,
and the number of coalescences is roughly 6 to 7.5 times the hazard.

Also note that those are expected values. For M = S = 0.1, only 8% of the gene trees
have migrations, while 27% have migrations for M = S = 0.2. Since those gene trees are
independent, the probability of not encountering a migration in a set of gene trees drops
exponentially with the number of loci.
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6.5.4 Weak and Strong Speciation

In the presence of migration, strict species trees can be viewed as spanning a continuum. At
one end is the weak speciation tree, whose divergence times reflect the time the incipient
species started separating. On the other end is the strong speciation tree, whose divergences
are at the time of complete separation. So, on which side (if any) of this continuum do we
find ?BEAST posterior trees? Table 6.1 provides results for a few choice values of M and
S. Each entry is the percentage of runs, out of a hundred, where posterior trees were closer
to the weak end than the strong end. A run is closer to the weak end if the distance to the
weak tree, as given by the posterior rooted branch score (Equation (3.2)), is smaller than the
distance to the strong tree.

Table 6.1: Percentage of test cases where posterior trees are closer to the
weak speciation. Shown are a few choice values of M and S, for
both 1600bp sequences and “infinite” sequences (that is, using the
simulated gene trees directly).

M S 1600bp ∞bp

0.5 0.5 97% 85%

1 0.5 83% 71%

2 0.5 66% 43%

3 0.5 46% 30%

3 0.8 24% 12%

It is somewhat surprising to find such a strong preference towards the weak end, i.e.,
?BEAST detects incipient species before they are fully separated! Only at around 3 migrants
per generation, over half of the species’ lifetime, the tide turns towards the strong side. Given
that ?BEAST assumes strict separation we were expecting posterior trees to be on the
strong end. This is not just an expectation: as the number of individuals and loci increase,
posterior trees will inevitably get closer to the strong end. More loci and individuals mean
more conflicting coalescences near the time of separation, and since divergence times are
determined by the most recent common ancestor among all gene trees, those will get closer
to the strong end. However, as this table clearly indicates, for this to happen with a limited
number of individuals and loci, high levels of migration may be required.

One may wonder (I certainly did) if branch score is perhaps too coarse a measure here.
Table 6.2 shows two alternatives based on divergence time estimates. The first is the
percentage of runs where the majority of divergence times were closer to the weak end. The
second is the location where, on average, those divergence times are – that is, td−ts

tw−ts averaged
over all posterior times, where td, ts, tw are the estimated divergence, divergence time in the
strong tree and in the weak tree, respectively. All the measures are highly correlated, and
even show greater preference towards the weak end.

One should keep in mind that there isn’t a single obvious way to match posterior divergence
times and those from a fixed tree. The approach I took here is using divergence times from
all possible taxa pairs. This may lead to various types of bias which may depend on the
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Table 6.2: Three different measures assessing the relation of posterior
samples from a ?BEAST run and their strong and weak
species tree. Using 1600bp long sequences.

M S branch
score

pair divergence
times

mean pair
location

0.5 0.5 97% 90% 0.93

1 0.5 83% 91% 0.79

2 0.5 66% 67% 0.68

3 0.5 46% 57% 0.63

3 0.8 24% 37% 0.51

species tree, or on the fact that there are more pairs with earlier divergence times than with
later ones.

It is possible that a larger set of simulated sets can shed more light on the exact reasons
for this somewhat surprising result. The next sections present further results, after which we
discuss the reasons for the preference towards the weak end and why infinite sequences are
less affected.

6.6 The effect of migration relative to other sources of vari-

ability

Small values of M or S generate very few migrations in any given gene tree, and a zero value
is tantamount to strict divergence. Given the large variability inherent in the coalescent
and short sequence length, errors and biases from migration will have, in some regions of
the M,S space, only a small effect on posterior trees. While migration introduces a model
mismatch, which cannot be eliminated by adding more loci or using longer sequences, it acts
as a source of “noise”, which sometimes is smaller than other sources and has minimal impact
on posterior values.

Table 6.3 summarises my attempt in capturing this elusive concept. Each table cell reflects
the comparison of two distributions, via the Mann Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney,
1947). Each distribution is composed of 100 values obtained from multiple ?BEAST runs,
each run contributing one value. This value is the posterior rooted branch score distance
(Equation (3.2)) to the weak species tree used to simulate the data for that run.

The null distribution is from a set of runs without migration. The other is from a set
using the same species trees with migration. The stronger the migration, the further away we
expect posterior trees to be from the weak end. If those two distributions are not significantly
different we interpret it as a case where the inherent error is masking migration effects.

The values in the table are normalized; a value less than -1.96 is significant. As in the
previous section, we see a significant difference only for combinations of high values. Again,
infinite sequences are behaving as hoped for and all entries are significant (Table 6.4).

It is not entirely clear how to interpret these results. One practical implication from
this simulation study is that the number of runs needed to obtain useful values in those
ranges is definitely greater than 100, and is probably much larger. One may also view it as
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Table 6.3: Comparing distributions of the posterior rooted branch score from runs with and
without migration, for various values of M and S. A value smaller than -1.96 means
the two distributions are significantly different.

S

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8

M

0.4 -0.40

0.5 -0.79 -0.46

0.8 -5.21

1 -1.40 -0.53 -3.47

2 -0.26 -1.81 -3.47

3 -0.20 -0.47 -3.41 -4.47 -8.78

4 -0.42 -1.30

Table 6.4: Identical to the previous table, but for infinite sequences instead of 1600bp.

S

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8

M

0.4 -5.04

0.5 -2.16 -7.35

0.8 -11.09

1 -3.71 -9.04

2 -5.10 -9.18 -9.32

3 -5.30 -7.84 -9.40 -10.21 -11.57

4 -5.08

follows: under our settings, two researchers repeating the same experiment a hundred times –
one were migration is present, one without – would not find their species trees statistically
different.

6.7 Detecting migration

Since we don’t have a method for inferring migration for an unknown species tree, can we at
least detect it after the fact? Since migration is a model violation, we should look at methods
for assessing the model’s consistency with the data. One such technique is known as posterior
predictive simulation, the Bayesian counterpart for the frequentist p-values (Meng, 1994).
Posterior predictive simulation has been used several times in the context of phylogenetic
analysis (Nielsen and Huelsenbeck, 2002; Suchard et al., 2000). In a nutshell, if the model
fits, replicated data under the model should be similar to real data. A basic technique for
testing this similarity is to draw samples from the posterior distribution and compare those
to the data. The comparison is performed via a test statistic, a function mapping the data to
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a scalar whose value for the posterior sample is compared with the value of the replicated
sample. Formally, the test quantity is (Gelman (2004), page 162)

PB = Pr(T (drep, θ) ≥ T (d, θ)|d), (6.4)

where T is the test statistic mentioned above, d is the data and θ are the estimated parameters.
PB is estimated by approximated counting from the posterior samples.

6.7.1 Finding a test statistic

The effectiveness of posterior predictive simulation depends on finding a suitable test statistic.
I will shortly describe four possible statistics, but they are all variants of the same basic
observation: the coalescence event from a migrating lineage shifts the estimated species
divergence below the time of that event. Since non-migrating lineages would not coalesce
after divergence, this creates a restricted zone which is not probable under the coalescent
(Figure 6.6).

Ancestral species zone.
Lineages not affected 
by migration coalecse 
here.

Restricted Zone.

Estimated divergence
time zone .

Figure 6.6: A coalescence involving a migrating lineage (in red) pushes the estimated divergence
time down. If the divergence time was indeed in the bottom zone, we expect to see
more coalescences in the restricted zone.

Typically, a test statistic is defined on the data, but in our case we choose to define it on
the gene tree(s) only (Drummond and Suchard, 2008). This is permissible because in the
Bayesian setting a test statistic depends on both the data and the estimated parameters
(equation 6.4). Defining a statistic on the sequence data would be counter-productive since
we are not interested in substitution model mismatches. It seems best to define the statistic
directly on the part under question.

Before proceeding we need to address another issue. Our basic observation applies to two
species, but we have no way of knowing in advance which species, if any, were subject to
migration. Ideally, we would like to define multiple statistics, one for each pair considered,
and combine them. Luckily this has been addressed in an elegant way by Drummond and
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Suchard (2008), which shows how to calculate a single p-value from a vector of test statistics
using the (squared) Mahalanobis distance (McLachlan, 1999).

While all statistics are based on the same basic idea, many variants are possible. All use
the restricted zone in the context of multiple loci. Here are four out of more than 20 which I
have tried.

Elementary Ancestor(1) (ea1): This multi-statistic has one value for each ancestral
species in the posterior (sampled) species tree, s− 1 values for s species. For any diver-
gence there is at least one prime ancestor in each loci/gene tree – a node whose left and
right sub-trees contain only lineages from the left and right sub-species, respectively∗.
We sort the times of elementary ancestors from all loci, and take the second as the
statistic value (Figure 6.7(a)). Intuitively, if an elementary ancestor from one loci is
due to migration, the others would be more ancient than expected by chance.

Elementary Ancestor(2) (ea2): Is almost identical to the previous one, but we take the
third time instead of the second. This assumes heavy migration, where we expect more
than one migration event over a species lifetime..

Clade Ancestor (ca): Again, we have one value per ancestral species, but this time we
take the most recent ancestor which has at least one descendant in all the sub-species
(Figure 6.7(b)). We sort those across loci and take the second value, for the same
reason as in Elementary Ancestor(1).

Pairs Ancestor (pa) Similar to Clade Ancestor, but instead of using the (possibly mis-
leading) clades in the sampled species tree, we have a value for each possible pair (

(
s
2

)
values for s species).

The statistics above were used to detect migration in 100 data sets which were analysed
by ?BEAST. Each of the n samples from the ?BEAST posterior is composed of one species
tree (Si) and k gene trees T pi = {tpi,1, t

p
i,2, . . . t

p
i,k}, one per loci. For each sample, k gene

trees T si = {tsi,1, tsi,2, . . . tsi,k} are simulated using the multispecies coalescent on Si. Finally,
using one of the multi-statistics above (S) which maps Ti to a real vector of length m
(S(Ti) → {v1, v2, . . . vm}), the (squared) Mahalanobis distance of the two n ×m matrices
Mp = S(T pi ) and Ms = S(T si ) from the centre of Ma is calculated. The percentage of
posterior samples which are more distant than their simulated partner is computed, and the
null hypothesis (no migration) is rejected if this percentage is less than 5%.

The results of the four test statistics, for 100 five-species radiation data sets are shown in
table 6.5. There is one set for each combination of migration/no-migration and 1600bp/∞bp
sequence length.

With the 1600bp length sequences, 3 statistics did not detect migration in any of the
sets, and one statistic detected 1 out of the 100. With infinite sequences the success rate was
around 40%. To call those numbers disappointing would be quite an understatement, and
determining the causes of such poor performance would require further research. Perhaps we
failed to hit the right set or type of statistics? Perhaps we need a totally different approach
to detection, one that relies on determining which gene trees experienced migration and
which did not. The third possibility – that in fact the posterior did not contain a detectable
migration “signal” – is discussed in the next section.

∗ Since our data sets are multi-individual, there might be more than one such ancestor.
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Elementary Ancestors
Second 
elementary
ancestor

(a)

Clade Ancestor

(b)

Figure 6.7: (a) Elementary Ancestor(1): three loci for 2 species are shown. Each loci is in a
different colour, and the lineages from B are drawn with fine dashed lines (until
coalescing with A). (b) Clade Ancestor for the three species. Note that the lower node
is only an elementary ancestor.

Table 6.5: Number of correct classifications for the presence of migrations. The second and forth
columns are for correctly not detecting migration.

M/S (1600bp) M/S (∞bp)

3/0.5 0/0 3/0.5 0/0

ea1 0 100 42 97

ea2 1 100 45 99

ca 0 99 39 97

pa 0 99 37 96
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6.8 Discussion and Conclusion

Why do we find such a strong tendency in ?BEAST posterior trees towards the weak
speciation end? It is fairly obvious that smaller M and S result in only few migrations, which
affect only a few species divergence times. If most of the divergence times are unaffected, the
tree as a whole will “support” weak speciation over strong. But there is a second, deeper and
not so obvious reason, which may shed some light on our unsuccessful detection attempts.
It concerns the combined nature of a model which co-estimates gene trees, divergence
times and population sizes from sequence data of fixed length. ?BEAST divergence time
for a species is bound from above by the time of the last ancestral lineage with descendants in
all species. But those times are estimated from sequence data, and given a model mismatch
any of the estimated parameters may be “pushed” to an incorrect value. It all depends
on where the best overall likelihood is, given the model assumptions. It turns out that
unless M and S are large, more of the data supports weak speciation, and so coalescences
due to migration are pushed back in time instead of migration times getting more recent.
Actually, it gets worse than that – even with large values of M and S, where most of the
data supports a more recent divergence, the high sequence similarity allows a wide range
in the genes divergence times, wide enough so that they can be spaced to match the times
expected from that species divergence time with no migrations. That may explain why we
can’t detect migration – the gene trees exhibit very little model mismatch!

Those observations may clarify the large difference between finite short sequences and
infinite sequences. With infinite sequences, gene trees times are fixed, so we get to the strong
end with smaller M and S and can detect migration via using the observed model mismatches
due to those times. As a visual reminder of how large those difference are, see Figure 6.8.
The figure shows the posterior estimate of the rooted score branch from the weak tree for 100
runs, with 1600bp and infinite length sequences. Note the almost complete overlap in the
1600bp distribution and the null distribution (no migration, in red), even though they came
out significantly different due to the longer tail of the (yellow) migration distribution.

When considering the results in this chapter we should keep in mind that migration
can be modelled in many ways. We chose to model migration as steadily declining from
the initial separation, and keep the same flow from one species to other species even after
it diverges. We examined migration in the context of rapid radiation, where the amount
of genetic diversity between sequences is relatively low. Even under those conditions we
examined only an infinitesimal part of our domain. We used only a fixed birth rate, assigned
population sizes in a particular way, considered only a few combinations of species, individuals
and loci, and used M and S to model migration as linearly declining. It will be interesting
to know how the results for this specific setup hold when we expand the domain in any
direction, especially when considering a glaciation/warming-up type of model where species
are totally isolated for a period of time and then allowed to reunite later, or when migration
and population sizes are determined directly from an underlying geographic model. We hope
the techniques presented here may still prove useful in future research.
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(a) 1600bp sequence length. No migration in
red, with M = S = 0.8 in yellow.

(b) Infinite sequence length. No migration in
red, with M = S = 0.8 in yellow

Figure 6.8: Comparing the distributions of posterior rooted branch scores of data sets with
migration and without. The fundamental difference between short sequences (left)
and infinite sequences (right) is clear.



Chapter 7
Conclusion

He had bought a large map
representing the sea,
Without the least vestige of land:
And the crew were much pleased when
they found it to be
A map they could all understand.

The Hunting of the Snark
Lewis Carroll

You aren’t ready to finish a PhD until
you are sure you know more than your
supervisor.

Alexei Drummond

Mentioning the explosion of sequence data in the opening sentence is fast becoming a cliché.
The human genome project has been criticized for promising breath-taking health benefits
(Mayer, 2010), but the scientific gains are not in doubt. This contribution is the product
of work in several fronts: field researchers collecting and analysing data, cheaper and faster
sequencing, development of new methods for data analysis – and advances in computing and
electronics which touch on all other areas.

Making full use of larger data sets requires adapting existing methods or developing new
ones. Until recently, most existing phylogenetic methods were created with a single gene
segment in mind, which left researches with two options: concatenate several segments and
treat them as one or combine results from separate analyses after the fact. Neither approach
is ideal since segments from different parts of the genome may share some model parameters
while other parameters are segment specific. Concatenating segments produces “the wrong
king of average”, while obtaining one statistically sound estimate from independent analyses
is usually difficult. A model which does not use concatenation and co-estimates all parameters
using all the available data offers an alternative which is free from those problems.

This thesis focuses on two such multi-locus methods: the Extended Bayesian Skyline Plot
(EBSP) for non parametric estimation of population size history, and ?BEAST for inferring
the species history from gene tree histories. When I started development, no comparable
methods were available, and currently there is only one other method with the same objectives
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as ?BEAST (Liu et al., 2008). ?BEAST, I believe, offers more features, less restrictions and,
from simulation studies presented here, is better at estimating the species tree.

It could be argued that neither of those methods represents a substantial theoretical
achievement. The theoretical aspects – coalescent theory, the role of multi-locus, the mul-
tispecies coalescent, generic MCMC – have been common knowledge for some time. Yet,
implementations have become available only recently. This may be due to several reasons.
First, there was little incentive for development while Multi-locus/Multi-individual data sets
were relatively rare. Second, computing resources were insufficient to complete large scale
analyses in a reasonable time. And third, developing a MCMC method is a difficult and time
consuming engineering task.

Methods like the EBSP and ?BEAST build upon the estimation of gene histories. To
implement one you either start from scratch or extend an existing package, the latter typically
safer and definitely wiser when your supervisor is the main developer of said package. But
even extending may incur a high initial cost due to a steep learning curve of a complex
software package. And that is only the beginning, since the challenges facing a developer of an
MCMC method go beyond computer science. Of course, some basic understanding of genetics
and phylogenetic prior art are required to design the model, and the tedious task of getting
every little detail right is always there, but the real challenge is the stochastic nature of the
MCMC. An MCMC implements a random walk in a high dimensional space, sometimes in
the hundreds or thousands of dimensions, and so by construction, extremely hard to validate.
Validation involves careful verification of the implementation of mathematical formulas used
for the model and the MCMC proposals, and insuring that all the parts interact correctly.
The most effective way to do so is by using simulations. This requires first being able to
simulate the data using the model assumptions, then to estimate model parameters from the
data for many instantiations and confirm that the distribution of those estimates matches the
simulation parameters. Since the space is practically infinite many choices have to be made
regarding the range of parameters and the statistical tests to use, especially when estimating
a complex combinatorial object such as a tree. Sometimes we can derive theoretical results
and use small test cases to verify specific components – we saw an example in chapter 4.
The sum total requires considerable effort and large amounts of time, both from humans
and machines. The upside is that we gain some insight into what to expect when analysing
real data, explore the effects of model mismatches and data errors, and perhaps establish a
few practical limits. To work well on real data – which is subject to known and unknown
processes not captured by the model – the method must work well on simulated data first.
The results in the last part of chapter 6 show how simulations can show that a method is
ineffective and lead us to try and understand the reasons and possibly get ideas for further
research.

While the EBSP, ?BEAST and other current methods are useful tools for systematics
research, solely estimating the population size or the phylogeny is rarely the object of a
scientific study nowadays. Scientists are interested in fundamental questions about evolution
and life, and so are interested in linking phylogenetic and population information with other
data such as morphological traits, geographic location of specimens, fossil dates or past
geological events. At this point in time researchers have to, yet again, build a phylogenetic
tree and augment it with knowledge and data from other areas after the fact. We should
strive to provide ways to incorporate the data of interest into a single analysis, exactly for
the same reasons which led to the development of ?BEAST. Sometimes this can be done
by “evolving” additional traits on the same species tree given an appropriate “substitution
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model”, which describes how those traits change over time. This approach is well understood
and work in that direction is already underway. But in other cases we need to close some
theoretical gaps first. Chapter 5 shows that the question of combining calibration constraints
with a standard tree prior is not as simple as it might have first appeared.

Co-estimating a species tree and the traits of interest may also help in setting up new
types of analyses. Sometimes individuals from recently diverged species are too similar to
be unambiguously classified into the appropriate sub-group/sub-species. It may be possible
to extend ?BEAST to handle this species assignment problem using genetic data only, but
adding information such as the location where an individual was captured, its tail color or
the type of melodies it sings should increase the power of such inference. The same applies
to the much harder problem of inferring the number of sub groups/species from the data
itself. This is a tricky question since a “species” has no precise definition. While reproductive
isolation is definitely a common part of the answer, it generally applies only in retrospect. In
practice we may be happy to call distinct groups ‘separate species’ (or sub-species) when
members are geographically separated but could successfully reproduce if only they met,
or even in the presence of limited gene flow between groups. This issue dates back to the
first days of genetic research: “It has so far been found to be just as impossible to draw a sharp
line between the hybrids of species and varieties as between species and varieties themselves”
(Mendel, 1865).

It is certainly exciting to envision learning more from increasingly complex models,
but neither data nor resources are infinite. While genomes are large, the total amount of
relevant information is yet unknown. As we saw, the main source of statistical power of our
models is the number of independent loci, but how many of those do different species share,
assuming the full genome of each individual is available? For the moment let us assume
it is a sufficiently large number, say many tens of thousands. Still, to use this wealth of
data we still need to model processes which operated millions of years in the past and build
computationally feasible inferences around those models.

Regardless of how far we can go, I hope that case studies discussed here (and numerous
others in the literature) convinced you that the Bayesian approach should be used. Or at
least they made you wary of point estimates, especially for complex multi-dimensional objects
such as a tree, and that we should expect at least a lower and upper bound from any dating
method, and support measures from any phylogeny builder.

With that in mind it is interesting to see a trend in the exact opposite direction, towards
the use of “fast” ML methods. It is quite ironic that Bayesian methods became popular
because they were considered the faster alternative. The following anecdote may explain
how this came about: Alexei Drummond remembers that in 2004 he and Andrew Rambaut
extracted the chain length used in all published MrBayes analyses to date, around 350 cases at
the time. The vast majority used the default of one million steps. Some ‘Conservatives’ used
two million. Only a few used a chain length proportional to the problem size, counterbalanced
by the “I-need-the-results-by-tomorrow-morning” constant-timers whose chain length was
inversely proportional to the problem size.

While sharing the same primary goal, Phylogenetic Bayesian and Maximum Likelihood
methods are not directly comparable. The performance of a Multi-locus Bayesian method
such as ?BEAST cannot be compared with RAxML or GARLI, since those ML methods
assume that each gene has the same tree topology and relative branch lengths when applied
to joint inference of multiple loci. Therefore, it is especially important to provide a clear
view of the capabilities and scope of any new method. On this account I find the newer ML
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methods lacking. The published accounts of RAxML and GARLI tend to concentrate on
achieving the highest likelihood score for a data set, rather than on generating biologically
realistic simulated data and comparing the results to the truth. The 2003 PHYML article
did mention a comparison with MrBayes, but did not graph the results. It would be much
better if researchers are given an idea at which point Bayesian methods stop being effective,
for each trait of interest (topology, branch lengths, divergence times, clade support), and
what can we actually expect from ML methods for sets of larger taxa.

Most researchers are pragmatic and would pick the most convenient option among
scientifically acceptable ones. And for some current data sets, Bayesian methods can be
inconveniently slow. Even with Moore’s law in full swing, they take a very long time to
complete. Sometimes tens or hundreds of millions of steps are needed, and some cases will not
converge even with that many. Non-convergence can be the result of a misconfigured MCMC
(sub-optimal choice of proposals and/or their relative weights), but in other cases there are
fundamental reasons. The availability of powerful generic MCMC machinery can make us
forget how impossibly large our sample space is. Ordinarily, adding more measurements
simply increases statistical power, but with multi-locus methods we face an uncommonly
vicious cycle: every time we add more ‘data’ in the form of another loci the number of
parameters is increased as well. If the data contains a ‘strong signal’, the multidimensional
landscape consists of one relatively steep peak, which presents no problem for Maximum
Likelihood or Bayesian methods. But when there is a mixture – several equally probable
“explanations” – the landscape consists of several peaks of similar height, and then we are
definitely not in Kansas anymore. While this is a property of the data and presents a difficulty
for any inference method, it can be particularly problematic for the EBSP and ?BEAST. In
both cases, the target of estimation (population size function or the species tree) requires
the estimation of a set of gene trees. Those are typically referred to as nuisance parameters,
parameters estimated from the data which are integrated out in the process. The problem
arises from the fact that all those parameters can be highly correlated. With the EBSP the
population sizes are highly correlated with the number of change points, and the demographic
function as a whole is correlated with the gene trees. So, the configuration of gene trees for one
likelihood peak for some demographic function may be very different from the configuration
for another peak with a similar height. This means that to move from one hill to the other,
most of the parameter space has to move. But remember that our typical operator changes
only a small part of that space, and so many of those uncoordinated moves are needed to
get down from that hill. It is the same story with ?BEAST, only more so, where we find
interplay between gene trees, species topology, divergence times and population sizes.

The obvious snappy answer is “find better moves” – MCMC proposals capable of jumping
between hills in one step. But this presents quite a challenge. Constructing such an operator
requires an understanding of the landscape to such a degree that is almost tantamount to
being able to design a Gibbs sampler, an operator capable of drawing an uncorrelated sample
for a sub-space, where the sub-space is almost all of the space of interest here. Faster and
cheaper computational power affords partial relief. Utilizing multi-core machines or graphics
GPUs may enable running enough independent chains to explore problematic landscapes.
Making those options more user friendly should be at the top of the priority list.

There is much to look for in the coming age of genetic abundance: many treasures are
hidden in the living historical document we call the genome. The study of genetic data is a
major part of the understanding of life on earth, and building models which infer directly
from the data is one of the best ways to expand our knowledge. Over the past ten years,
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Bayesian MCMC methods have been doing most of the heavy lifting, enabling the application
of increasingly complex models to genetic data. As we all know, prediction is hard – especially
about the future∗ – so we can’t hope to guess what the next ten years will bring. Let us just
hope they will be even more interesting than the previous ten.

∗ Many attributions, from Yogi Berra, Niels Bohr, Mark Twain and Victor Borga, to name just a few.
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